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PREFACE

ABOUT ENERGY TECHNOLOGY MODULES

The module, were developed by TERC-SW for use in two-year postsecondary technical

institutions to prepare technicians for .employment and are useful in industry for up-
.

dating employees in compAny-sponsored training programs. The principles, techniques

and skills taught in the modules, based on tasks that energy technicians perform, were

obtained from a nationwide advisory committee of employers of energy technicians. Each

module was writ.cen by a technical expert and approved by representatives from industry.

A module contains the following elements:

Introduction, which identifies the topic and often includes,a rationale for

studying the 'material.

Prerequisites, which identify the material a student should be familiar

with before studying the.module.

Objectives, which clearly identify what the.studerit is expected to know for sat-

isfactory module completion. The objectives, stated-in terms of action-oriented

behaviors, include such action words as operate, measure, calculate, identify

.and define, rather than words with many inte.rpretaticns, such,as know. under-

stand, learn and appreciate.

Sybjeft Matter, which presents the-backgroizna theory and techniques supportiv@

to the objectives of the module. Subject4matter is written with the technical

student 'in mind.

-,Exercises, which provide practical problems to which the student can apply this

-
new knowledge.

Laboratory Materials, which identify the equipment required to complete the

laboratory procedure.

laboratory Procedures, which is the experiment section, or "hands-on" portion, of

the module (including step-by-step instruction) designed to reinforce student

learning.

Data Tables, which are included inmost modules for the first year (or basic)

courses to help the student. learn how to collect and organize data.

References, which are inciuded as suggestions for supplementary reading/

viewing for the student. /

Test, whiih measures the student's achievement of thq prestated objectives.
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INTRODUCTION

Since understanding basic building blocks of electronic

eq4pment is imperative to functioning effectiiiely in elec-

trdnics And associated fields, this module covers general

applications of stages and systems. The discussion includeS

flow'of signals through stages and systems, and voltages

necessary'for operation.

PREREQUISITES

The student should ha e completed one year of algebra

and shduld,also be familiar with the concepts of direct

current and alternating current electronics.

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this jitle, the student should be
' a .

able to::

1.. Define a sta ge.

2. Define asystem.
a

3. Explain what-a signal is, and how a signal can be

changed.
%

4. TDefin& input to a state.

5. Define output from a stage. 4

6. State-the purpose of an'adplifier.
. ,

7. State the purpos1'of wavezgeneration stages'.

8. Name the types of waveshaping'stages and what they do.
.

9. List the three ,tages of a power supply and what jobs

these stages perform.

E15 -01 /Page
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10: Identify indicator devices-and state their character- ''

i
.-

stics.

11. State the purpose, of silicon-controll0 rectifier

. (SCRs) and Triacs:

12. Name the two main categoAes of digital circuits and

describe their purpose.
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SUBJECT MATTER

i

CONCEPTS AND APPLICATION OF INPUT AND OUTPUT

Electronic devices such as transistors, intqlrated

packages, capacitors, inductors, transformers, and resistors

are interconnected to create electronic stages and systems.

Various arrangements are employed in electronics:, A stage

is'defined as "a section in electronic equipment that per-.

forms_ an individual, specific task." A system incorporates

several stages and performs many tasks.

In virtually all stages and systems, "input" and "out-
.

put" are elpEtrical locations that accept and pass on that

which is. applied to the stage or system. That which is

applied to,a stage oY system is called a signal, and is

usually a voltage -epresentation. All stages or systems

modify the applied signal. The pages that follow discuss

stage and system applications, as well as modifications they

perform on'signals.

APPLICATIONS OF STAGES ANDSYSTEMS

a
The many sfages'an'd systellis in use have much in'common.

rn any.stage or system, the following variables'applied to

the input can be altered:

Voltage.

Current.

Power.

Frequency.

N
9
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Voltage is electrical pressure, that causes, electrons

(current)t o move through a circuit.'
.

Current is the movement of electrons through a circtiitl

Power is the amount of electrical work being dczne in a

given time period. \,

Frequency is-the rate at which a given alternating

current changes. The speed at which current reverses direc-

tion associated with current frequency... .

In many cased, only one variable will be changed. Ino
other cases ;. two or more variables can be altered., The fol-

lowing are some, changes that-can be performed:

Amplitude.

Shape'.

Inversion.

A

Amplitude 'refers to the amount of a-given value. Five

volts is indicated as an amplitude of 5 volts. A value such

as 0.16 amperes is also an amplitude in this Case, oP°'"cur-
.

rent.

Shape is a pictorial representation of amplitude changes

in a given time period.

Inversion refers to a Signal-.that is turned upside down,

or inverted. Amplitude and frequency are not affected.-).

ExaMples are depicted in Figure 1. Figures--1-a. aid lb°

show a voltage increase taking place. Thesignal in Figure\..,

la is not inverted; in Figure lb it is. Figure lb also shows

an increase in signal amplitude, as does Figure la.. Figure

lc shOws a shape change with no amplification or invesjon.

.Figure ld shows.a shape change and. amplification,



+V
1000 Hz

INPUT

2V-

VOLTAGfi SINE WAVE

OUTPUT

STAGE OR SYSTEM

6 a. Amplification
(output non - inverted)

+20V

SINE WAVE..

1000 Hz

-20V

+ 8V
INPUT OUTPUT +10V

STAGE OR SYSTEM7
- 8V I

-10V
SINE WAVE

b Voltage Amplification SINE WAVE
(output inverted)

. INPUT OUTPUT
+10V *10V.- '=1,

STAGE OR SYSTEM'

-10V . la
I)

SQUARE WAVE
c. Waveshaping

_.(no amplification)

' INPUT
+ 6V

-6V

OUTPUT

SWAGE OR SYSTEM

SAWTOOTH:WAVE

+10V

d, Waveshaping
(inversion and amplification)

-10V -

Figure 1. ) Examples of Stage- Application.

41(
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.Regardless .of the number of changes, almostf all \stages I

or systems can be classified,by the specific change or

changes they perform. The following categories summarize, I
most electro4c applications:

Amplifier (amplification):
IOscillators and wave'generators

Waveshaping.'
.

.,

Rectifiers and filtering.

Regulators. .,

Indicators and displays. I
. -,..

Thyristors (electionically-controlled switches).

Digital. .

,

,............g.

/

h
L

Ag.

Decision-making stages or systems are advancing rapidly
,

in most 'applications, and"the most common is the amplifier.

In this module, each of these items is discussed as a gen-
.

er-al application. Practical e'xaMples are used fop emphasis.

Unless otherwise stated, examples shown refer to a stage.

Later modules discuss each application in detail,

AMPLIFIERS
v

.An amplifier is a stage th'at increases the level or
4

amount of one or more of the lolloWing values:

Voltage.

Current. t

. Power.

.
_

'Amplifiers are essential in-most electronic equipment.
-. .

Figure 2 shows some uses forthese stages. -The amplifier

.. can amplify all or part of the signal applied to the input.

Page 6/ED-01
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COMMUNICATION
EQUIPMENT

SOUND
REFSRODUCTI ON

EQUIPMENT ,

INDUSTRIAL MONITORING
AND

CONTROL EQUIPMENT

ME COMPUTER
APPLICATIONS

Figur-e 2. General Amplifier'Use .Categories.
4,

. .

.

When a stage acts as an ampljer, it is called an analog

stage. The. term "analog" indicates 'that the amplifier looks

at all the input signal and can; if necessary, reproduce it

completely.

Most amplifiers are either voltage orpowevamplifiers:

These two classifications can be subdivided into two cate-

gories which -also have divifsiohs, as seen ih the following

breakdown:

,

13
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DIVISIONS

1. Class of Operation identifies how much-of the

input signal will be amplified andipas8ed on
.c

to the output of a stage. The classes are

as follows:

a. Class A.

b. ClIsS B.

c. .Class AB.

d. 'Clan C.

SUBDIVISIONS\-\.1
AP

Frequency of operation identiXies the operation

rate of the amplifier. Different input signals

to amplifiers are at different rates of opera-

tion. An'amplifier must be esigned to accom-

modate a specific frequent;r rate.

a: D.C. amplifiers.

b. A,.C.

(1) Audio frequencies (AF).'

(2) Video frequencies (VF).

(3) Intermediate 'frequencies (IF).

(4) Radio 'frequencies (1 F)

Themajorodcfference between the four classes of opera-

! itioA (A, B, AB and C) is accuracy Of reproduction. Class A

reproduces most accurately, with possible error less than

1% to 2%. I71.Class C operation, hoiiever; over 50% of :the.

# signal is destroyed when-it passes through' the stage - but

some of the lot signal is recaptured at the output by using

a: reinsertion process.
1

Page 8 /ED -01
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The subdivision "frequen4y-of operation" is more,ob-

vious. The input signal frequency may be zero, as is the
.

igOt at to d. c. amplifier, or-,it may be in the upper ranges

of .c. frdquenciefs. As signals reach radio frequencies,

a peculiar phenomenon occurs: -Instead of traveling in wires,

signals radiate into the atmosphere and travel great dis-

tances., /.

This text wjll not attempt to break frequency of opera-
s

tions claqsifications into other possible subdivision.

e 3 shows a few secific applications for ampli-

.7
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BATTERY
ID

TURNTABLE

VARIABLE
CONTROL

.AMPLIFIER

. ,

a. Amplifier (DC_LNN

AUDIO
AMPUFIER

D C
CONTROLLED

DEVICE

b. Audio AC Amplifier

4.

STUDIO CAMERA

VIDEO
AMPUFIER

SPEAKER

1

c. Video Amplifier
9

STUDCO MONITOR

P
AMPUFIER

MICROPHONE
TN

",,,...,...."'"...

g/

illANSMITTED SIGNAL Ls....,y

d. Radio Amplifier

Figpre 3. Specific Amplifier Uses.

Page 10/ED-01
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OSCILLATORS AND WAVE GENERATORS

OSCILLATORS

Osdillators and wave generators are used in several

electronic applications. Among these are organs, comthuni-

Cations equipment, industrial control equipment, computers,

-eLectronicNwatches, and navigation applications.

These stages are required for the production of a ref-

erence to which signals are compared, added, or subtracted.

The terms "oscillator" or "wave generator" refer to a rep-

lica or'repetiPon. The beat of the human heart is an anal-

ogy., since each, heartbeat is dictated by the exertipn re-

quirements for certain activities. Likewise; an oscillator

o.r timer can be changed by altering part of the stage. Each

applicaticin indicates a particular required rate.

Oscillators acrd wave generators serve similar'roles.

Both produce a repeated wave that supplies ae signal fa_6t-er-
.

system parts. Oscillatdrs and wave generators ae usually

categorized by.the Stage part (or parts) that determines the

rate of operation. In,an oscillator, these parts are as fol-
.

lows:

Resisttapacktor (RC).

' Inductor .clpaditor

Crystal.

Tee

4r RC oscillators are used in the audio frequency ranges.

they consist of a resistor and capacitor combination (called

anRCtime con-s-tame) thatestabUs-hos the requiredfrequendy.

LC oscillators use coils and capacitors to determine .

the rate of operation. This is accomplished by using,,the

17 ED-pi/Page 11



resonant-frequency principle of placing a,coil and capacitor

in series (or parallel with each other) at the input of the

stage.

,Crystal oscillators generate a given rate of operation

by the use of a stone Crystal. Voltage is applied to the

crystal, causing current to flow in the crystal., ,As a re-

sult, this device will continue to vibrate at a precise rate

as long as voltage is applied. As with RC and LC'escilla-

tors, the crystal is place -in the input to the stage.

All oscillators employ a principle called feedback..
,.To generate a repeating signal from the se, a part of

.4,

the signal is Led back- rom the output to the input, so that

the output,supPorts th inptt,signal: As a- result, repeti-

tion is guaranteed. An example of'this principle is shown

in Figure 4.

,,-311100. OSCILLATOR STAGE

INPUT OUTPUT

Figure 4. Oscillator Stage (Showing Feedback).

_It .should bd noted from Fiaure,4 tlat an -oscillator

stage has no input from a preceding-stage. In this applica-

tidn, the rate-determining network is ,placed in the input to

create the original.signal for repetition; a portion of the

rate-detetm.OIAgnetwork's signal is output.'-

(A continuous signal is then available from'the output that is

used 4's a signal provider for another stage.

Page 12 /ED -01
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In summary, oscillators' must meet-four requirements,-

as follows:

1. Must be self-starting.

2. Must provide positive feedback.

3.- Must be capable of rate determination.

4. Output must replace input losses.

Thete requirements will be discussed in a later module.

The outpdt of RC, and crystal-oscillators is in the

shape of a sine wave, as s,hown in Figure 5. Although the

amplitude may vary from oscillator to oscillator,*the shape

from a given oscillator is un4hanging.

Figure 5. 'Sinusoidal Waveshape (RC, LC, and
Crystal .Generation Outputs).

1.

WAVE GENERATORS

. Wave generators are stages whose outputs are used as

system-timing signals. Timing signals resemble the heart-
.

beat or a ticking clock. Without the timing signal,-there

is no operation in a system that us s a wave, generator.

Wave generators differ from oscilla ors primarily in the

shape ot-th-e wave they produce: --The most common wave gener-

ators are thefollowieg: g
I(

19
I
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1. Rectangular or square wave generators.

2. -Ramp generators.

a. Sawtooth.

,b. Traperoid.

c. Triangle.

. There are several types of wave, generators, but rectan-

gular wave generators are used most often. Other waveshapes

are developed easily from the rectangular shape. The rec-

tangular wave can be developed by this generator in oneof

he following three ways, depending upon the requied appli-
;

'cation:

1.

_
.

Astable (free ruining).

Monostable (one stable state).

Bistable (two stable states).

Astable

I

Astable, or- free- 'running generators, output a continu-

ous rectangular series of pulses, as described in Figure 6.

A pulse is a repeated amplitude change in a given time

period that is determined by the frequency of the oscillator.

Astable generators do not 'remain in a stable state, as do

monostable or bistab -le types.

Page 14/ED-01,

Figure 6. Astable Waveform.
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With-the use'of capacitprs, coils, and resistors, saw-

tooth and triangular waves can be developed from the output'

of the wave generator.

Mpnostable
1.

The monostable gerierator has only one stah,16.stte.

It requires an external trigger signal-to trange momentarily

from its stable state to a temporary stale and back again.

The shapes of its output and trigger signals are -shown in

Figure 7.

GENERATOR OUTPUT

TRIGGER SIGNAL .A.
SET ,

;
I 'I

Figure 7. Monostable Waveshap
(With Triggering Pulse).

L

SET

gistable A

A bistable-g§nerator has two stable states. Two exter-

nal trigger4u1ses flip the generator back and forth from

one -state ni another as trigger signa56 occur. As in,,the

-monostablg generatoi, the'stage's 'state only changes when

a trigger signal provides impetus, Note the difference
o

betWeen the monostable generator,waveshape inFigure 7 and

the bis!tabli mertor waveshape in Figure 8.

0

*
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GENERATOR OUTPUT

4

0

41

TRIGGER SIGN44

sET

0

a

Figure 8. 'Bistabae Waveshape
(With Triggering Pulse)._

4. .
.. -

, o

RESEy .

One wave generator is4the AdvancecrS'A Timer: a small,

inexpensive case containing the stage ,in a sealed housing.

The timer acts as a mpnostable or an astable generator

whichever .is requited. .Moreover, the output rate can be

easily adjusted froeless than one s,. -cond to seveat .hours.

Bistabl,e timers are disctissed at length in a.later mgdule.

RAP GENERATORS' .

Ramp generators are used in oscilloScapes, vdar,

vision, and computer television mgnitors. This waveform
%

causes the picture image to be'iraced across the face of the

screen. Of particul a'r.importance is the linear sha% petl'n

which the wave occurs. A brief example'of:shapeand use is

illustrated in Figure 9.

Oscillators (RC, LC, and crystal) have an output signal

called inus-oidal. A sinusoidql wave has the 'same shape as

a wave roduced"from the alternating current generator in

the
<,
power station. , gave generatdrs; on the other hand, pTo-

duce a nonsinusoidal wave (a shape Q.ther thansinusoidal),.

This shape takes many forms.

Rage 16/ED-01
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firrith

Shape -c Tritingularf

Application - Digital Voltmeters and Analog to Digital Convertors

LINEAR

Shape - Sawtooth

Application - Radar and T9levision

LINEAR

4,

Shape wtooth

Application - Oscilloscopes

Figure 9 . Nonsinusoidal Wavesh e .

WAVESHAPING.

Many a1iplications in.electronics.reqUire a waveshape

other than those discussed -so far. Furtheripre, when a

rectangular, sawtooth, or triangular wave is required, some

ED-01/Page 17 .
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minor changes can occur because of design methods, and

necessary restoration of the original wave is required.
A .

Waveshaping stages or circuits are used to perform these
,

-tasks.
4

The following categories'of waveshaping circuits will

be discussed briefly (using block diagrams and signal flow),

1. Integrator RC shaping (resistor-capacitor).

2. Differentiator RC shaping (resistor-capacitor).

a. Clippers.

b.

Notice that the input's shape is changed as a result of the

stage used. The output will usually have the same frequency,

however.

INTEGRATOR

An integrator 'stage converts a rectangular wave. to a

modified sawtQoth wave. Figure 10 illustrates.the conver-

sion. State components are the use df-a,resistOr and capac-

i tor .

RECTANGULAR
WAVE

INPUT

INTEGRATOR
STAGE

OUTPUT

OR

Figure 10. Integrator Stage Conversion.
.0

Page 187ED-01 24
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The rate of repetition does notchange as a result;

however, shape is altered. Notice that one of two output

shapes i possible, depending upon application. This stage

is used p marily for waveshape correction. It eliminates

distortion created by poor design or component'aging.

DIFFERENTIATOR

A differentiator stage is designed to alter a in wave

without destroying its shape. However, the differentiator

stage usually cres alter the amount of sign s well As

signal starting time. This condition is illustrated in

ur6

rs.

MrFFEREWIATOR

Figure 11. Differentiatiir Stage.

Although the ba"sic shape is still sinusoidal, start time

and height haVe been changed. DifferentAators can also be

used to alter other waves. Figure 12 shOvis the square wave

being 'changed. Note the output, wave is now a spike.

shape can be used to tjAgger the 'wave gen.p4tors previously

discussed.. Another name for trrgier pulse is steering pulse.

25 ED=01/i0age l9



ti
RECTANGULAR

WAVE

----
DIFFERENTIATOR .

f

SPIKES

Figure 1. Other Differentiator Applicati9ns.

CLIPPERS

A clipper stage is designed to_ cut off an unwanted

portion of a wave. Noise pulses often produced. by inter-
,

ference from motor brushes, power line insulators, internal

,electr.onic equipment noi(es, automobiles and trucks m
. .

be eliminated if a stage,or system is to op erate proper y..

Clippers are of two 'types: a se-ries clipper and the

parallel or shunt clipper. Clipper names describe the way

they .are constructed electrically. CUpper-output wave-
.

shapes are illustrated in Figure 13. Figure'13 illustrates

two possible outputs. 'While the circuit has to be altered ,-

p oduce one output or the other, the input signal is the

s me,for,both.

e

Page *29/E7D-01
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+5V

OV-

z.'

5V
SERIES

CLIPPER OV

OR

OV

a.
4 -5V

SCE RS

SHUNT
CLIPPER

b.

Figure 13. Clipper Stages.

+5V

OR

5 V

.

A slicer stage (Figure 14) serves a similar purpose.

The center portion of the dnput wave is retained; whereas,

metre -- top and' bottom parts of the input wave are cut off.

This staieis placed in a system prior- o a stage requiring

constant amplitudelf3ilevel. In the slicer(s), the input

wave rate is unchanged.

SLICER

CENTER RETAINED

SLICED OFF -14-

Figure 14. Slicer Stage.

27
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Several input signal-s can be applied to the slicer

(one at a time). In each case', the output will have the

top and bottom removed.

'RECTIFICATION AND FILTERING

All electronic equipment requires direct current volt-

ages to provide proper conditions for operation. Like the

automobii,e engine moves the car forward or backwards nly

when the driver performs the proper operation so t is

with electronic equipment. ,The power supply in Thich rec-
.

tification takes place 'provides idle voltages for he system.

When the s.ignalj.S applied to the input, the direct current

Voltage becomes the means by which the signal trave s through

and reaches the,output.

. It is imperative that stage-operating voltages be direct

current voltages. When applied to a stage, voltages become

a reference for the signal. If voltages are alternating

current voltages,tthe reference is variable and of little

value. Alternasia-g current vol=t-ages must be changed to

direct current voltages.

Most electronic equipment receives initial voltages

from alternating current usually 120 volts a.c. This,

of course, obtained from a wall outlet. Because it is--

a.c., the current must be converted to d.c. to be used aS

reference voltage in electronic ages and systems. The

rectifier, is the stage that provid s initial conversion.*

Further changing of the voltage wave is required to assure

direct current.
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The filter stage provides the final change. A. filter

stage consists of resistors,,capacitors, and'sometimes, a

coil to complete the job. 'Because the graphic representa-

tion of a d:c. voltage is, a straight line, the results of

rectifier ala.dfilter action are shown as an approximate

straight line. Figure 15 illustrates the input and output

of these two stages.

RECTIFIER

BOTTOM HALF-
REMOVED

DC VOLTAGE

FILTER

Figure.5. Power Supply Stages.

Although this block stage sequence shoWs'only one type

of rectiftcation and filtering, it serves to describe the

action taking place.

Rectifiers are generally clas'sifie as. half wave, full

wave, or bridges. This module will not discUss rectifiers

in detail. However; generally speaking, half wave rectifiers

are the least efficient, and bridged rectifiers are the most

effitient.

Filters (the second stage in Figure 15)'are also cate-

gorized by their efficiency. The two general typed are RC

filters and LC filters'.

The student should note at this point that, although -

-oscillators also possess RC and LC 'stages, application is

not the same. This condition will become more understand-

able in later modules.

a
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'RC and LC filters are used to reduce the a.c. changes

from the rectifier to a straight-line voltage. While all-

variations-usuaLly_are not removed, filter stages do remove

.enough variations to accomplish a smooth output voltage

similar to pure direct current.'

REGULATORS

C

Vol-fale-s' provided from power Supplies must remain con-

stant iveditage output. In power supplies, the 'stage that

assures constant output is the regulator. A regulator com-

pensates for voltage fluctuations maintaining a constant

d.c. .voltage at:its output. In recent years, power supply

regulators have been improved. 'Recent developmritT have

yielded-the solid state regulator. This` device is enclosed

in a plastic case; with only cdhnections brought to the out-

side.

Other regulators incorporate the Zener diode, a device

that possesses unusual characteristics. As a voltage is

applied to this device, the Zener diode alloWs only a certain
1

voltage to exists: .s the input to this stage changes due

to other stage interaction and power line vaiations the
.0

.Zener regulator locks in a preset voltage at its output.

These devices can regulate voltages Aiom 2 v lts to slightly

over 200 volts.

Figure 16 illustrates regulator action rid shows connec-

tions to the rectifier and filter circuit.
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AC
POWER

UNE

ID

BOTTOM REMOVED

A__

)..1 RECTIFIER FILTER

SLIGHT
CHANGE

REGULATOR

Figure 16. Power Supply With Regulator.

STABLE
VOLTAGE

7.

a

Although power supply protection circuits have not been.

discussed, all'power supplies should have protection. When

the system to which power supplies are connected deMands
-

more power than'the design can handle, smoke and possibly

fire may occur. Thus, devices such as fuses, circilit

breakers, and over current limiter stages are employed to

assure safe power demand limits.- These will be discussed

in more detail later.

Not all. systems use regulator circuits; hOwever, these

Circuits are becoming more common in general system design

as developments lower the price.

INDICATORS AND DISPLAYS

In many electronic systems,
I

it becomes necessary to

provide a read-out of some condition that exists'either

within the system, or as a result of the function of the ,

system. A variety of devices and associated components

have been used as display stages. The following list is

a cross-section sample of several in use.

Incandescent lamp.

Neon lamp.

31.
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Light,remittiftg devices (LEDs) .

Liquii crystal devices (LCDs).

Incandescent Lamps

Small-light bulbs are used to indicate such messages as

ON-OFF, standby, warning, system noryal, system malfunction

or error, and4e4riety Of olher conditions. This device

emits light whem.a current flows through the 'amp. Its
o

longevity is limited, however, pritarily due to the filament.

Although some lamps may last as long as 5000 hours, most do

not. A lamp ha? many uses, but -can conve' only small

amounts of iliformatrion. The ollowing three states are pos-

sible:

ON.

OFF.

Blinking.

Neon-- Lamps

. Although neon lamps serve applications similar. to those

of incandescent-lamps,-they usually will last longer. How-

ever, a,neon lamp has a poor light leVel output compared to
.4. .

an incandescent lamp. Typically, these lamps are used as

indicator lamps on electronic quipment. Often, neon lamps\

require a resistor placed in he circuit with them to reduce

voltage. Most neon lamps if used as 110 volt indicators

must have this
.
resistor Un the stage.

32
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When these lamps begin to fail, the device starts

blinking ON and OFF, even when'a continuous voltage is ,

applied. Although this will .not cause damage, replacement

is advisable if the lamp is 'an indicator.

'Li

S
ht- Emitting Devices

.Two devices emerging as promising light emitting units

are LEDs (light-emitting diodes) and LCDs (liquid crystal

displays). .

LEDs are diodes that give off visible light when current

is flowing. They can be manufactured to provide light from

one source point or from several points, as required. Fig'-

ure 17 shows the difference between these two types of LEDs.

.Figure 17. Light - Emitting Diodes (LEDs).
ti

Figure 17a shows a single LED which could be used as an

indicator device. :These LEDs are available commercially in

green, yellow, orange, and red.

4
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Figure 17b shoiqs seven LEDs combined in one, small case

to create the 0-9 segment display. Allfteven segments will

be operated for the digit 8 , as shown. If the digit zero

is required, only six 'segments will be operated. LED de-

vices and displays require a small voltage jo operate:

Light level greater than neons, but less than incandeScents,

is possible. The LED usually will outlast both incandescent. ,

or neon lamps. The power input requirement rar_l_ps-4.r..4m near

zero watts to about 150 milliwatts, with a'life expectancy

of, or greater than, 100,000 hours.

LCD displays serve the same purpose as LED displays.

They, too, are a 0-9 segment display. One of the major .

differences between the LCD and LED displays is the power

requirecifor operation. LCDs typically require microwatts

to operate, as compared to milliwatts 'for LEDs. Figure118

shows a typical LCD display'. These devices come in two

stylei:' reflective and transmissive (Figure 18). Details

of these styles are discusses in a' later module.

Proper voltages are inputed to the display stage.when

'a particular number is to be displayed. Proper portions

of the segment operate to display the number desired. These

devices are used in conjunction with many electronic systems.,

Particula"r uselhas appeared in the calculator field, where

low drain on batteries is essential.

34
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a

0

a. LCD 8-segment Digit Display,

,THYRISTORS

A

b. Reflective Style' \

lB:

c. Tranimissive Style

Figure_18. Liquid.Crystal Display.

Thyristors (electrically-controlled switches) are a
1

family of stages incorporating a device that can be elec-
,-

tronically controlled to at as a switch aridfor.a variable

power resistor. , Some thyristors,haVe only the ability to

turn d.c. or a.c. current that flows in a system or stage

ON or OFF. Other thyristors can adjust the amount of power

applied to items they control: 4requent used f thyristors

is taking place in the ever- changing industrial automation

environment. Eor.example, arge motors can be controlled

by thlristo rs. The most wi ely-used thyristors are those*
6

listed -below:
.

Silicon-controlled rectifier (SCRs).

Bidirectional triode thyristor.
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SCRs-are one-way switches;, bidirectional triode thyriS-

tors are two -way, switches. One -way !00 two-way refer to the

ability.to pass current through the SCR or triode thyristox.

In the follfWing paragraphs, ea4h,device or stage is

cl-isc usd-in-regaYd-tainput-etutlaut-and-applicati-ens-mast

often encountered:.

Silicon-Controlled Re)ltifier.

J
"The silicon-controlled rectifier (SCR)' is the most

commonly used thyristor: This stage is used primarily-as

a d.c. electronic switch;, in other words, it operates prop-
.

erly when current passes through it in-one direction.

Figure 19 illustrates a simple use of the SCR. Current

is allowed to flow when the control lead receives a voltage.

After the SCR triggers ON, it will 'continue to operate until,

the main power switch is opened.

CURRENT
FLOW

IN

SCR"
SWITCH

,CURRENT
FLOW

DEVICE
BEING

CONTROLLED

CONTROL
LEAD

(DC VOLTAGE)

(POSSIBLY, A DC MOTOR)

OUT

F-0-0
I MA11.1 POWER

DC SOURCE OFF SWITCH

Figure 19. Simple Use-of a Silicon Controlled Rectifier.
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SCRs also can be used to control a.c. current.flow '
,

as a switch; +o as 4 device to vary the amount of power

being fed to a controlled system.

Figure 20 is a block diagram of an application. The

SCR clos..es when the a.c. control voltage appears on the

control lead. Once current' is flowing through the SCR, it
4 . .

cannot be stopped unless the main switch is opened.or cur-

, rent flow is otherwise reduced.

/

Figure 20. Block Diagram of an SCI Application.
1

J

N
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Bidirectional Triode Thyristor-

Althdugh the SGR is useful, it has limitations when,
,

used in a.c. 4plitations. The bidirectional triode thyris-

--tor, often called a Triac,'overcor es SOme of these jimita-

tions.
7 ,

-To solve-the problem of one- ay SCRs, the Triac incor-

porates two SCRs in one case. This ali&kis currentto flow

two directions through the stage. Because a.c. current is

always reversing, the complete cycle can be used to provide

all power instead of just half of it as wasthe case with

the.. SCR device. This is an important consideration in energy

flianagement.

For example, the Triac can control power to an a.c.

motor or a light-illumination sys.tem. As long as the trigger

,dead is fed a voltage, the stage will turn on and allow-cur-

rent to.flow through it. Like the $CR, a turn-off method is.

required for the Triac. Detailed explanations for turning

)9
off the Triac are covered in a later Module.

0

DIGITAL TECHNIQUES

it

The world"df electronics has lived most of --,its life.
4

'within the.concepts of analog. Analog refers to- an #.c. or

d.c. signal that varies continuausly,or smoothly; a digital
.

signal is either ON ,or OFF., Therefore, a digital signal is

a two-level coftdition,. An example'of a digital device is

the common Wall' switch found in the home. When the switch

is Up, it applies 1.2.0-V a,c. to lights. A Down position
/ .

provides 4 V a.c. Of course; not all switches contr611 120 V

a.c. and O-V a.c. "In the digital world, .two often

appear: 12.volts and 5 volts. .
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So that' the student can appreciate the dif'ference be-

tween analog and digital, Figure'21.illusteates examples of

. both: Whereas analog signals are always pYesent,.digital

signals are a seriesif ON -O -FF voltage§.

Digital signals are pulses of voltages tht flip back
. ,

°` and forth'be ptween fwo reset values.' Figure 21U shows 'three`

examples.. The top example shows ON to be +5 V d.c. and OF F

to' be zero; the, middle example 'shows +12 V d.c.as ON and

zero as OFF; and, the bottom example shows -12 V c:.c. as OFF
,

and V as ON. I

''TheSe are only three examples. Many- conditions can

exist. 'Generally, it is=important to remember that two

:states are necessary to make a Signal digital.

Digital- devices have a major advantage,over analog

devices. Because of the simplicity of ON-OFF states, digi-

tal devices are much cheaper to construct: The new era of

microprocessors is a clas-sic example of this reality.

`input and output concepts and applications for digital

circuits differ from analogrcdrcuits.'Most digital.. - stages

just as analog stages do. However, a great manNigital

stages and systems combine sev.e..ral input signals to make one
ler

output

There are two basic types of stages: dedition- .

* ,modify at the output those signals appearing at the input

.making and Amory.

39
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26V

0

Sine Wave

o Positive DC Voltage

ti

44

0

-20V

4

Va4Thg Negative DC Voltage

+5V -
1

0 V

0 V

+ 12V

OV

- 12V

Random AC1Voltage

a. Types of Analog si ruals:

11,

*a.

a

°

.11.

b. Types of Digital signals

r
Figure 21. Analog and Digital Signals.
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Decision-Making Stages--

Decision-making stages provide an output that depends

upon a set of input conditions. However, once the output

changes, this type stage cannot remember what its output

was before the change.: stated, the decision - making,

digital stage has no me good example of this stage

type is the window and doOT check system shown in Figure 22.

WINDOWS
1. 2. 3.

WINDOWS
4, S., 8.

3 - 1

INPUTS OUTPUTS

41111,

DECISION
STAGE

DOORS
1. 2.3.

ALARM

Figure 22. Decision-Making System (Window and Door Check).
,

In this figure, if all windows and doors are closed,

the alarm remains OFF; if any are open, the alarm sounds.

Although the alarm cannot determine which windows or door's

arT open; additional decision stages can be added to deter-

tine this information. However, once the windows and doors

are closed and the alarm is silenced, the alarm not only does

not remember which opening caused the alarm, it does not even

,know that it previously sounded. t.

A

41.
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The basic decision-making stage is called a gate. Most

gates have two or more inputs, and almost always one output.

Although only one'gate can be used in simple stages, lApral

are usually combined to form a_larger decision-making cir-,

cuit (called combinatical gating or combinational logic

stages). ,Most combinational stages pro .)de a special logic III

function, such as those listed below:

Coding.

Decoding.

Multiplexing.

Comparison.

Math operation.

This module does not discuss these functions; some tare

explained in later modules.

Memory

The second type of logic stage is the memory device.

Each indiv_idual stage has two memory states, called flip -

flop. 'This stage, unlike the decision-making stage, can

remember two con4tions: the previous cbndition and.the

present one. Because a digital signal is either ON or OFF,

these two. states are represented as 0 and 1. The stage is

placed in either state and remains there to retain thestored

'condition. In thiOnannertthe memory device "remembers."

Memory stages, when combined with decision-Making

stages, form sequential logic stages. Figure 23 shows a

general layout of a sequential stage.

Page 36/ED-01,
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INPUTS

FEEDBACK
INPUT,

/SEQUENTIAL
STAGE

OUTPUTS-31.

FEEDBACK

FEEDBACK
OUTPUT

Figure 23. Layout of SequentfalStages.

Typical sequential stages are shift registers, shifters,

timers, and sequencers. Each of these devices have multiple-

memory stages working together to perform memory tasks.

SUMMARY

This mote explained concept end application of analog

and digital stages. In troubleshooting procedures, the tech-

nician must have a good understanding of the signal input

and output of these stages, since stage' treatment understand-

ing is the key to determining system failure. Modules that

follow include additional technical information about'how

the stage performs its function. Voltage and current,.as

well'as device operation,*will be covered.

4
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EX RCISES
\

4

1. Describe the outputs from the following stag, with

2.

the input and stage treatment as shown.

_Class. A voltage amplifier.
. ;

Input: 1.0 V. a. c, (P-P).

Stage treatment: voltage gain 12.
, -

For each of the "following outputs, name the ..pecific

oscillator or wave-generator stage that prod ices it:
4

4

a.

b.

C. .

d.

e.

SINEWAVE 10kHZ
. -

c

SINEWAVE 500KHZ
O

SQUARE WAVE 1MHZ

.

SQUARE WAVE VARYING RATE

SA WTOOTH WAVE 60 HZ
-.....

44
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3. State one reason why waveshaping stages are used.

4. Name the three-stage combination t produces a d.c.

voltage from a powfr supply.

S. State the most efficient rectifier stage discdssed in

this IlTdule.

6. Discuss the abilities of the following displays in

terms of application:

a. Incandescent lamps.

'b. '1 Neon lamps.

.c. LEDs.

d:

7. State the disadvantage of SCRs.

8 Refer to Figure 22. Determine which window or door

is open by writing a mathemAical statement and describ-

ing the stages from left, to
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TEST

1.

+10

.1

Using the block diagram below, draw the input and out-,

put waveshapes with P-P values that would appear at

each input and output.

VOLTAGE VOLTAGE VOLTAGE POWER
AMPLIFIER AMPLIFIER AMPLIFIER AMPUFIER

VOLTAGE VOLTAGE VOLTAGE VOLTAGE
GAIN. GAIN GAIN

3X 5X (UNITY)
GAIN

2X

2. Where would the following ramp generator outputs be

used?..,

a.

b..

c.

rrr

46:
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. 3. In order, fill in the names for the following power ;

supply.

AC UNE VbLTAGE DC OUTPUT

/

4. State the use of the following thyristors:

a. SCR.

b. Triac.

S. Name the two basic types of logic stages.

e
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INTRODUCTION

'Although vacuum tlibes have been replaced by solid-state

devices in most applications, they are still being used in

high-power applintions. Moreover, technicians will fre-

quently encounter vacuum tubes in equipment.that was pro-

duced in the 1960s and early 1970s. This module discusses

basic vacuum tube theory and stage application, as well as

tube configurations and class of operation. In the labora:

tory, the'student will construct, operate, and tesfaone:

stage amplifier.

V

PREREQUISITES

The student shoUld have completed one year of algebra

end should also be familiar with the concepts of direct

current and alternating current electronics.

OBJECTIVES

Upon compiltion of this module, the student should be

ys able tg:

cci.' DescTibe the operation of a vacuum tube amplifier.'

the purpose of bias.,

3i:' ow how a signalflows through a tube stage.

lain the three classes of tube operation and charac-

eT4stics of each.

'Decribe signal appearance when a tube has distortion

due to improper bias and/or to a large P-P signal.

+11111,,

49
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6. Name three tube configuredtions and the advantages of

each.

7. Name three types of-couplings and thy impact they have

on the signal.

8. State two amplifiers used in super - high frequency

app.lication.

O
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SUBJECT MATTER

VACUUM TUBE AMPLIFIERS -1
,----/

To understand how an amplifier functions, one must

understand the device's purpose. A vacuum tube amplifier

is a one-way variable resistor with gain. Its main purpose .

. ....---:"
is to provide an increase in the level of the input signal

at its output. While the vacuum tube amplifier Can alter

the shape of the signals the term implies controlled in-

crease. However, some stages, perhaps mistakenly, called

amplifier's, do not provide a stage increase yet they-pro-

, vide ontrol and treat the signal.

..a.

/

/

,,,

OPERATION

47

_Ear- simplicity's sake, the water system will be used

to illustrate the concept of amplification. Figure 1 de- '

scribes al). the features necessary in an amplifier.
.

The control rod -controls water flow by movement IN or

OUT. , The pumpcan move water regardless of the position of
.i.4. .

.

the control.rod. If the rod is all the way into the side

of the pipe, the pump simply churns-the water inside the

pump and moves no water through the pipe.
(

Notice that the Tod is small compared to the pipe; this

means that a small rod can control wagerer flew in a large,

pipe. Herein lies.the basic concept of an amplifier. Use
_ .

of an amplifier in a tube enables asmall change at input
_ .

to effect a large change at output.

' %
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Z's
CONTROL ROO

-

ONE 'WAY VALVES
WATER

PUMP

WATER FLOW

Figure 1. Water Control Rod.

In Figure 1, water cad only flow through the pipe from,

bottom to top because of the two one-way valves on each side

of the control rod. The following is a summary.of the water,

systed's features-:

Smaller input controls larger output.

Water flows thro.ugh'output side in only one direction;

water volume is controlled by the cbntrol rod position.

A look at the actual tube will show how these 'features

are achieved electrically.

The tube is shdwn in Figure 2. Because the ,battery is

connected with the positive lead at top (plate) and the negak

tive lead at bottom (cathode), current can flow only fromi,-_.

bottom to top, or from cathode to plate. To further assure

that electrons (current flow) only pass from cathode to W
plate, a ,special des0ign feature is implanted irk the tube;;;W;

, - ." _ .q;
.

\.5
.24/

,/
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PLATE

WAY VALVE )
(ACTS AS TOP ONE

OL

LEAD

CAMODE
( ACTS- AS BOTTOM

ONE WAY VALVE)

HEATER

BATTERY
(RANq

HEATER
SUPPLY

VOLTAGE

Figae 2. Tube Control.

The cathode is made from a material that has many electrons.

The heater'is placed close to the.catkoldie to ±d remaral--of

excessiLelectrons from the surface. Heating is a form of -

energyHeat energy causes electrons to floatabove the

cathode instead of resting on the cathode surface.,

Because these electrons are free from the cathode sur-

face and have a negative charge, any positive charge' if

great enough can attract them. In this application, the

plate is the affecting positive chaige. Assuming at this

point that the control lead has no effect on the movement

of electrons from cathode to plate, a preset number of elec-

trons will migtate rapidly -from cathode to plate.
--7

The control read is usually called a control

The. term "grid" refers to a wife screen (mesh). Because it

is a wire mesh, it has many holes. Figure 3 displays the

.tcontx61 grid, as well as the cathode and heater.
, ": 1
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CIO

a. Construction

4'.

4
ANODE

(PLATE)

CONTROL
GM()

4C- HEATER
CATHODE
TRIODE

b. SemmitIc Symbol

A

Figure 3'. Tube Elements.

4
To make this lead control the elect

)1.

on flow from dathode
. .

to plate, the signal to be amplified-must be appfied2- Assume

this 'sign :11 is like the one illustrated in Figure 4 below.

Figure 4.
Input Signal.

At this ppint, the student should recall ,some elec-

tronics basics: like Charges repel and unlike charges

attract/

Now, the control lead. is inserted into the tube .(as
, ,

.

s,hown in
,

Figure 2) with the signal applied toit. Oncethe
4 -.

control lead is Otaced, it will rio longer move. Instead, 1P-
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the voltage on the control grid determines flow of electrons

from cathode to plate.

To'better understand the control of this grid, refer

to. Figure 5 Below.

-2V

a. b.

Figure 5. Output Cuirrent Flow for Input:Signal Change:

In Figure 5a, note that the control grid (being -2 V)

'reels more electrons coming from the cathode than-it.does

when the input signal changes the grid'potential to 0 volts.

Using the law of repulsion,.or4can see then that different

amounts of grid voltage will cause cur'rent'flow to,change

in amount front cathode to plate. If the control lead does,,

not become more positive *Ian theycathbde;-no cathode cur-

rent will floloi:iiut.the control lead, bilt will_instead go

out -the plate.

The pre,vious explanations show that, although the con-

trol lead will effect current flow through the tube, it will

not actually use any current. In this respect, the control

lead resembles the valve in the water Low system.

When no signal is 'present', the control lead is preset.

It this state', a preset 4mpunt of current will continuously

flow from ,cathode to plate.

s
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Yr

There are several ways to establish this no-Signal
. ,

voltage; however, only one will be discussed: First,-the

following points must be understood:

Control grid voltage is commonly termed "bia5."

This bias must be d.c. voltage.

The control grid bids is always established and com-

pared to voltage_ on the _cathode.

'CATHODE BIAS

'The most common method of bias is cathode bias.. In

this method, Aresistor is used to establish a difference
\,

in voltage. Figure 6 illustrates this methdd. When a cur-

renv'passes through a resistance, a Voltage is dropp ed .

across pit. With this\in mind, consider placing a resistor.
, .

BLOCKS DC POINT B
PASSES AC

C C NO SIGNAL:

T POINT A

. Rg

CURRENT
FLOW. IN

OUTPUT SIDE
OF 'TUBE

BATTERY

.5V R K

Figure 6. Static Tube Prepartation.

in the cathode leaa.(in series) so that when a current is

flowing through it, a voltage of 5 volts is dropped across

it. With current flowing up through resistor RK, the top

Page 8/ED-62
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side is,further from ground, or more positive. This makes

the catlidde attached to it more positive. At the same tide,

consider Rg in Figure 6. The electrical rules concerning

resistors-in paralle`l apply, and point A to ground is In

parallel electrically with,point B (through tube) to ground.

.As g g' is discussed; note that_no signal is, present. (The.

missing signal is the dotted line in Figure 6.)

Consider the following facts:

1. Asigna1 (dotted lt.e) is actually an ac., voltage

source capable of moving electrons.

2. When a siin41 is present, it can move electrons from

mund up through.Rg, through capacitor Cc, through

the sine wave generator, and back to starting ground

forming a complete- circuit.

3. With no signal present, no 'electrons flow through. R .

g

4. No electrons flow-from battery through Rk, through

point B to point A, through R
g
ar through the a.c.

signal source.- As a result, there is no d.c.' or a.c.

'voltage dropped across Rg. Point A then has the same

potential as ground. ground ='0 volts; point A = 0

volts.

5_____Point 11, therefore, is Apt_ mpre positive than point C.

Because d.c. current flows only through, Rk, through the

tube and out, the plate, the only voltage drop'in the circuit

is across Rk. This causes point Cto,be more positive than

pdint B (althoughpoint B 1as the same potential as ground).

Fi.gure 6 shows that the cathode. resistor 1k establishes

all the voltage difference between the control grid and the

cathode. No other component in the diagram can do s&.

57
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In Module ED-01, "Concepts of Input and Output," the

amplifier was compared to an automobile. Using this same

comparison, the folowing statements can be mace:

Automobile

When a car is in neutral, the engine. provides the

refeience source for the car.

When a car is moving, and in gear, changes in the

gas pedal position cause increased and decreased

motion.

Amplifier

g The reference to-which the a.c. signal adds to or

subtracts from is the bias voltage.

A positive going. signal makes the control lead

less negative and a,pegative-going signal makes)

the control lead more negative.

ti

To Make the output side of the tube conduct more cox-
,

rent, the control grid voltage must followchanges in signal

voltage by --xodd in g to subt-racting from bias voltage. To .

create stability in the stage, the bias voltage must remain

constant,,so that output changes occur only because of input

signal changes.

The following summary is offered as clarification:

Page 10/ED-02
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No Signal Condition

1.* No a.c. or d.c. current flows throughRg;

therefore, point A-and ground are left at

zero volts.

2. -A d.c. current flowing through Rk makes point

C a greater voltage than ground-zero voltage.

3. rt follows, then, that the control grid is

less positive than_the_ca_thodP

With Signal

1. A signal placed on the input causes a.c. cur-

rent to flow through R,, varying the voltage

drop across it.

2. As Ri and, thereforie grid voltage change

(due to signal changing), the current flow

from cathode to plate changes.

3. Therefore, an input signal voltage changes

the output current flow.

)

Figure 7 summarizes the condition when signal is pres-

ent on the control grid. Figures 7a, 7b, and 7c correlate

to Steps 1, 2, and 3 above, respectively.

1.
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SIGNAL
GENERATOR

ti

CHANGING
POLARITY

a AC Signal _Gene_tatot_currept Etow

r

LEA ST OPPOSI T1 ON
TO CURRENT icoloyN

FROM CATHODE
TO PLATE

ef,

MOST OPPOSITION
TO FLOW OF CURRENT

FROM CATHODE
TO PLATE

(LAW Of REPULSION) CHANGING SIGNAL
f.

b. Action by ;Signal on Control
r

r....... -
r

1...4

ma.

L,/1W OF REPULSION

Grid

L - -
t,

Rg .
-1

Figure 7
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DC
CURRENT

FLOW

OUTPUT CURRENT
INCREASES AND

DECREASES AS
SIGNAL ON' INPUT

CHANGES

RL

OUTPUT
LOAD

c. Output Current Flow

Signal Present on Control Grid.
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TO link the previous explanation with concepts of input,

and output discussed in Module ED-01, consider the following:

the control grid is the input and the plate is the output.

A stage amplification is realized, in that the small signal

voltage on the grid controls the large current that flows

out the plate.

CLASS .OF OPERATION

Only one class of operation has been discussed thus far.

If every part of the input signal is to be amplified as

was done in the previous' theory 7- the stage has to be pre-
. .

pared. However, in many applications, ail, of ,the signal may

not be needed. The following categories specify the amount

of signal to be amplified:
II

Class A 100% of-i.nput signal reproduced. .

Class B 50% of input signal reproduced by one tube.

A second tube reproduces .other 50%.

Class C between 20 and 40% of input signal is re-

produced.
r

'Class of operation in a tube is created by changing the

d.c. biasbetweell the control grid and ca-thode. In the case

of Class A, a cathode resistor is usually used. Class B

usually eliminates the ofthode resistor; the positive alter-

nation of the input signal causes outpu.current to flow.

HoweVer, in Class C, a capacitor and resistor attached to
it 9

the input control grid usually cause theitproper voltage for

operation.

To gain a better appreciation of the class of operation,,

Figure 8 outlines the waveforms reprodUced by the tube when

.
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a continuous sine wave is placed on the control grid for

three classes of operation.

CLASS A

CLASS B

CLASS C

INPUT
VOLTAGE

OUTPUT
CURRENT

CURRENT FLOW
100% OF TIME

CURRENT FLOW
50% OF TIME

CURRENT FLOW
20 - 40% OF TIME

Figure 8. Input Voltage and Output Current
for Classes A, B, and C.

A

As one progresses from Class A to Class C, less and

less signal is reproduced in the output, even though all

the signal is present in the input.

A stereo amplifier is an example Of Class A, where the

listener must hear all input sounds at outpdt for good fidel-

ity. If a succeeding stage, in another apRlibation needs only

the top of the positive peak of a sine wave to make it oper-

ate, then Class'C is.used. This latter example is used ex-

tensively in oscillator stages.

It is important to have proper d.c. vo ages on control

grids far each class of operation one wish s to create.

Page 14/ED-02
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DISTORTION

When grid voltage (bias) is improper or changes

'during operation, some amount of distortion occurs as a

result. The intended output will be altered. because of the

input voltage error. Two examples of distortion are shown

in Figure 9.

4

a. Class A Distortion

b. Class B Distortion

OUTPUT CURRENT

TOPS
CUPPED

OFF

TOP
CLIPPED

OFF

Figuru 9. 'Distortion of. Class A and Class B.

-In Figure 9a, the audio from a speaker would sound

slightly distorted or garbled because the top and bottom of

each cycle is missing;, thus, a part of the wave is not heard.

The proper bias on a tube may be checked 19- .,using a

d.c. voltmeter, by placing-the positive lead onitihe'control

grid and the negative lead on the cathode. The coltage reed

will be the difference in potential between these two, parts

of th,e input section. One must then check technical data to

'determine proper voltage values:

ED -02' /Page iS
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Thus far, tube oper'ation, class of operation, anct dis-

tortion have lien discussed. Tubes are further categorized

as to their function in a given stage,or system. As stated

in Module ELF -'01, two general categories are voltage and power.

Note the following functions of Classes A, B, and C: ,

1. Class A amplifiers are-usually voltage amplifiers

(with some.exceptions).

-7. Class B_are usually power, amplifiers.

3. Class C are used for voltage and power stItges a$

follows:

a. Radio frequency power amplifier stages.,

b. Oscillatoramplifierstaged

AMPLIFLER CONFIGURATIONS

To satisfy specific requirements in a system, various

'AK
amplifiers can be classified according to circuit configura-

tion. A'configuration is defined as "an electrical hookup

showing tie input and output and method of achieving operat-

ing.voltages."

o

The following three configurations are created in tube

stages:

Common cathode.

Common grid. \.

Complon.plate.,
111.

Each configuration achieves specific goals. These

goals are charted in Table 1.

Page 16/ED-0
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TABLE 1. COMPARISONS OF CONFIGURATIONS.

.

. .

.

Configuration

. Amplification

Voltage Current
Power
(EXI)

Input/Output
Resistance

----

Input Output

Common Cathode High 'High Highest High High

Common Grid Highest None Good Lowest Highest

Common JoIsate None Highest Good Highest Lowest

Although Class A, B, or C operation is not specified

the three configurations' classes of operation would be
,

chosen according to engineering requirements. Any one of

the three classes could be used in any one of the three

configurations, depending uperk(application. 'The. following

paragraphs'contain in-depth discussions of these configura-

tions.

Common Cathode

The prevalent configuration is the common cathode. The

basic operation of a vacuum tube (discussed at the beginning

of this module) is accomplished by using a common cathode

. stage. Figure 10 illustrates the electrical diagram'showing

input and output signals:

ED-02/Page 17
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4.

C
ct

INPUT \../

'41POINT A

;04

R9

CR

4.

)

POWER
SUPPLY

300V DC
( S t )

/
..-

OUT T
4.4

' .f

tiN
/ERTED

tt..71FIED AND

Figure 10. Common Cathode Amplifier.

The input signal is applied between the control grid

and ground. Notic'that--itt first alternation Of the input .

signal is positive-going. This signal on the input controls

the current flow from grOund through Rk, through the tube
4

and down through RL. Because RL is a resistor, it has a

changing voltage drop.

If'this changing En is subtracted from the 300- V C.c.

power supply, it will Cause the voltage from point A to

-ground to change. This voltage ,change from point A'to ground

"- is the voltage signal that, sent on through ,capacitor C,

to the next stage. Capacitors C and C, are necessary to
-2 .

keep out any d.c. voltages that are being fed to any previous .

or succeeding stages.

Capacitor Ck, called an a.c. bypass capacitor, is neces-

sary to'create good stability and gain in the stage. 'Note

that in the,output,°the voltage signal is inverted from the

input voltage signal. The common cat4ode stage turns the

.signal upside down or more commonly,, shifts the signal

Page '13 /ED -0`2
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The comm

good volta

Although t

it is used

(

c. de configuration (Table 1) provites

and current increases from input to output.

s configuration can be used to increase power',

st often as a voltage amplifier.

This stage and othe,r types. can be checked fqr proper

operaticon by"using a voltmeter and oscilloscope. The volt-

meter is used to check the d.c. bias voltage and ct.c7--p-Late

voltage. The oscilloscope is used to look at the-input and

outing waveform. In theJab exercises at the end of this

module, the student will have an opportunity to use both

the voltmeter and the oscilloscope.

Common Grid

The common grid configuration is used where a.law input

resistance and a moderately high output resistance exist.

A low input resistance indicates that a reasonable input

current,can flow. A-high,output resistance indicates that

,little durrent can flow in the output.

The common grid stage is used when the previous stage

has a low output resistance from its ,plate circuit, and the

succeeding stage has a moderately high input resistance in

its grid circuit.

Because the input signal-istfed to the cathode and the
\,/

control'grid is grounded, the input and oaput are electri-

cally isolated. However, the stage'still acts as an ampli-

fier.

In the, study of cathode bias., it was stated that "a

small signal change oh the control grid causes a large sig-

nal change the outpui. In the common grid stage, the

0
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change in the inmat circuit

grid is stationary. As lon

istt will also control o

grid stage,

r

0'

A

ade,on the-cathode, and th

the signal cbntrols input,

igure 11 shows the common

°

^./

L

300V S
2POWER SUPPLY

Figure 11. Common 'Grid Amplifier.

Jr

The output 1/de of the common grid stafuncti_o3,e'
, .

exaciLy/ li4 the output side of the common cat'iNe stage. .'

However, 'there is a'180° phase shift from. input' to-'
.

.

put. ,.4 ___
(

Although the common grid stage has noncurrent pin, it
...,:-

siDeS have "the highest oltage gain of all thtee.coritigura--
. .

tion. , The power gain is only medium.

The common grid stage is used in very high fre41.iency
.

,

applications because the ground d grid causes fhefipput
:,

to ,

output.be isolated electrically from he utput,

Page
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4

Common Plate a

The common plate stage Is used for impedance matching.

When a previous stage h-as a high output resistance and the

succeeding stage a low input resistance,. the:common plate

stage matches the two. Figure 12 shows the common plate

stage.

300V POWER .SUPPLY
0

R

RKANO RL

O

/NJ

Figure 12.- Common Plate Amplifier.

The input signal is placed onthe control grid, with

output taken across the,resistor in the cathode lead. The

input resistance is high, and little signal current flows.

However, the output resistance is approximately equal to

,.1k. q. The value of this resistor is very low compared

to input\resistanCe;

This configuration is Often Called a cathode follower

stage. Outp4ssignal tencis to follow input signal'; that is,-

thee ignal is not phase- inverted. Althoug1'the cathode

follower stage hasi,:no voltage gain,it'does have high cur-

rent gain and reasonable power gain.

O
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In summary, it must be noted that specific Application

dictates which configuration is used. In any system, the
. .

common cathode stage is most prevalent, followed by the

common plate stage.. The common- grid configuration is not,

as frequently encountered; however, it is used in high fre-

quency communication equipment'.

STAGE COUPLING

The signal must be transferred from one stage to the

next. This is accomplished by capacitive coupling, trans-

former coupling, or direct current coupling. Examples of

each will be discussed in the following.paragraphs.

Capacitive Coupling

Troll the study of.capacitors, it can be recalled that

this device passes a.c, current flow and blocks d.c. current
o

When used as a coupling capacitor, its capacitance

value is chosento present the lowest;-possible capacitive

reactance to the a.c. current that is flowing. ,Because

different signal frequencies flow in a given system, each

application has to be calculated individually.` Figure 13

shows two examples with different frequencies applied.

Capacitive coupling is the most common type,of coupling

used in audio stages. .However, d.c. coupling is also used,

since capacitors always provide a voltage loss when usedas

coupl,i,ng deyides, and d.c. coupling eliminates these capac-

itors.

Page 22/ED-.02
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1KHZ

20.000 HZ

STAGE 1

C

STAGE 2 ,1310.:

Designer decides Xc must 100 a (ohms)

1 1

T.Trq (27r)t1000)(100)
0.000001i

STAGE

C

or
1.5 F

(microfarad's) I

STAGE 2

,Xc y 100 2 (°ohms)

1 1

C 1nFXc (2/)00,000)(100)

Figure 13. Capacitive Coupling.

Figure,14 illustrates a fhree-st'age capacitive coupled

amplifier. Three Class A stages with capacitive coupling

are shiwn in the figure: The frequenCy range of the input

here could be.around 50 Hz to 15,000 Hz, or in the audio

frequency range. The coupling capacitors,.C1, C3 and Cs,

couple this signal from the tuintable and from stage to

stage. Each amplifier operates Class-A and is a common

cathode configuration which provides both voltage and cur-

rent gain. Because the,lat stage. drives a, speaker, it- is

more a currents amplifier than the previous s,tages were.
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INPUT

TURNTABLE C

6

STAGE 1

C3

STAGE 2

POWER
OSUPPLY

C2

M
POWER
SUPPLY POWER

-o _osuPPLy
VOLUME
CON-
TROL

C5

STAGE 3
OUTPUT

TO SPEAKER
(-4'

40

Figure 14. Three-Stage Capacitiye Coupled Amplifier.

TranSformer'Coupling

A transformer reacts to a changing a.c. signal: Similar

to capacitors, these; devices pass a.c. and block d.c. Remem-

ber, transformers are impedance-matching devices and, there-
.

fore, can be used' between stages to pass a.c. signals while

keeping d.c. Voltages in their respective areas:. Figure 15

shows two examples of transformer coupling.

Figure 15a shows that Astance in the Output of,stage

1 is equal to the resistance of the input of'stage 2. For

example, 'if the voltage level in the primary is 10 volts

a.c., then the voltage 'in the secondary is approximately 10

volts (excluding, any loss in the transformer). The trans-

former in Figure 15b shows'a v6ltage step down because of the

resistance ratio of 100:1 (10,0000/100Q). In th7310.TJ.-ida=

tion, the voltage in tile. secondary is considerably less than

thesoltagein primary. according ,to transformer .theory, a

72 At

voltage reduction produces current increase, as shown by the

following. ratio:

Page 24/ED-02,
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STAGE 1 500 500

PRIMARY SECONDARY

a.

STAGE 2

b.

SCOPE

,Figure 15., Transformer Coupling.

ER Is

Es Ip
voltage to current ratio

This formula states-that the current ratio is, a recip-

rocal of the voltage ratio. In Figure 15b, when looking at

the signal in the primary and secondary with an oscilloscope

(an oscilloscaperecords voltage), the Secondary will have

a much smaller P-P voltage value.

AsSume that the same range of frequencies was inputted

to the three-stage transformer coupled system in. Figure 16

as was inputted to the capacitive coupled system. Trans-
.

forme'r coupling, as compared to capacitive coupling, limits

the low and high frequencies of the signal, because of the

properties of the transformerS, Instead-of 50 H;, the low

ED-0)Page -25



INPUT

STAGE 1

.t
PRI

STAGE 2 STAGE 3 TO
SPEAKER

Rki OPOWER
ISUPPLY

POWER Rk POWER
3

Figure 16. Transformer Coupling.

end may be 105 Hz, thereby limiting low, or bass, frequencies..

Moreover, the high frequency may end at 12,000,Hz, instead of

1D,000 Hz, theeby reducing treble frequencies.

Recall from previous data that the transformer passes

the a.c. signal and keeps the respective d.c: voltages in

the stages that the d.c. voltages are operating.

Direct Current Coupling

In the two previous types of coupling, d.c. voltages

are blocked, passing only a.c. signal voltages. When"direCt

current (d.c.) coupling is used, both d.c. and a.c. voltages

are passed from one stage to the next. Figure 17 illustrates

this_ type 'of coupling.

Figure 17a shows output from stage 1 connected wire to

the inputof stage 2. Figure 17b shows a resistor betwe4n

the two stages. Because a resistor passes d.c: and a.c.

voltages as sloes a wire the two stages share both d.c.

and a.c. voltages, Although the resistor does reduce d.c.

and a.c.'voltages, it allows both to pas's.

Page 26/ED-02
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STAGE 1

r\ ---)110-
/ STAGE 1

a.

STAGE 2

"\A/N., STAGE 2

b.

Figure 17. 'Direct coup ling.

In tube circuits, d.c. coupling is not commonly used.

However, when solid-state devices° are covered ,in later

modules, this type of coupling will be discussed. ,

MISCELLANEOUS TUBE CIRCUITS

Specialized circuits are often employed in electronics.

Some frequently-encountered specialized circuits will be

.discussed in the, following paragraphs.

Laser Amplifiers-

Recent deVelopments in electronics have produced the

laser. The term "laser" is the abbreviation for light

amplification by stimulated emission of radiation. Although

the eye cannot see the beam of light the laser produces (its

.
frequency is beyond,the range of, human.vision)i the laser can

bie used to transmit information. Communications is making

75
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.
I

considerable inroads; however, the medical field has made

the most significant contributions to the development of

new applications for lasers.
16

,
Traveling-Wave Tube Amplifier

A similar deviceto the laser is the traveling-wave

tube (TWT). The basic form of this device contains an

electron gun which beams a stream of electrons through a
,

) helically-wound coil to a collector electrode. A signal

is inputted to the input side and interacts with beam and

helical coils to create a modulated wave at a super high

frequency (SHF). This unit, a low voltage output device,

is often used to provide input to a final amplifier, such

as a klyst;.on. Figure 18 shows the basic TWT.

I
4

SEAM FORMING ANODE
CATHODE 200V TO 300V OUTPUT

OV. (PART CUT AWAY) DIRECTIONAL
COUPLER COLLECTOR

*, 500V TO 1500V

-4

-)J

MODULATOR GRID
OV TO -50V

INPUT 1-

DIRECTIONAL I :

COUPLER 10. t
INPUT
JACK

I

Figure 18. The Traveling-Wave Tube Amplifier.,
/ .

. . 4

, . .
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Klystron Amplifier.

A klystron device can also .be used to amplify signals
.0 .

in the-microwave frequency ;range. Similarto the TWT, an

electron beam in the klystron device is fed from a cathode

toward the collector. A signal placed on the input terminal

causes electrons coming fiom the cathode to change speed,

. creating bunching and expansion along the-length of the tube.
.

A

Figure 19 shows tilis condition. The end result is a modu- _

lated wave at the output.

CATHODE

BEAM
FOCUSING

PLATES

9.

INPUT
TERMINAL

OUTPUT
TERMINAL

CATCHER, CAVITY

Figure 19. Two-Cavity Kiystron Amplifier.

This devide is usually used to drive an antenna which

is used in a ,communications network (like those atop/tele-
,

phone offices).

4

1
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SUMMARY

0

Several points concerning vacuum tubes a d their appli-

cation acre `summarized below:
4

Tubes are sealed in a vacuum.

Most tubes provide amplification to the si:'al placed

on the, input.

Stage resistances mustwbe matched so the signal will

be transferred successfully without heavy losses from

one stage to the

Depending upon the/needs, tubes can be configured and

classed to provide ecific characteristics necessary

for desired signalAeatment.

Basic theories of tubes can be altered to providesa

variety of tube applications.

Although only the one -grid tube was used to explain

vacuum_tube operation, multi-grid tubes are also in use.

When a .tube has additional grids constructed within the

tube, grids usually have been added to improve tube opera-

tion as a transfer and amplifying device. Consequently,

multi-grid tubes have sometimes been added to modern tube

,equipment.
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EXERCISES .

1. Research, then draw diagram,symbols for the following

tubes:

a. Triode.

b. Tetrode.

c. Pentode.

2. Draw three confkurations and show how input signals

and output loads wauld he connected. (Use capacitor

coupling on the input sides of the stages and,trans-

former coupling on the output sides.)

3. Research, then state the' general classification of the

range of frequencies from audio to ultra-high radio

*frequencies.
es

LABORATORY MATERIALS

Equipment:

1 power supply, 0-300 V d.c., 5-10 mA ability (regulated).

power supply,' 0-10 volts, 1-5 mA ability (regulated

2 vacuum tube voltmeters:

d.c. volt range: 0-1000 V d.c.

a.c. volt range: 1-20 V a.c.

r oscilloscope, triggered 5 mHz dual trace.

Or

.
2 oscilloscopes, triggered 5 mHz single trace.

1 0-20,000 Hz signal generator (audio).

Components:

2 8-12 microfarads, 600 WV d.c.

Zresistor sub-boxes, Heathkit EU-28A or equivalent.

e 79
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44.

4

\-4.
jr

e

1 120 V a.c./12-6'V a.c. filament trans stOtmr.

1 12 AX 7.

1 breadbOard to accommodate tube hookup.

1" 11(Q 2 watt 5% resistor (carbon).

1 100IQ 2 watt 5% resistor (carbon).

L'ABORA'TORY PROCEDURES

VACUUM TUBE AMPLIFIER

In this experiment, the students build and ()Orate a

triode amplifier.

PROCEDURE

i. Look up the tube base diagram in a tube characteristic'

manual to determine socket pin connections. JJse the

left side of the tube diagram for hookup.

"Connect 1/2bT 12AX7, as shown in Figure 20,

1

10 uF

SCOPE
CHANNEL

RES BOX

9 ft,( kr:
500kfl

R

100 kil

v
S IMMS

PP

.300V

SCOPE

CHANNEL

Figure 20. Schematic for Triode Amplifier.
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3. The V
PP

power supply should be connected with the (+)

terminal toward the plate.

4. Prewarm the oscilloscope. and signal: generator.

5. After ..the instructor has checked the circuit for cor-

rect connections, turn on the filament power supply and

wait about 1 minute. Thin turn on the 0-300 V U.c.

power supply. (No waiting is necessary for the 0-300 V

d.c. power supply.)

6. Adjust the signal generator so there is approximately

a 0.5 V a.c. signal (P-P) showing on scope channel A.

Place this value in the Data Table.

7. *Measure the output on scope channel B. Record results

in, the Data Table. S\

8. Using
-

A out/A in, calculate the voltage gain.- Place

the result here: .

9. Adjust the resistance boxes used for R
g

and Rp so that

the greatest amplitude with the least distortion is
... .

obtained. Record these values below:

R
g

R
P

10. Does this tube inert the signal ffom input to outpLit?

/
81
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DATA TABLE

DATA TABLE. VACUUM TUBE AMPLIFIER.

INPUT OUTPUT

Input voltage output voltage--

Wave shape: Wave shape:

a

4

V

U
4

REFERENCES

Evans, Charles'H. ElectroniC amplifiers. Albany, NY:

Delmar Publishing Co., 1979. J

Educational Services, Inc_ This is Electronics: Circuits

and Applications. Indianapolis, IN:- Howard W. Sams

and Co., Inc., 1970.
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TEST

1. The control grid in a Class A stage conducts'current

,

a. True

b: False

When the control grid in a Class A stage ,becomes more

negative, the plate current increases.

t , a True

b! ,False

o

-

3. As far,as ,the power supply is concerned, list the

.classes of operatiOn.in'arder of their ,efficiencie.s.

a.

b. *

A

4 As far as the signal reproduction is concerned list

tb.e classes of operation in order of their distorticm .

a.- Least .

b. ,

)
c. Most .. .,.

,
Sz As fir as frequency respOnse is concerned, list the

.

ihi* types of rouplirig in the order they limit the

Tange-ofthe input signal.
. 429

a.. .Mbst limiting
.0

b. .

* .

, . :

c. Least limiVang-
I. .. r.

6. It4t tyPe of configuration is used for a. high frequency' c

. .

.. ifier:when iriput to outplit isolation is required?

t>'"-1,

' 4

04W
0

t a. , O.
,

7. Which zmfiguration has the following':

-a. MO.g.power gain,
eil.

b. t" Most voleage gain .
,.

, . .

c. Most current gain

' ,*

. 46b..

IF
S.

' a 0

.
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4

8. Bias in a tube is used to do the following:

a. Set the static conditions of a tube

b. Set the dynamic conditions of a tube

1c. Modulate the tube

d. None of the above

4

6

-
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INTRQ,DUCTION
. C.

. SOLID STATEDEVICES .

.00

1 e:

4 % -

Semiconductor' diodes and `transistors are clas-Sed 4s
, .

solid-state devices because the electronic action occurs

in a solid Crystal, semiconductor:material. 'Because thfese

'devices are small, and lightweight, 0 ka,ve no filament, and

are, economical to manufactdre,.they are .rapidly replacing

almost emery vacuum tube application known - except the

,high -power tubes used in some tranzmitters. Thi-S module -

discusses basicphysics and electrical propertiesof

state devices, as well.as practical applications. In the,

laboratory, the student learns the operation df a comthon,

emitter,amplifier_and testing procedutes for bipolar-trari-

sistors. oft

.10

_, PREREQUISITES

The student should:have_compketed,ode year. of algehra:7

and'hould also be familiar with the coTic4ts ofAirect
.1.4/

current and alternating current electronics.

OBJECTIVES

Upon compiletion of this module; the'studeht should e

able to: 2

1. Name advantages of bipolar transistors over tubes.

2. 'Name disadvantages of bipolar transistors.

r

ED-03/Page 1
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e

- - ,

3.

.

State atom structures of 3-, 4-, and 5- valence -ring

erectrons-and combinations thereof to form.N- and.P-

materials.

Describe the procegs of usingboth oneand two junc-

tions to form P-N diodes and P-N bipdlar_transistors.

Include, both NPN and PNP transistors.

5. Explain atom structure differences between NPN and

PNP transistors; ,

With an ohmmeter, successfully test an N N and PNP

transistor for junction condition.

Explain differences between bipolar and unipolar'
. .

transistors.

'De'fine- the-terms "depleticin mode" and "enhancement

mode" as the-v. relate'tO an IGFET'.

9 State a reason why gates can never be made positive

for a N-channel-JFET or'depietion'mode N -chnel

and state-a reason whygates can never be made negative

for'0-channel JFET or depletion mode P-channel IGFET.

10.' State safety precautions to be taken in the use of

IGFETs.

t

4 S

8.7 TM
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SUBJECT MATTER

Discrete, solid-state devices are divided into two

primary cateeries: bipolar and unipolar: Bipolar devices

are, constructed witIL semiconductor junctions; whereas,-uni-

polar devices consist of one semiconductor material. Thig

module discusses bipolar devices; as well as the more ad-

vanced unipolar'field-effect devices.
0,

BIPOLAR DEVICES

Considering the advantages of solid state devices, it

is understandable that the electronics industry has capi-

talized on their use whenever possible. Following is a list

of the advantages they pose over vacuum tube devices:

- So filament.

Longer life.. expectancy.

Compact.

- -Lightweight.

Less_ fragile.

Instant-ON.

Lower4power-supply voltages.

- Less operating current requirement.
/f

In cOnstructing any system; both size and wei,ght play

an important role. Energy use, in Articular, is .a e.ritical

consideration in design. Moreover, the space race has.de-

manded ruggedequipment that can withitand vibration and

changing.temperatures'yet can respond at the flip of a

switch. All of'these requirements are sitisfied,by the

introduction of the semiconductor.

0

88
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However," solid state devices do have cettain

Below is an example of some of the disadvantages attributed

'to solid state. #evices:
-

Sensitivet(Pheat durinig operation or storage.

Sensitive to signal over driving.

Sensitive t'liexcessive operating Voltages.

High internal noise.

If too much current passes,,through a solid-state device,

it becomes overheated and is damaged. This condition can

be caused by any one of the first.three disadvantages dis

cussed above. Whether it be external ambient heat, or in-

ternal heat caused by signal and/or voltage, the device can

be destroyed rapidly.

T6 prevent such damage, many of the devices shown in

Figure 1 must have metal heat dissipation units placed on
,

them as an attachment. 'Without these add-ons, the solid-
/

state device has to be operated at a lower output rating

to assure a lower heating level.

e fourth disadvantage 'stated is noise. Because of

const ruction and the nature of the Materials, these devices

intern v exhibit random movement of electrons vhile they

are operating. , This leads to noise being added to the sig-

nal as it passes through the device. If heat level Of the

device kept low.k noise I.evel is reduced.

Figure 1 shows a variety of Solid -state devices. Fig-
. .

ure la displays rower transistors at the top- and voltage

transistors at the bottom. These devices usually require

a heat sink because their operating temperature is-higher

than the smaller, lower-power units'which are shown at' the

'bottom of, Figure la..

Page' 4 /ED -03 89
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a. Transistors

c. Rectifier Diodes

O

b. Silicon Controlled Rectifiers (SCR)

d. Signal Diodes

Figure 1. Solid-State Devices.

4 Figure lb 'shows electronic switches used to turn ON

and OFF d.c. and a.c. current. flow. These deVices are

often used to control both low and high currents-in elec=

tronic and motor control circuits

Figure lc shows power sum? y diodes which.. are used

specifically for rectification. e size of these devices

tellS something about the amount of current that can be

passed through them without damage.

90

O
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Figure,ld displays diodes used to rectify in the signal

path. These devices have special characteristics so they

can operate properly at a given frequency. -They are often

used to demodulate a signal. Demodulation is a process

used in communica ion equipment 41ere the signal from a

transmitting station is treated by rec ver stages so the

signal produced originally can be received..

SEMI CONDyCTOR- MATERIALS

Semiconductor devices and packages are constructed in

a variety of ways and from different materials. Two of the

materials used are germanium and., silicon. Germalftium was

used to make semiconductors in the 1940s and 19S0s. Silicon

has replaced germanium.in recent years.

The term "semiconductor" originates from the awareness

that the device is "in-between" an-insulator and a-conductor

as far as its resistance is concerned. Free electrons deter-,

.minewhat characteristics a material will have, and,whether

that ihaterik is a conductor or an insulaL)1' is deterMined

try its'molecular structure. Becadse a combination of mate-

ials from both insulator and conductor classes %re used to

form a semiconductor, 'there must" b' a method to combine the

different atoms' oP each material.

Figure 2 'shows an insulator atom which has four elec-

trons in its valence ring. (A valence riv is the outermost

ring in any atom.) , An.a'tom with this condition indikcates

a stable unit in which the atoms, are bonded (by the nucleus)

to the hol in which they resi4e. Because the atom is

stable, it is difficult to .break these'atoms. free. In other

words', there are no free electrons which an electriCal poten-

tiyArcalmove easily. '

Page 6/ED-0.3
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z

OUTER SHELL NUCLEUS

VALENCE

GERMANIUM

ELECTR ONS

32 ELE61TRONS

4 VALENCE ELECTRONS

Fi-gure 2. Insulator Silicon Atom.,

4$

1/ 11 --11'
(EtscsTRoNs--)- .1 .

41

SIUCON

11 11 11-0
-.°

14 ELECTRONS

4 VALENCE ELECTRONS

4

9 ATOMS SHOWING
NUCLE-EIS, $D- VALENCE
ELECTRONS ONLY.

Electrons are nega ively charged and, reside in a hole.

When these electrons are rittoved, they leave a positive hole.

Thus,tthe electron and the hole bond are like a neative and

positive charge combination: equal and opposite. .

---- CONDUCTION OF ATOMS

S'oite

Noelectrons can flow unless they are free to do so. e

atoms will be added to the insulator atom structure

tt have either "1 more tNn" or "1 less thah" 4 electrons.

in their valence ring. This means adding atoms that have

'either 3- or 5-valance electrOns (outer rings) . The struc-
,

ture change provides an off-balance.

Figure 3 shOws atoms having 3 and 5 electrons which'

*Al be added to the 4-gttctrori silicon base material.

,

.92
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ACCE P TORS 'DO N ORS

VACANCY "9

ELEMENTS:
SO 'N
ALUMINUM .

GALLIUM
INDIUM

a. P -TYPE

ELEMENTS:
PHOSPHORUS
ARSENIC_ .

ANTIMONY
0

b. N-TYPE

Figure 3. Impurity Atomg.

S

So that these atoms may be identified further, those

atoms having only 3 electrons in the outer ring will be

called P, -type, and those having 5 electrons will be called

N-type.

t'7V-

P-Type Atoms
,

t-;

'c.-,,f3:/).,%,,y1

Atoms havin; lectrons, as comparOto 4 elec.-

trons: could add: oim pdatah'iaAfilOhal electron. This is
,

shown as 0:e vacanand this Vhcancy has,a,Ositive Ch rge.
,

The ):tacancY can theh-become a
-:\ ..=

l...oatiolvintOf-- Which an ele =

--tr;6n c.41 Inove temporarily if'anoutside-f6fce causes it to
..4--
ovMe. : ; ,.

,/.. ,
f I

o

:''., ' .,s .

t-eb .,
.,,,,,,,,:', ,s,;.;§

0:,

.., ...,
: t. ,,,,.....1k 1. NI : W ri.
,1 .44' 4: eV:. , ' ' ' '1, v ' ,- .' ;6 ' !.,.' s.r.,44) .0 ..,. ex,
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N -Type Atoms

,

Atbms having,5 electrons, as compared to A electrons,

have only one electrdn they can share.or give up. This

electron can move into the vacancy created in the P-type

atom if an external force causes it to move and if the N-

ype and P-typeatoms are bonded together.

The,process of forming the P= of N-type material,

known as doping,'is achieved by a heating process known

as fusion.

Combined Atoms

To form asemiconductor,material, either the P or N

atoms,are added in small quantities fd the 4-electron'ger-

manium or silicon atoms. This results in a primary silicon

material with only small quantities of either P -typ. or N-
.

type atoms.

Formation Of the 4-
3'

Combination (P-Type Material)

-When s'emiplondu 's are _constricted,, either silicon or

germanium is uSA,d',4 -!fhe.foundation, and P- .atoms or N-atoms

ale added. Whil.P-atoms are added, the material thus formed

Galled. a'. When the.N-atoms are added, it forms

Figure 4 show.s a, P- material formation. Note.

e4racancy creax,edighen the,4-electron atoms and the 3-elec-
,-;
trpfli atoms are mixed.

94
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P ATOM
THE REPRESENTS AN ABSENCE
OF AN ,ECTRON

0
VACANCY a

fA

'Figure 4. P-Type Material.

Formation of 4,
5
Combination (N-Type Material)

. r

Instead of, adding atoms with 3 electrons', Atoms 4,it,h

S eledtrons are adde.d.- The foyMation calledoN-type material

yields extra electrons to the end product. Fig4re i-shows

-the molecular structure formed from a fusion process. Note
411'

the additional atom created when, the 4-electron atoms- and

the 3-electron atoms are mixed:

I

0
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.0' -

.
e.,_-_ ELECTRON

;is-,

THE e REPRESENTS AN EXTRA
,ELECTRON Of THE N - ATOM

mu"

'w IP'

-.411

N-ATOM

ic,

"Figure S. N-Type Material.

,

Conduction Of P- and N -Type Mdterrg :
0
.

. .

When tge .(+). and ( -) conditions are c eated, eith r can',
,

be moved din a predetermined direction ,which is determi ed by 60.,
.

the type of;'materiaj. an th -golarity of
.

the battery o ex- L

ternal Oltage souece. In th- _creation Of the. 1113teri' I, the
/ ,

' entity. in abundance becoilleS the Atezi. moved .by the battery.
e

The abundant: entity s *lasU'ally-tahed the majority 'carriers
,

for forward current fj ow:, Any flow -of current in the reverse ,

r

direction -it called- minority
,

carriers and ds always opposite
1 ,

in, charge polarity, _Figure 6' shows the movement ,(fLew) of
4

majority and minority carriers:

Particular attention should be given to the flow of cur-

rent. The rules of - current flow are not _violate in:thAappl

cation. Note that Majority current flog ds4ar, g eater thah

minority cyurrent Slow in either type Og ''''aterial,, It should
be' obviouk that the,battery -causes majority 'carfk movenient-

,
..,

1, 1
,

_
, . ,

. ..
,

,rt
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sr

N TYPE P TYPE

+

e MAJORITY CYNAJORITY

0 MINORITY MINO-RITY

'Figure 6. Flow of Majority and Minority Carriers
in N- and P-Type Material.

Not.so obvious is the cause of minority carrier movement.

In earlier pagesof this module, heat was said to have

adverse effects on semiconductors. In this instance, heat
41).

is the energy that causes minority carrier movement. There

. isc no such thing as a material that is perfect, and imper-

fections., in this case, occur in the presence of unwanted
t

electfon's or holes that are not bound tO the material. Heat
1 d-

in the P: ox N-type material__ releases carriers o.f unwanted

polarity. These-are the'illinority carriers.

0

FORMATION OF THE P-N JUNCTION

To create a basic solid-state devia it is necessary

to bond together a P- and M-section creating what is ,known
.

he P-N junction. When a battery A- connected to the P-N

device, a majority current is caused to flow in'one direction

only. with no battery, connected, no °current can flow'-- even

*though the P-seLt9pn has extra holes and the N-section has

Page 12/ED-03.
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41.

extra' electrons. Figure 7 displays the condition without

a battery.

BATTERY REPRESENTS
P+ POTENTIAL DIFFERENCE

N P.

Figure 7. P-N Junction No Battery.

Figure 7 shows the:condition of the N- and P-section.

The N-section shows an abundance of free electrons which_

are repelled and held back from-the junction by the elec-

-trons o,f the P-section. The'P- section shows an abundance

of holes which are repelled and held back from the junction

by the holes of the N-section. The net result is an N -sec-

tion being negative in polarity and a P-section being posit

tive in polarity. Because there is a difference in the num-
,

ber.of eleCtrons between the two sections, a potential dif-

feyence (represented by a battery) exists-internally within
44

the formed P-N junction. (No battery is physically there.)

Figure 8 shows what takes place when an external battery

is connected to: the-device.

In Figure 8a, the battery is connected so that no major-

ity current will flow. The potential difference is made

greater between the Pc and N-section when the external bat-

tery is present so that the barrier between the two is greater

ED-03/Page 13
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iT7-7POTENTIAL

MFFERENCE

1-1:.%

REVERSE BIASED

11

a.

N. FORWARD BIAS

1111

b.

P

Tiguli 8. P-N. Junction With Battery.

(has a greater resistance). The battery reverse biases

the P-N deiTice (Figurel8.a).

Figure 8b, on the other hand, causes a flow of majority

carriers in both the N- and P-section. It-should be realized

that ,the potential difference across the junction is de-

crea-s-e4--Ed.near zero so the resistance is also'reduced to

a very low value allowing current to flow_between:sections. (

A clarification, of current flow is important at this

point. A battery provides electrons as a current flow.

Moreover, ,the N-section provides an abundance of electrons

that aids current flow. Electrons- are the only items that

flow out of. the P-N device to the external tircpit where the

battery is 1dcated. The holes in the P-section can be con-'

side'red.as vacant, locations that an electron may -and

again vacate as it migrates through the P-N device. In Fig-
.

ure 8b, electrons are leaving the battery negative terminal
7

'and entering the N-section. Along with electrons of the

Page 14/ED-05
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P, N-section, the battery electrons migrate through
f

thexbarrier,

into and outof the holes in the P-section, and return to

11.

the positive terminal of the battery.
.

If the battery.were reversed (as in Figure 8a) no cup-
,

rent could flow. Thus, this device is a one-way path to the

flow-of electrons. If the battery were replaced with an

alternating source, current would flow during either the

positive or negative alternation, depending on the connec-

tion to the P-N device.
4

DIODES

The P-N device illustrated in Figure 8 is actually a

practical diode. It can Ote used for several electronic

applications, some of,Which are listed as follows:

Rectifier.

One-way switch.

Regulator.

Voltage-variable capacitor.

Rectifiers

As a rectifier, the diode 'rectifies an a.c. current
c

flow to pulsating d.c. current flow. 'Figure 9 shows this

cdnd. ion Tri-this,example, the deirice'syMbal commonly

found diagrams is used. Note: During proper'operation,,,

cur nt always flows from left to right against the arrow.

I

A

NIL

,100
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N - SECTION) I P - SECTION )
CATHODE ANODE

ELECTRON FLOW

a. Symbol

AC
WNEWAVE
SOURCE

. 141

MODE
RECTIFIER

LOAD

b. Circuit

Figure 9. Diode Rectifier:.

If current flows during negative alternation of the

generator, the top of the generator is negative and the

bottom is positive. Current will then,flol,i c\lockwise (Fig-

ure 9b). When positive alternation occurs (because the top
\

of the generator is positive and the bottom iS negative), no

current can flow because of the makeup of the 'diode.

Figure 10 shows a current flow graph of the common

diide. This-,,graph shows that current will floi easily after

the barrier potential difference is overcome. As.,long as a

potential of the proper polarity is attached t. the diode,

it will conduct. Reversing the battery or sou ce (as long

as it is not greater than the diode will withst nd) will not

allow current to flow. The result of the back, or reverse

voltage, becoming too great is shown on the gra h'as aya-
-

lanche,current. This can cause permanent damag= to the

diode, Tesul-tink in a short- ci,rcult and, possibl, smoke and

fire as well. In addition, if thediode is plac d backwards

in the circui,t, permanent damage Will take*place within the
4

diode because this salso will result in a short ci cuit.

Page 16/ED-0.3*
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AVALANCHE
CURRENT

BACK BIAS
VOLTAGE

30V

HIGH
TEMPERATURg

MEDIAN
TEMPERATURE

NORMAL
FORWARD
CURRENT

v

FORWARD BIAS
VOLTAGE

Figure 10. Standard Diode Rectifier.

One -Way Switches

Diodes cante used as a one-way switch. Some elec--

tronic applications iegdire a signal-coming in with nothing

going out. This concept is much like an animal trap where

the "once in-must stay in" principle applies. Figure 11

illustrates the principle.

4

Oft

0

CONTROLLED
- CIRCUIT

4 I

',Figure 11.
Diode. Switch. CONTROL

PULSE
CIRCUIT

102
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In this block diagram, signals or currents flowIng with-

in-th.e-controlled circuit are nett permitted to pass into the

.control pulse circuit. However,,the proper polarity pulse

from the contro circuit is permItieed to flow through the

diode and into the controlled circuit.

I

Regulators'

A special diode, called a'Zener diode,;etilizes the

avalanche characteristic of a semiconductor device. The

) diode-is made to break dbwn at a--sp-ecific voltage value

when it is applied during nont/onduction. Figure 12 explains

this condition.

REGULATED
) VOLTAGE

REVERSE BIAS

AVALANCHE
CURRENT

Figure A2.

0F RWARD
CONDUCTION

FORWARD ,BIAS

a

;

a-

Response Curve:

.441,
The Zener diode is,. placed in the reverse position for

proper op,eration. When a voltage equal to the breakdown

value is ap-p-lied.to.the diode, it will conduct avalanche

current,, acting as a near completshort for°ani voltages

Rage 13 /ED-0.3 .
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% greater than the breakdown voltage. This'reaction

in" a voltage drop across the diode that remains constant

in value., Figure 13 shows a practical application.

POWER 12 - 14V
SUPPLY

OUTPUT 12V

ZENER DIODE
SYMBOL

1
- LOAD

77'

Figure 13. Zener Application.

Although the power supply output is a range from 12-14

volts d.c., the Zener locks in the load voltage at 12 volts.

Thus, the voltage a)oglied to the load is regulated.

1

Voltage-Variable Capacitors

0

Anothersemiconductor used in electronic equipment for

.both--frequency-modulation and frequency-control is the volt-

-age-v,ariable capacitor, or varactor. This, device is con:

structed to emphasize the change .11 capacitance that results

in changes in the width of the barrier, or junction, of the

diode._ Much like a capacitor, the left and right sides of-
.

the junction act as the plates of the capacitor; whereas,

the region in between becOmes the dielectric. Changing the

potential differend.e across the junction changes the distance

between plate, thus changing the capacitSnce value of the

diode. Figure 14 shows the junction area and illustrates how

it changes width.

1

a

164*
;2

t r 4
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)

.

.4,

SIMILAR TO PLATES
/ . OF A CAPACITORi .

....-I-o- .-4-1-b-.

;°i 0 0 0
O 0 0
O 0 0
O 0 0
O 0 0

!o 00

f'
..............

AREA DEPLETED OF CARRIERS ACTS
AS THE CAPACITOR DIELECTRIC

..

..,

,

..,

Figur& 14. Varactor for
Dielectric Changes.

4

If the diode is placed in the circuit in parallel with

a coil, the frequency of the LC network can be varied as the

capacitance value of the diode is changed. Figure 15 shows'''

a Practical LC circuit.
sib .

I

DC BIAS
VOLTAGE

Figure 1

la

. Varactor Circuit.
.. .,

TO REMAINING
CIRCUIT

COMPONENTS

/

CI and the diode are in parallel with C, creating a
.

parallelAC tank circuit. CI. and CD1, being in series, add

. as their reciprocal adds. Changing CD'changes the total
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C value and.; thus, the resonant frkitency of,the tank cir-

cuit. CD. is cha4ged by changing the d.c. biass voltage.

,"
.

DIODE TESTING

.9Standard rectifier diodes can be checked with the use

of an ohmmeter.. The RX100 oar RX1000 scale will show the best

results. With the test leads placed one-way across thv

diode,an almOst infinite value can be recorded. Reversing

the leads, will yield a very, low resistance.

BIPOLAR TRANSISTORS

The transistor uses twoj-N junction diodes., The 'in-

tent of combining _junctions_ is to create a control seV.ion

over the electrons that flow from one end of tite transistor

to the other. Figure 16 shows"the 'formation of a NPN bipolar

junction transistor.
era

P N

Figure 16! Formation ,of a. NPN Bipolar Junction Transistor.

106
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C.

4

A'PNP bipolar junction transistor, which is the comple=

ment of a NPN'transisto, can:alSd:be formed.

At this point,.it would be helpful to discuss how a

transistor, is,made to control. In' the study of tubes, it

was learned that the input was made to control the output.

-In the case Ok'transistors, t6 operationis quite similar.

However,:in most caSes,involving tubes,.no current flows out.

of the control grid; yet current does,flor4 normally out th:'

control lead'fOr thetrarisistOr. 'Figure 17 illustrates the

leads of a .tranSig,ior.

EMI-TTER
LEAD

t

Jr

p N

*-
,

-

EMITTER BASE COLLECTOR.

BASE
LEAD

-

COLLECTORS
LEAD .

Figuie 17._ Bipolar Transistor Junctions (NPN).
.

.

To establish control, the junction between'base'an,
. -

emitter wil'haVe applied to it a varying voltage which

consists of a fixed d.'c. voltage and",varyintg a.c. signal

voltage. It must be remembered that the c9ntrOl-circuit is

the input circuit. There must'also be an output. circuit:
\

In the trlansistor,' the output circuizis connected b4tween '

emitter and.collector.-' Figure 18- illustrates how all-Of this

. fits together (the NPN transistor stage).

Page 22/ED-0.1
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.

INCOMING
SIGNAL

N

DC POWER
SUPPLY 1 >

COLLECTOR

32

BASE

EMITTER

0
DC POWER SUPPLY 2

0

TO NEXT
STAGE

LOAD
RESISTOR

4 > `4 1r

AC -SIGNAL FLOW
( 2 WAY

J

Figure lb. NPN Transistor Stage.

The junction between the emitter and base istforwar/d-

'biased. -In other words, as the signal becomes more positive

during''a positive alternation; the signal voltage adds to,

the fixed d.c. valtage and narrows the j,unction:.When the

jurl,cVon'becomes narrpwer', the resistance of this one-way
f

barrier becomes reduced. Because there is less resistance

here, more current can flow from emitter to collector. In-

versely, when the negative alternation of the signal volt4ge

,
'appears, it subtracts from the fixed d.c. voltage (from the

power supply). This causes the width of the emitter-base

junction to increase, thus increasing it resistance. As a

result, less output current flows from emitter td collector.

.,It is imporfant to.note. that the output power supply voltage,

is' much larger in voltage. than the input power supply vcttage.

108
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Moreover, a small change in input signal currenticontrols

a very large change in output current. Thus, compared to
400a,tube, theetransist r is a current-oddirtolled deviCe rather

than'a voltage-control ice.

It was ,stated earlier that' the PNP transistor is a

complement.to the NPN transistor. Figure 19 shows proper

connections for the PNP transistor. .

INPUT

N -

OUTPUT

L "Jr

TO NEXT STAGE

o

Figure 19. PNP Stage.

The major difference is the direction of current flow

in the input and output circuits. Electrons comprise the

majority carrier movement in NPN.transistors;jvhereas, holes

comprise the majority carrier movement in PNP transistors.
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BIPOLAR TRANSISTOR TEItS&G-

I

The ohmmeter is the basic test equipment for checking

a transistor for GO or NO GO condition. Checking,a tran-

sistor with an 014=eter simply involves looking fo.7unusually
,

low or unusually high resistances. Both junctions must be

Mecked for 10e and high resistances. ThisIthay be accom-

plished by reversing the leads. for each junction. Figure 20
.

shows the proper. way to check a PNP transistor.

In Figure 20a, the forward

resistance is checked first. \
The'posi;tive ohmmeter lead is

connected to the base. At the

same time, the ground 'b negati vie METER

lead is connected to,the emitter

and then to the coldectOr. The

result is a low resistance for

B-E and4B-C junctions. Figure

.20b shows a reverse resistance

check. In this test, the

groiEd lead is connected to

the base and, alternately, the' ,

METER
positive lead is connected to,

tilt emitter and to the collec-

tor. This *tame both tests

will yield almost infinite

readings.

F.igure 21 shows the proper"

Ao testing for a PNP junction trail-
.,

a.

- - - - - --- -
Forward Resistance Check,

I

b. Reverse Resistance Check

Figure 20. PNP
Transistor Testing.

sistor. The same basic procedure is followed here; hoWever,

in each case, the ohmmeter leads are reversed to yield a low

and high resistance, respectively-.
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a. Forward Resistance Check

b. Reverse Resistance Check

Figure 21. NPN Transistor
Testing.

A

The resistance values that one can gene-rally_expect in

\...-testing to' PNP transistors are listed in Table ;.

`TABLE 1. TRANSISTOR RESISTANCE VALUES.

I

1

r

,

Voltage
transistors

Power
, transistors

,

NPN '' PNP .

Forward Reverse Forward ..everse"

306:r500QP
.

200-400Q
,

500,000
to 20 megQ

10-0,000. 2200-400Q
to .10 megQ

30,0-500Q 500,000' to
20 megQ

100,000 to
10 megQ
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IDENTIFICATION OF ON OR PNP TRANSISTORS

Taking the proper steps to determine transistrtype

is important,*sincemany are difficult to identify by num-

bers on the case. 'Below is a list that will be useful in

identifying transistor types.

1. Determine ldtd ide..Atification (E, B,

2. Connect the ohmmeter to the base and emitter. ,

3. . Obtain a low or-high reading and note which lead is

attached to the base.

4., Use Table 2 below to determine type.

4

TABLE 2. 'TRANSISTOR JUNCTIONS.

Resistance,
Reading

+ Ohmmeter Lead
to Base ,,

Ohmmeter Lead
to Emitter

,

High

'Low
.

PNP

NPN
, ,

.

NPN
,

. 40_, PNP ,

O

-FIELD- EFFECT DEVICES

The development of the tranSistor.has produced a solid-
01:

state device- that prates much like a tube ,as fat as elec-
.

trical principles are concerned. Basically, there are two

types of field-eflCcitransistors: the junction FET and the

insulated-gate PET. Because of construction, the second type

is often called a metal-oxide FETI

. 112
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a

JUNCTION FETs C

FETs are unipolar because only one majority carrier ,is

present througho9t the device. This device is constructed

with one path for current flow from one end to the other.

The path, called d\channel; has a lead attached to either

of. the ends much like a resistor. The channel also possesses

a uniform resistance from one end to the other. The'entrance

end is called the source and the exit is called the drain. N

Figure 22 shows the channel (shaded) which is made

from an N -type material (4 -5) and a control segment that is

located on either side of the and made from a P-type*':

material (4-..). The ,internal surfa' R between the channel

and control .gate forms a junction. Notice that there. is a

P-type material located'on either side of the channel. Both

of these control: surfaces are identical; and they act_ on the

channel equally when they are used.

'To control current flowing t-hrough the device in Fig-

ure 22, one must first hook up the voltages_o_Dices. Then,,

both gates (G) must be tied to the same voltage point, making

this voltage negative. A voltage will then be applied be-

tween the -souy-c-e- and drain. Figure 23 shows these,connec-

tions with v6ltages and polarities.

4/The-negative polarity applied to the control gates will

repel
*
electrons entering the channel at the source lead: Nr

Notice the source electrons are forced to pass through a nar-

ower channel as they pass the gates. This narrowing action

is controlled by the amount of negative voltage applied to

the control gates. More negative voltage makes:'the channel

even, narrower. .When the negative potential becomes so'

great'that it actually repels all electrons from the source

Page 2g /ED -03.
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Pb

i

.

..,

r

N- TYPE
CHANNEL

t
P7 TYPE GATE t G)

I

P -TYPE
MATERIAL

a.

PN JUNCTION,

N- TY PE
MATERIAL

v

P - TYPE'
MATERIAL

b.

PN 'JUNCTION

Figure 22. JFET Structure.

I ,

ELECTRONS
SOURCE

e GS 0 -=--)-.
-.-iii +
GATE B
I*

G

DEPLETION REGION
EACH SIDE
OF JUNCTION

,
L--)c,,_,L

)-iieee-seeoe8ecee

a'

G

?

ELECTRONS

eeee---
DRAIN

Figu'f 23. JFET Current-Flow C'b trol.

. . . 114

CHANNEL
BATTERY
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and none reaches the_drain, the result is called gate pindh-

offpotential. Notice the term "potential" is used, indi-

cating that if the gate is always kept negative (as compared

to the source) then no current can be attracted from the

source and flow out the gate. Therefore', all currerl enter-
,

ing the source must flow Out the drain. Changing the nega-

tive potential on the gates will control the electrons flow-

ing'through the channel.

This metAd of operation is similar to that of a water-
.

pipe valve control. Another example is the operation of a

canal lock used in boat channels. As a boat approaches,

the gates are opened to 'permit the boat to pass. The size

of the boat that can pass through the channel is governed

by the gate opening.

For some appltcations,'one of the FET gates can be

tied to ground or;some prefixed voltage more negative. than

the source and the other ga1e used for controlling the flow of

current through the chanhel. Whichever method is used, a

smaLl change of voltage on the gate(s) causes a large change

in current flow through the channel. Thus, a signal can be''

attached to the input gate(s), controlling the output current.

vote here that the combination of the input signal and gate,

battery must never cause the gate(s) to be more positive

thanthe-source.

A N-channel and P-gate were used in the above exaffpte.

However,-FETs can also be constructed with a P'- channel and

N-gate,, Under these conditions, ,battery polarities must be

reversed. Figure 24 shows the polarity relationship neces-

sary for both the N- and P-channel devices.
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S

SOURCE )

S

GI(GATE)

N

G I (GATE )

G (GATE)

( DRAIN )

a. N- channel FET

(SOURCE)

N

rNi,
G I ( GATEI,

D

( DRAIN)

b. P- channel FET,

dl

+G

Figure 24. Polarity Relationship.

With the source lead,being' common, the N-channel device

has the gate more negative and the drain more positive than

the source. In t.,he P-channel device, the gate is more posi-

tive and the drain is more negative than the source.,

-INSULATED'GATE FETs

Depletion Mode
L

Another type of.FET which does not have a P-N junctions

that must be reverse-biased is the depletion mode insulated

116
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0

gat FET (IGFET). ThiS transistor uses a gate that is physi-

cally and electrically insu7lated from the channel by.a narrow

layer ofoxide material. The insulated gate is metal, which

affords this deViee everal gdvantAges over the standard
,

junction FET. -Being insulated, current can never flow from

the source lead through She channel and out the gate.
,

this device', the gate can, therefore, be made posttive or

Negative (as compared to the source) without damage. In an

amplifying device, this featirecxeates an enormous advan-

tage. Figure 25 shows the ,copstiuction and transistor symbol

for the IGFET when the device is operated with the gate

always more negative than the spurce

. A.

,

SOURCE

GATE
METAL

DRAIN.

SUBSTRATE

a. Construction

SIUCON'
46-- DIOXIDE

INSULATING
LAYER

tt.

GATE
(G)

DRAIN
BASE

SOURCE

VDS

c. .Opera ion and Bias

DRAIN
CD)

SUBSTRATE
(SS,OR B )

-SOURCE(S),

b. Symbed

Figure 25. Depletion' Mode IGFET.
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The B lead shoyil is attached to the base pr substrate

of the device. Although the 4 dead can becon ected dif-s

ferently, the common method igrto attach, the B and'S leads
. 4

. together.

It must be noted that,.eveen though the gate or input

is insulated from thechannei, arcing can occur f the

pdtential differende between the gate and the sou ce is

toogreat. In'order to avoid this possibility, care must.

be taken in designing qvst.age with this° FET.
.s

EnhancementIGFET,

If the IGFET device is used-so ihat.the gate is sometimes

operated "more positive"than the source, the external gate

voltage supply ust be reversed, as shown in'Figure 2

,--1-114&, Ode of. oration is called the enhancement. mode. The

device is sill a N-chaunelv device, as is .shown by-the arrow

pointing -(representing\p-channeW--

/ .

''''' .

r

DRAIN
(0)

-
. s "P-f 'SUBSTRATE

(G) (SS ORB) -
V.GS-

"GATE.

SOURCE t
(S) '

1
11

, 4 Symbol b. Operation and Bias

a ,
Figure 26. ,Enhancement Mode.
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SW.

Furthermore, when.the IGFET irloperated in this mode,
S

its, symbol o'n a diagram has a broken line, along the drain,

base, and source (Figure it6). /
As was the case with junction FETs, this device can be

constructed with a P-ch,dnnel. The voltage sources must then

be.turred around (in contrast to the-N-channel type).. The

gates are made From a metal materia4,-rather .than a N-type

material which is possible because of an oxide layer,.

There is no 'junction in' the IQFET:r

(r

CONFIGURATIONS

Transistors whether uni-junction -OT bipolar . can

replace tubes i manyapplications. They are operated in

CT ses A O C. Transistors can be .configured in three

asi 'waysk, as can tubes. Table 3 compares the configura-

.ion :of tubes apd tranSistors.

'

r

TABLE 3. TUBES COMPARED WITH TRANSISTORS.
I

.

Tubes
Transistors

Bipolar, -,--- JIIET IGFET

Commn "Cathode
. .

o C

'Common Gpid

.Common Plate-,

. $

."Common
:Emitter

Common
Base -.

Common
Collector

- - Common
Source.

'Comprn
.Gate

Cii-mon
Drain

4.--

,

Common
Source

Common,
Gate .

Common
'Drain

.Page 34/gD-03'
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I

Figure 27 shows examples of bipolar and JFET tram- ,
sistor configurations for ClAp A stages. Because IGFETs

are coAfigured the same, these device,S2re.excluded from

the examples. Only NPN bipolar and'N-channglinipolar de-
b

vices are shown. In 011 cases, the supply voltages are

reversed if PNP or P-channel devices are used.
)6.

NPN COMMON EMITTER

E-

NPN COMMON BASE

NPN COMMON, COLLECTOR

a.

c.

",/

N-CHANNEL SOURCE (JFET)

4

-or
N- CHANNEL GATE' (JFET)

N-CHANNEL DRAIN (JFET)

Figure 27. Class A Stages.
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FET SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

""

7

IGFETs are very.sensitive ,to'statiC electricity that is
. .cfitted from the body. Caution must be taken not to touch

the leads while handling these deVites. When shorting clips

are 'found on leads, they-should not be removed until the de-

irice is installed and soldered in place.

JFETs andideplet,ion-mode IGFETs can-never have the gate

-made positive compared to, the source. It isiimportant to

'check manufactilrer's data for maximum ratings to assure that

voltages and currents remain within safe limits for'all appli-

cation

C

.4
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EXERCISES
4

* %
4

Describe why if._r-e--i-sa-potentialdiffefence formed,

at the junction of a PN diode that has no external

vo'Itages applied.

2. Explaill how-to distingUish the difference between volt-

age and-power transistors,.

3. Explain why reversing a standard diode will cause a

short circuit in many applications.

4. Using Table 1 as a, reference, draw three Class A common

emitter stages interconnected, showing the input_and

output resistances for each: Are these stage rests-

tances matched?

5. Compare the characteristics of bipolar and unipo -lar

transistors for the following:

Junctions.
#'

Resistance of input to dutput.

LABORATORY MATERIALS

Lahoratory 1

VTVM or FET meter with leads, ,

OscillosdOpe '.(triggered).

20 volt d.d. power,sUpply (regulated preferred)

Sine _wave generator (1000 ,kHz)`.

Breadboard: '

"1\ Hookup wire.

1=NPN-transistor,(TO-92 package).

1-100161 1/2 watt potentiometer.

1:1kS1 1/2 watt potentiometer.

3' 2, 30-35 micro-farad tantalum- ,fixed

122
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1 10 1/2 watt fixed-carbon resistor.

1 4.5-5.0 101 1/2 watt fixed- carbon resistor.

1 10.101 1/2.watt fixed-carbon resistor.
o

1 56101 1/2 watt fixed-carbon resistor.

Laboratory 2

1 ohmmeter with leads.
.

Components required:

1 TO-92 ckage bipolar transistor (voltage).,,.

1 TO -3 ,or T -66- package (power).
,

LABORATORY PROCEDURES

LABORATORY 1. BIPOLAR COMMON' EMITTER TRANSISTOR
CLASS A AMPLIFIER. 1

This experiment demonstrates the operation of a common

emitter amplifier. The student is shown how-to bias a bi-

polar transistor for a Class A operation. Voltage gain is

calculated with aft input sinusoidal waveform. The, importance

of an emitter bypass capacitor is emphasized and the results

of increased output load are shown. -

1. Construct the diagram shown in Figure 28 on a' breadboard,

IMPORTANT: Do not turn on the power supply until the

instructor has checked the -wiring and confirme&that it

is safe.
, .

2. Prewarm the voltmeter and oscilloscope for at least

5 minutes before using them.

3. Before turning the power supply ON,' adjust the voltage

control to zero volt's.

Page 38/ED-03
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A

p

SINE WAVE
GENERATOR

30 - 35 pF.
TANTULUM CAP.

30-35 pF
TANTULUM CAP.

OUTPUT

CONNECT
SCOPE
HERE

Figure 28% NRN Transistor Circuit.

4

4. ,
Attach the (+) lead of the voltmeter to the collector.

Attgch the (-) lead of the voltmeter to (- neg) or

ground.

S. Attach the (+ pos) lead of the power supply to the top

of R. Attach the (-meg); lead of the power supply to

ground.

6. With the morter'connected as in Step 4, adjust the power

supply vg. age control -5-10-10 V d.c. is read on the

meter. Make sure the meter is set on the proper func-

tion and mange.'

7. Adjust the sine wave generator to 1kHz.

8. Adjust RI fully clockwise.

9'. Adjust R2 fully clockwise.

10. Connect the oscilloscope to output, as shown in Fig-

ure 28.

11. Using the triggered oscilloscope, measure the P-P wave-

form voltage and record the result in Data Table 1(B).

(Make certain the scope is properly- calibrated before

using.) Plot the waveform on graph- 1(B) below Data41

Table'l(B).

124
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12. Reduce the input signal by turning R2 counterclockwise

1/2 of the full rotation of the control.

13. Enter P-P waveform voltages in `Data Table 1(A) and the

outpdt waveform of graph 1(Af.'

DISCUSSION 1:

Steps 1-13 show stage gain for-two different settings

of input signal.' To determine approximate gairi, diVide

E out /E- Enter the result in Step 16a.
N.4

14. TUrn t _power supply- OFF..

.15. Add a 30-75 uF capacitor across R3(C3). 'Repeat steps

1-13. Pla e the results in Data Table 1(C) and graph

1(C) for th input and output signal voltages and wave-

forms. \

DISCUSSION 2:

Calculate stage gain with C3 in place, using Data

Table 1(C) and graph 1(.C). Enter the results in. Step 16b.'

16. Stage gain calculated, showing effects of C3:

Eout Eout
A

in
A

E Ein

a. without C3 b. .with C3

Note: Re-adjust Rz to fully clockwise position before.

continuing.
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17. Adjust R1 ( output load) to 1/2 full clockwise and re-

cord oscilloscope results in Data Table l(D) and.graph'

l(D).

18. Adjust
!

R1 (output load) to fullybckwise and, record

oaLi.11005_cope results,in Data:Table 1(E) and graph 1(E).

12. What effect does, an increased output load have on the

following:

a. Input signal

b. Output signal

20. --What-catises these results?

LABORATORY 2. TESTING BIPOLAR TRANSISTORS AND
IDENTIFYING PNP TO NPN TRANSISTORS.

In this:experiment, the student learns the testing

proadure (usinged multi.meter) for NPN and PNP bipolar tran-

sistors. An ohmmeter is used to test-the bipolar transis-

tors., Two ranges are usually used: Rx10 for low resistances

and RxlmQ for high resistances.

First, test the TO-92 package transistor. The lead

identifdcation must be determined for the transistor

before proceeding. With assistance from the instructor,

look 'up:the 10-92 lead diagram in a transistor data book.

Depending upon the .transistsz chosen, it could be a NPN

or PNP. The lead arrangement will not change from one

1 TO-92 type the other. The package style determines

the lead arrangement. If:further data,is needed beyond,

this lab concerning the transistor,trefer to a manufac-

turers characteristic manual. .

1
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,

4

2. Use Table 1 of the text to determine transistor type,

fill in Data:Table 2 after testing the transistor with

the ohmmeier. (Refer to text for testing procedures

if necessary.)
.

3. Now,. test the TO-3 or TO66 packaged transistor. Fol- .

lowing Figure 5, locate the leads E, B and C. Connect

the meter and. test the transistor (according to the

procedures given in the text of this module), Place

the measurements in Data Table 2. .
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DATA TABLES ,

DATA TABLE 1. BIPOLAR COMMON EMITTER TRANSISTOR
CLASS A AMPLIFIER.

TABLE 1(A)

Step f3

R2 1/2 clockldise

.

. .

.

4

ki$

.

.

.

, .

.
, .

_

.
,

\
,

.

Input Outpitt

.

P-P Voltage

/
.

.

'

1

P-P Voltage

...

4)

(

.

.

(

.

.

.

.

-

,

Waveform

.

ov

4

;
Waveform

OV .
.

.
,

.

. ,

<4

P4, .

C.,

.

.

v

.

.

.

,

.

,
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J

A

Data Table 1. Continued.

. Input 1)Autput

TABLE 1(B)

.Step al

R2 fully clockwise

P-P Voltage P-P Voltage'

,

...

i

.

.

. ,

.

*

e

.%

Waveform

ov

.

_

Waveform

.

ov

.

,
s_..,

-

.

.

.

.

.

.

\`............--

A.

,

,

N

,

r
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Data Table 1. Continued.

TABLE 1(C)

Step 15'

R2 1/2 clockwise

.

f
,

. .

.

.

C.3

=
2,4
as

(0

.

Input Output

P-P Voltage

.

P-P Voltage
.

,

Waveform

.

ov4

Waveform

ov

t *
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Data Table 1. Continued.
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,Data Table 1. Cgntinued.
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Data Table 1. Continued..

TABLE 1(E)
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DATA TABLE 2. TESTING BIPOLAR TRANSISTORS,

,,

.

1: TO-92

*

2-. TO-3

or

T0,66

.

NPN
.

PNP

Forward
Resistnce

Reverse
Resistance

Forward
Resistance

Reverse
Resistance

_

, .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

t

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

.
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TEST

,

1. Name four advantages and two diS'advantages of bipolar

transistors over tubes.
f

2. Mate the proper number of valence tinrelectrons in

the following: .

a. P-material.
I

(1) Silicon

(2) Impurity..

b. N-matefia1,1

(1) Silicon

(2) Impurity

3. How many orward biased junctions are.there in a PNP
.

4.

(operating Class A) transistor?

f

r

i35
r

v.
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i

It

%

I
. ..

a

4. When testing a bipolar transistor,.spate the proper

resistance (high or low) for the following:

;

e

,

,.

,

, ....o.,,,,

%
--,

5. How many junctions ;does an enhancement`, mode IGFET have?

6./ 'What happens when the gate of aAepletion' riidUe P-channl

IGFET is made positive?

s
. . .

7: Froin all information given, which of the following

should be able to operate With loWer. voltages?

a. JPET

FET
Ir.

. b . rG.

.

s

.
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INTRODUCTION ,

Major advancements have been made in solid-.stAie

devices. Micrp-miniature electronic compo -nits formed on

a small "chip create a.small, neat pac ge capable of per-

forming the job that many separate screte components once...,

performs: ,Although integrated (LC's) cannot re-

place all discrete applications, t y\r.,re rapidly narrowing

the gap. This module coverspasic-.theoxy and stage appli-

cation of analog IC's.

PREREQUISITES

The student should have completed one year of-algebra

\N\ and should also.be familiar with the concepts of direct

current and alternating current electronics.

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module, the student should.be

able to:

1. ,State the advantages and disadvantages of

2. Discuss the ,capabilities of bipolar and MOSFET IC's

and the limitations of each.

3. Name the different IC construction styles used and the

applications for vch,t

4. Name And define the three stages in an operational

amplifier:

5. State the use of an open -loop "op" amp and indicate

. whether it uses feedback.

6. Determine the output shape, amplitude, and phase of an

inverted."op" amp compared to input.

138
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7. Determine the output shape, amplitude, and phase of a

noninverted "OR" amp.

8. State whether the opefl- or closed-loop "op" amp repro-

duces without'distortion.

*ft
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SUBJECT MATTER

THE IMPACT OF INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

-True miniaturization hai been achieved with-the intro-
.

auction of IC's. Great strides have'been made to i rove.

IC chips so thit they continue to make inroads int the

.world of electronics. ,Both advantages and disadvantages

accompany the production and Use of these devices.

ADVANTAGES

The IC'stmajbr advantage is the size of.the device and

the space required for circuitimplementation. ;These devices

are now so small that they are no longer significant in the

size of the equipment of which they are a part.

Construction of IC's makes them durable and reliable.

The aerospace;industry used IC's extensively in outer space

applications.- This use indicates longevity, since IC's are

required to/be in operation for many years. Many systems

also employ complex circuits that are expected to operate

without failul,e under adverse conditions.
--..

Because of their size and construction, most IC's re-

quire little power to operate. As a result, less energy is

used.

140
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DISADVANTAGES

As with transistors, IC's are sensitive to heat and

high voltages. Most IC's can operate in relatively warm

'environments; however, ;emperatures'must be far lower than

the temperatures of vacuum tubes. IC's operate,a ..voltages

below 50 volts, with mgst yoltages below 20 volts. Because

of low voltages, low currents flow through IC's. The end

result is a.low power output, with most IC's operating with

an output Tower of 1 watt or less.

If an IC fails, it must be replaced; it cannot be re-
,

paired. All IC's are enclosed in a hermetically sealed

package. It is useless to attempt to take this package

apart; the circuit inside is so.small that repair is impos-

sible. Because of cost and reliability, replacement of IC's

ii-ironomical and pbse.s no problem.

TYPES OF IC's

,.As with transistors, both bipolar and metal oxide semi-

conductor (MOS) IC's have been created. While the elec-
.

tronic theory is the same for constructing discrete devices

and IC's,.the method of creating individual components inside

the-chip is different from parallel approaches for discrete

devices. Construction methods for bipolar and MOS devices

will now be discussed.

Page 4/E1 -04
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BIPOLA1. IC's

`Bipolar IC's and discrete circuits use similar compo-
.

nents. 'Figure 1 shows a bipolar IC incorporating a common

emitter transistor,stige.

a. Circuit Diagram

CAPACITOR DIODE
ALUMINUM OR

GOLD
METALIZATION Il' FILM

b. Side View

c. Top View

TRANSISTOR RESISTOR
SILICON

2
OXIDE FILM

0 (INSULATING
LAYER )

TRANSISTOR

METAkIZATION
CAPACITOR FILM MTERMINAL

DIODE

Figure 1. Bipolar Construction.

It,.is easy to construct transistors inside IC's. More

difficulty is realized in forming capacitors and, small re-

sist'ors', wheie if either is of a.large value or voltage, it

is excluded from being p aced inside. ,Moreover, trans-

formers are not a part 6 internal components.

4
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MOS IC's

A

Insulated gate field-effect transistors (FETs) are also

incotporated in MOS IC's. The construction here is similar

to the construction for discreteGMOSFETS (insulated gate

metal oxide semiconductor field-effect transistors). These

devices are combined with capacitors and resistors, as were

bipolar IC's. FigUre 2 shows how an IGMOSFET is formed in

the IC.

SIUCON OXIDE
FILM

(INSULATING
LAYER)

DIFFUSED
SOURCE
REGION

SOURCE GATE DRAIN
TERMINAL TERMINAL TERMINAL

A A /../ 40.1

111111.151= =Di
SUBSTRATE

DIFFUSED
DRAIN
REGION

1143-U-CED
CHANNEL

Figure 2. Part of an IGMOSFET IC.

One advantage with MOS technology is that a MOSFET can

be formed in a smaller space than a bipolar transistor.

This is one of many reasons for the IC's popularity.

_ ea

va.
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OTHER STYLE IC's

.Thick Film

Whether bipolar or. MOS IC construction is used, these

devices can be formed in layers much like one story of a

house placed (and insulated) on top of the other.. Different

components are arbitrarily placed in different layers. When

multi-layer construction is employe-d,-thetevi-cgts catled a

thick-film IC, as compared to thin-film IC's. More compo-

nents can obviously be placed in the device, but more heat

will be internally generated as a result.

Hybrid IC's

Hybrid IC's are created by combining various' combina-

tions of layers, and-possibly discrete compOnents, in one

package. A variety of packages, depending upon need, can

be'produced. Figure 3'shows an example of a hybrid 'IC.

The hybrid device may have an IC within an IC, as shown

in Figure 3. The monolithic IC shoWd is constructed similar

to a standard bipolar transistor. Individual devices are

interconnected by flat wires much like that used on printed.

circuit boards in electronic equipment.

144
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MONOUTHIC IC THICK-FILM
RESISTOR

INSULATING'
SU3STRATE

INPUT/ OUTPUT
TERMINALS DISCRETE

CAPACITOR

CONDUGTORS

Figu IC.

APPLICATIONS OF ANALOG ICs

IC's are used.in twO specific categories of electronics.

In altost all cases, IC's can replace transistor-stages that

exist in analog circuits. These packages are smaller and
w

f capable of almost as much power output as the discrete

di vices. The second category. is digital circuits. Develop-

ments during the past 15 to 20 years have prokiced a multi-
,

'ce tude of .digital -IC chips.

".;
Analog IC's will be discussed in this module. Digital

4 ,

IC'S will be covered in a later module. It is important to

note, however-, that digital electronics use is broader than

Iiianalog use in the ap 'cation of IC's.

Page 8/ED-04
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O

In analog electronics, IC's are usually used in ampli-

fiers and oscillators, with use in amplifiers most common.

This use has been rea.ized in consumes products, particularly

those used for entertainment. Television monitors'andsound

equipment utilize many of these devices... These examples

incorporate several stages inside one chip, such that an

entire section of a system has perhaps 8 or 10 stages. Ili "'

these cases;;. chips art specialized, rathe han universal.

Each manufacturer develops a version to e nte originality

and product security,: Several of these are ,listed:

Intermediate frequency amplifier.

Sound amplifier (including detection).

Color processors. 6

Automatic gain shiPs.

Preamplifiers. ;

'these chips can be purchased from manufacturers with relative

ease. More data can be obtained from manufacturer-data books

prOduted bk,Motorola, RCA, Texas Instruments, Sprague, General

131ectriC, and .othel's.:
c:

This module will covers universal analog chip's that can
. 2

be incorporated in different circuits to accomplish specific

jobs.. OperatiorCamplif

perform a laboratory gxe
-4

further/displays charac

rs is one example.. Students will

e at the end of this unit that

ristics of the "op" amp.

0.

146 .
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IL

OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER

In the analog world, most amplifiers reproduce all or

part of the signal placed on their inputs. The operational

amplifier device can amplify either d.c. or a.c. signals,

and provides a substantial gain from input to output if

desired. This gain can be controlled sot it can be

zero or several thousand: External circuitry is added to

control and provide the desired gain for each application

of the device.

Figure 4 shows a typical.uop" amp and the different

packages in which it is enclosed. Figure.4a shows the dia-

gram internally, white Figure 4b 4hows the symbol found on

a system diagt61. Figure 4.c.,shows an IC package in which

two IC's can be arranged, while Figures 4d and 4e have one

IC.
. TheIC package can be circular or(,rectangular, depend

ing upon the manufacturer.

Figure 4. Operational Amplifier Diagram.
-
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,

In most appI/ications,-maximum amplifying ability of

the "op" amp is filot used. One advantage in doing/this is

that stage stabilfty is increased as a result! giability

'reflects its ability to accurately reproduce/thq
/

input sig-
.

nal at its ouput.

Note that this IC has two inputs and ore ,iitput. Each

input will be discussed and-thegeneral opera/ion explained.

Figure, S shows the basic internayStges of an opera-

tional amplifier.`

Figure 5. Operational Amplifier.

ED-04/Page 11



Stage 1 Differential Amplifier.

This stage pr6vides three advantages for good

reproduction: noise rejection, high inpu resistance,

and Wide frequency response. No
Any signal can be accompanied by noise that comes

either from external environmental sources or internal

circuits. Either noise reachihg the amplifier output,

often a speaker, creates distortion. To reject this

unwanted noise, two inputs are provided on the differ-

ential amplifier. Within the first few stages of the '

differential amplifier, the noise is canceled, leaving

the desired signal. Unfortunately, not al.l noises are

cancelable. However, the differential amplifier does

provide rejection for common mode noise. Hum in the

speaker is one noise in this category.

The differential amplifier piovides high input

resistance to incoming signals applied'. This assures''

that the !'op" amp will not be a low resistance load

on preVious circuits that, as a, result, increase system

stability and energy drain.. Because.the voltage ampli-

fier follows,_/he differential amplifier also'provides

a high'resistance output.
,

Most differential amplifier stages are d.c- cou-

pled to the second stage, providing a. frequency response

from 0 Hz to maim, megahertz.
---7

Stage 2 Voltage Amplifier.

The voltage amplifier is a high gain stage

typically as high as 250,000. While this is a. Very,

444v. good characteristic, instability can' occur in

amplification levels. Thus, most appliCa-ti s use'

4 only part of this amplification. Almost all signal

.Y=fioltage increase accomplished in this stage, Again,

."'

X:L." ,

o.4.VA4e, 2/ED -04r .,
4
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frequency respon'se*i
maintained because d.c. coupling .

I

is used.. in the volftge amplifier -and the_diff6wential

amplifier Pk a review of d..c. coupling, refer to'

Modules ED-01, ED-02, and Ep-03'.

Stage 3. Output Amplifier.'

The major purpose of this stage is to provide a

lowoutput resistance So the "op," amp,.c 'an drive (with.

a reasonable current 'flora) stages that fallow In some

applications, tIris IC chip may drive another amplifier

some kind that provides power to an output load' -such

,as _a speaker, other cases, the IC chip may ,provide
a signal to drive a display.

<

POWER SUPPLY REQUIREMENTS.
O

This IC uses both positive and negative pciwer supplies

signal_s_w_ing_a/_tte _output., __,Most opera-

tional amplifiers use voltages ranging from-S to 20.yolts.

The IC has pins to accommodate both powv supplies, with

grOund being the common reference for the positive and nega-

tive sources.

CHIP USE

Figure k- shows basic connections of the device.

though the, -hookup looks Simple, 'die device may. be used in

se al ways., The different modes 'are apen7Joop operation,

andclosed-loop- operation (inverting and.noninverting con-

figuration).

*4,

150
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figure 6. Operational Amplifier
Basic Connections.

Open-loop operation.

When the "op" amp is used in this arrangement,

all device gain is utilized. Most applications do not

use this type of connection, however. When used with

an ppen loop, no signal is fed from the output back to

the input.. The result is a saturated amplifier in

either the positive-or negative direction. figure 7

illustrates input and output of this device. Notice

particularly the shape change from input to output.
>4

S1NE-WAVE
GENERATOR

IL" 0 VOLTS
.+1V

-iV

1-

...

INPUT

POS

+10V

2ND
ALTER-
ATION- ---

1ST
ALTER-
ATION

Nan WINO.

NEG

OUTPUT WAVEFORM

Figure 7. Simple ,Comparator (open 10(4)),.

Page. l4 /ED -04
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When used:in the open-loop arrangement; the only

practical circuit called a comparator. When the

sine wave 'on the input s positive, the output is

driven immediately negative,.equalto the value of the

negative power supply. When the sine wave returns back

to zero after completing the first alternation, the

output allo-returns o zero'. Since the second input

alternation is negative, the output3goes immediately

positive, remaining there until the input sine wave

returns to zero. It.is obvious that the sine wave is .

altered in this amplifier, since the 'output is a square

wave. If a sine wave is required at output, the stage

gain must be
e
reduced. This is accomplished by provid-

ing feedback to the input anal is called a cloS-ealloop

.arrangement.

Closed-loop operation.

To assure that input is

output,, the 'output signal is

fed back to input. Feedback

duplicated ini shape at'

reduced in amplitude and

determines "op" amp gain.

Ruch signal feedbatk to input reddces gain; whereas, ;

little signal, 4edback increases gain. Too much-signal

feedback creates distortion (change in shape) in input

and output signal..

The closed-loop -operation can be accomplished in

two ways: the inverting and noninyerting configuration

'When inverting mode is use4,' the signal at the input

will be phase .inverted (180°) in output. Of course,

noninverting provides a honsh ted input at output

signal. In either case, output sdinal amplitude is

controlle,by the amount of feedbaCk allowed.

,

152
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Figure 8 shows the inverting configdration. Fig-

ure 9 describes noninverting configuration. The pin-

vertine made is the most popular of the two and is

practical.

Figdre 8 shows feedback placed on the top input,

called the inverting-input. Resistors R1 and R'2, are

chosen to provide voltage divisioi-for the amount of

.i.gnaljvoltage feedback reqvired for the particular

application. Changing the values of R1 and R2 changes

the amount of feedback required. The ratio of R1 /R2

determines feedback voltage. If R1 =. R2, the gain of

the amplifier,will be zerc,-;'' Input and output ampli-

tudes will be the same. Increasing the'resistance of.
,

R1 (compared tO. R2) will increase gain, because less

oltage is fed back.

R1

'OUTPUT

Figure 8. Invertidg Mode with Feedback.

Output signal will be 1800 out of phase .with the

input signal for the inverting mode shoWn in Figure 8.

Figure.9 shows the input signal applied to the

noninverting input, with feedback fed to th&ihverting

Page 16/ED-04
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it

input. This mode provides a noninverted outputs signal

with its amplitude,controlled by the feedback on Pin 2.

(Notice the input and output signals:)

a

Figure 9. Noninverting Mode with FeedbUk.

The gain of either, the inverting or noninvert*ing

amplifiers can be calculated. The proper calculations,

are,shown here with the, inverting mode shownNf)rst.

gain = El
. .R2

inverting

gain = El
2

+ 1 noninvertingR

An example of each calCulation may provide further

understanding.

a

154
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A

f

1/4

EXAMPLES OF CALCULATIONS:

Inverting

Calculation

R1 = 10 K2

Rz. = 1 KO

Input signal-= 0.1 V

RI 10 142
Stage gain

_ 10
R2 1 KO

Input Output

0.1 V x 10 =' 1 V

Noninv,erting

Calculation

RC= 10 KO

R2 = 1 KO

Input = 0.1 V

R1 10 KO = 11
Rz 1 KO

Input Output .-
,.

0.1 V'x Ii = 11 V .,..-.

T

Page 1/ED-04 2
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MI=

Frequency response can also be calculated for an "op"

amp. This is the range of fiequencies that can be

passed by the amplifier. The formula is as folloWs:

bandwidth
gain - bandwidth product

gain

EXAMPLE OF CALCULATION:

Say the 'gainbandwidth product is 1 MHz. Using

the gain for the previousAoalculation shown for an

inverting.amplifier,e4iV is the follow na;

Calculation

band'wi'dth
gain - bandwidth product

'gain

'MHz

701 \ Ft)

,M= 0C-000 Hz

t 5`. '/
The same carcdlatipb Woltkt for the noninverting ampli-

%

fler.as dong,_as -tive proper gain is selected from the ,

gain,calcuLation done-on the preceding pages.

PRACTICAL OPERAS MPLtFIER USES

713:

! p " amps,arq: 4, most useful IC. An "op" amp can re-

place many of the ftscrete component uses. and often does a

better job. SeVera,1- uses arelactive filters, summing adders,

and difference amp' Aflers.

156
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Active filters.

(If a review of filters is necessary, return to

appropriate materials.) Because of the fast rate at

which an "op" amp can change, it is an ideal device

for frequency filters. An "op" amp classed as an active

device can be used to amplify 4 changing input signal in

,accommodating a wide range of frequencies. The filter

portion must exist in discrete component-s---ou-t-si-de-the

chip. However, because-the "op" amp can react to

drop in amplitude as the filter pass response falls off,

the chip makes the fall-off quicker and sharper. Figure

10 ,illustrates three different graphs for low pass,

high pass, and band pass filters, respectively (in A, B,

and C);showing t e ,rapid fall-off response,

)

Figure 10. Low Pass,,Righ Pass, and Band Pass
Filters tx111,TalI-Off Response.

"Op" amp circuits used.tb perform these filter circuits:-

in Figdre 10 are shown to Figure 11. In low and high
0"

pass filter, the filter is placed in ,the input lead;

4

:g
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.fir

. R3' R2

..

AC
°NAL'

_

Cl

.
.

OUTPUT

0

.

,...

a. Low

.

Pass Filter

C., 2

111111111111111111

AC
GNALS

.

I

,

.

OUTPUT -

. b. High Pass Filter

R4

R,--2

II
C2

. _ R3

AC
SIGNAL

OUTPUT

-.1.

c. Bandpass Filter

Figure 11. "Op" Amp Circuits Used to Perform
Filter Citcuits Shown in Figure 10.
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A

whereas, the band pass filter is located in the feed-

back loop and affects'the amplitude and frequency of

the feedback voltage.

Considerable gain is obtained at frequencies

passed to output with a high attenuation -Sat a11 other

frequencieS, such that they are blocked from reaching,

the output.

Summin Adders,.

In some applications, many voltages must bt added

together to obtain net voltage value. These voltages

can be either d.c. or a.c., and are fed to the "op"

amp via input resistors. Figure 12 is one example of

a summing of adder circuit.

6V

8V

1011

10000

E2 R3

10000

R4
OUTPUT 24V

0

10000

R2- R3

Figur 3-Input Arialog Adder Amplifier:

This-circuit is especially usefUl in tallying the

f6sultS'-of several inputs (not'mited to'3). If the.'
: .

dqsigner wishes one inputeto be weighted heavier than

another, input resistors R2, R3, and Ry can be ratioed

to obtain the desiree'tesults. Figure 13 is an-example.

;

.

n this circuit, E1 Provides 6 V, whereas E2 mad E3 .

rovide 3 volts and 1 1/2 volts, respectively.
/
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F j

OUTPUT 10.5V-

IP'

Figure 13. 3 -Input Analog Scaler Adder Amplifier.

4

These circuits are used to convert back and forth

between analog and digital signals.

Differential amplifiers,

Some electronic applications require comparing

two signals and subtracting the two,, for a net differ-

ence. One such case is the AFC circuit used'in elec-
f

,,

c receversronii: An example of a basic differencet\p
am lifier is shown in Figure 14.

3V

R2

R3

fi

Figure 14. Difference Amplifier.

.160

0
1V OUTPUT

0
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41

101

at

4
In this application, only two voltages can be

compared. 4f more voltages are to be compared, input
4

must have either a summer or subtractor circuit pre-.

ceding R2 and R3. Any number of uses is-poss,ible---/

according to the- desired design. Figure .15 shows an

example of a summer circuit pr&ceding the difference

inputs.

RA1

Figure 15. Difference Amp with Adder Input.. / %

This circuit, like others, can be arranged to fit

any requirement. . In FiguresA4 and 15, R1 and R2 with.

R3 and Ry are difference inputs, with R and R and
tal b/

Rn
2

and.Rb
2

4servthg as the adder portion of the circuit.
"

, Although only surface theory and practical

have been discussed, this material_proyides awareness

of circuits in. use.' hater modules will show uses in a

system application.

Page 24D-04
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4.

EXERCISES

1. State a probable reason floor integrated circuits emai,n-
':.x,:

ing in the field of elecironics,

2. Give two advantages tulle have over IC's.

3. State. the major advantages IC's present to energy con-.
,

servation.
. / /

,

4.
/

Draw a circuit t atTyvides the difference between'

the folloiqing g u s at output. Use an "op" amp as

the main devic

(Summing) G

/
S V

6 V

//// 10

V

V

(Summyg/Group B) 3 V

/ 7 V

20-V

a

to
difference

CRT

LABORATORY MATERIALS
fP

1 triggered 10 MHz oscilloscope (dual trace iaf possible).

1 d.c.-a.c. ohms ltimeter with leads.

1 positive 10-vol 'd.c. power supply.

1 negative.16-vo t d.c. pdwer supply.

1 sine-waxte gen rator ( eClio). 1

1 breadboard.

nnnecting wi e

1 741C opera ional amplifier.

162
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(17\ 2 1 watt 5% resistors. 4

O

1-K12 1/2 watt 5% resistors.
.e)

1-1(2 1/2 watt potentiometer.

1 0-pFd capacitor 25 WV d.c. (electrolytic).

2 0022-pFd capacitor 25 WV d.c'. (non-electrolytic)

LABORATORY PROCEDURES

LABORATORY II
1.

This lab gives a practical look at the "op" amp ex-

plained in this module. Equipment and parts required can

be found in most inventories.

V
COMPARATOR.

PROCEDURE

1. Const.ruct the circuit (show in Figure 16 .below) for

a comparator.

SINE -WAVE
GENERATOR

Page 26/ED-04

ure 16. Comparator.
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;"

2. Set the sine-wave g or for 1 Kkz (frequency).

With the oscilloscope owing a trace., adjust the s ne

wave generator e control so an accevtable trace

(square wave) ible on the screen. InLed.se the

generator Output only enough ;o provide a good affipli-

tu,de on the scope for viewing.

3.' In the graph in'Data Table,1-, draw the input and output

=waveform (-two_cycles _for both_)noting_that_the input

is a sine wave; whereas, the output is a square wave.

Notice that the output is distorted or changed compared

to the input, a-characteristic of the compar.ator.

OP
LABORATORY2. INVERTING AMPLIFIER (WITH FEEDBACK).

AP

PROCEDURE

44
- 1. /Construct th circuit (shown in Fig

Vetlng ampl fier.

SINE-WAVE
GENERATOR

10K0

POTENTIOMETER

171 for an in-

VERTICAL
- INPUT

Figure 17. Inverting

ED-04/Page 27
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/

3

'5 4

4

.

i

%

3

2. Adjust sine-wave generator to 1 KHz:

3. Adjust' the peotentioteter so there `is. 0.3 volts Peak-

Peak at Pin 2 of the "op" amp (use the oscilloscope-,

vertical inputconnected to Pin 2 and the-oscillos.cope
r.

ground to the circuit ground).
. .

4. With the oscilloscopes attached to Pin 6 (vertical

fipui'of scope to Pin 6), measure the P-P a.c. wave-
ti.

form. (Scope ground must he connected:to circuit

,ground..)
. .

5. Adjust th'e potentiometer for the following input' wort-
L

age steps and measure ,at Pin 6 with the scope.

a. 1 V.

h. 3 V.

c. 5 V.

d. 7 V.
,

-------- e. 9 V. 4:.

6. In Data.. Table -2, plot the input and output voltages

for the -1-iput voltages shown in Step 5. (A dual trace
, scop works best, in that input and-output can be seen

, 6

at the same time.)

LABORATORY 3.-NONINVERTING AMPLIFIER.

PROCEDURE
,

.

a

1. Construct 'tle circuit for ,the noninverting amplifier

shown in, Figure 18.
.

2. , Adjust.the sine-wave generator frequenc r. KHz an
r.

an output of

\

f volts . ([use

ose

the oscilloscope to mea-'

sure Pin 3 voltage ,fors 0.2.ralts. Scope vertical in-

put to Pin,3;-scope grOund to Circuit ground.)
;

Page 28/EN.04 c ,:
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SINE WAVE
GENERATOR

10K0

=.

1KO

VV\e
1K 0

10K0
VVN.,

3

741C

+ 1 0 V

-10y

Figure 18. Noninverting Amplifier.

0

,3. With the oscilloscope, measure the P-P voltage at the

output Pin 6. (ScOpe vertical input to Pin 6; scope

ground to circuit ground.)

4. Adjust the potentiometer for the following input.volt-

age steps and measure at Pinsi2 and 6 with the-scope.

Plot input and output waves in Data Table 3. '(A dual

trace scope works best, in that input and output can

be seen at the same time.)

a. 1 V.

b. .3.V.

c. 5 V.
,

d. 7 V.

e. 9 17.

Mr

166
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LABORATORY 4. . LOW PASS FILTER.
.

.
PROCEDURE

1. Con'struct the circuit shown in Figure 19.'

SINE-WAVE
GENERATOR

10K0 10K0
1K0

.OQ2Z

4

.00 2Z
pF1) -10V

ti Figure 19. Noninverting Low Pass Filter,

OUTPUT

0

-7

2. Set the sine-wave generator to 1 KHz. Set the sine-
.

wave generator output level and the 1 K2 potentiometer

so !Pin 6 is precisely 4.0 V P-P on the oscilloscope.

Plot this P.-P value on the left-hand side of the graph

in DataTable'4 (Step 1).

3. Adjust the sine-wave'generator to 1.5 KHz through 25 .

0.5 KHz increments and plot each output measured

(Pin b) on the graph,. Eample:

'1.5 KHz Plot above Step 2

2.0 KHz ' Plot above Step 3
Reference Data
Table 4.

20 KHz Plot above Step,11

(Notice the reduced y-13 value for each frequency as

'frequency rises.) 0

Page 30.,4ED-04
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LABORATORY.5. HIGH PASS FILTER.

PROCEDURE

1. Construct the circuit in Figure 20.

SINE-WAVE
GENERATOR

Figure 20. Circuit.

OUTPUT

0

e

2. Set the sine' -wave generator to 25 KHz and the output

'vodtage'of the generator to precisely.4.0 volts P-P

(measured at Pin 6 with thg oscillocope).

3. Plot this 4.0 voltage,value on the right ge of the

graph in Data Table 54

4. Change the frequ4ncy of the .generator knot the -output

voltage level) in 0.5 KHz increments and plot each

from right to left on th.e graph in Data Tble 5.

Notice that as frequency decreases, the voltage at

Pin 6also decreases.

4

168
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4.

t

DATA TABLES

DATA TABLE 1. COMPARATOR.

. 4.5V

COV

3.5V

3.0V

2.5V

2.0V

/
0.5V

2kHz 10 k Hz 20kHz
r

I-
I

I
i

I

1

1

1

1

1

4

1.

I.
I

I'
I

I

II' I ,

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

FREQUENCY

t

/ 1C9
Page 32/ED-04
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DATA -TABLE 2., INVERTING AMPLIFIER (WITH FEEDBACK) .

. .

Pin

Input

2 voltage (P-P)

Output

,Pin 6 voltage (P-P)

1 V

3 V

S V

. .,;21..

.
.

7 V

9 V

.

*

.

. .

a

*

I

70 ED- 041-.Page 33
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;

DATA TABLE 3. NONINVERTING AMPLIFIER.

Input 1

.--

Pin 3 voltage (14Y
,

Pin 6

Output

voltage

,

(P-P)

*

1 V

3 V

5 V

7 V

9 V

.

.
-

,

.

t..

.

_

.

r-

.

,

.

/

Page 34/ED704



a.
0

0.

4

g

-t4

DATA TABLE 4. LOW PASS, FILTER.

4.5V

4.0V

3.5V

3.0V

2.5V

2.0V

1.5V

10V

0.5V

2kHz

'1 - 1

I I 1

J____. 1
1

1 1 1
I

1
1 1

t

I I 1 i 1

i
1

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11. 12 13
FRECILJENCY

t

I I

172
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DATA TABLE S. HIGH PASS FILTER.,

4.511

4.0V

3:5V

3.0V

2.5V

2.0V

0.5V

4ra,nz TUKIIZ ,20kii:
.

I
I

i
i-

I

.

I

1

I

I

,

I
1 I

r
I

I

1

.

I v
Ii I

I
'

I I-

)
, 9.1

I 1

I

A

1- I

I
I -

t

I I

I

i

.1

. I

I
I

I

I

I I I

1

I ,

I
I

L I

1

I

I i I

1 2 3 4 5 13 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
FREQUENCY

REFERENCES

10.

Heathkit Learning Publications. Electronic Circuits. 1st

ed. Benton Harbor, MI: Heath Company, 1978.

Heathkit Learning Publications.. Semiconductor Devices.

lst'ed. Benton Harbor, MI: Heath Cupany, 1978.

Mfloney; Timothy J. Industrial Solid-State Electronics

Devices, and Systems. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice

Hall, 1979.
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TEST

1. ,Which of the following is not an advantage of IC's as

compared to discrete devices?

a. \Low operating voltages.

b. Small in size.

c. Sensitive to heat.

d. Low voltage operation.

2. An advantage of the-differential amplifier is that...

a. it is easy td remove components in it.

b. 'it has common-mode rejection ability.

c.- it can ampilfy d.c. signals.

d. it can amplfy a.c. signals.iffy

Which of the circuits listed uses 40 feedback?
_J

a. Low pass-filter ("op" amp).

b. High pass filter ("op" amp).

c. Comparator ("op" amp).

d. Inverted input_ ("op" amp).

,4. Refer to Figure 21. What is the voltage at the inverted

input (-terminal)?

'+5 V.

b. -10 V.

C. 0 V.

d. -5 V.

e. None of the above.

5. What kind of amplifier is shown in Figure 21?

a. Comparator.

b. Summing "op" amp.

c. Inverted input "op" amp.

d. Noninverted input "op" amp.

1
ED-04/Page 37
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-10y

Figure 21. Figure for Questions 4 and s.

6. In what sequence are the three sections of an "op" amp

(differential amplifier, output amplifier, voltage

amplifier)?

7 Where the power output requirement is above 1 watt,_'-

"op" amps must be used. AV

a. True.

b. False.

8. Which of the following practical circuits can be used

to reproduce a ignal without distortion?

a. Comparator.

b. Summing.

c. pifferential:

d. Ierted input "op" amp.

e, Noninverted input "op" amp.

Page 38, ED -04
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9. Which-of the following inverts the output compared to

the input?

a., COmparatoi "op" amp.

b. Inverted input "op" amp.

c. jNoninvered input "op" amp.

-d. ';Differential "op" amp.

10. 40;0 Figure 22, which statements (below) are correct?

a. When E.Inv and Enoninv =5 volts, each E
o

= 0 volts.

b. If the input Eihv is a sine wave, E0 is a sine wave.

c. When Einv is more positive than E poninv, E
o

is

positive.

( El )
INPUT

GENERATOR

.

41

..t7-1Ve\/\/
vv%,

'V.VV

2

741C

3

+10V

- 1 0 V

Figure 22. Operational Amplifier.

17'G

0
( EO )

OUTPUT
0
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4 Sof

Indicators and displays are, used universally to 'give.

people information. Indicators and, displays are PhCorporated

in electronic equipment to give'information about clpolitions

within a system or stage. Wh
cte

not 'all of these devices are-,I
60-mounted externally, most are visible to persons using the

equipmpi. Some indicators must be viewed frequently; others

may be viewed only occasionally. Indicators can proVide only

',two pieces of information: ON or OFF. Displays Can pro-
1-tg.

vide more information. Q.

This module covers incandescent and neon lamps and

several light-emitting devices that are currently available.

The last part of the module covers a speiial devece called .

an optical coupler, -which incorporates light-em.ittini diodes

(LEDs) used to transmit Pinformaon from one stage to aTiother

and provides electrical isolation.

. PREREQUISITES

The student should have `completed one year of algehr

and should al o be familiar with the concepts,of direct

current an& ltexnating current electronics.'

on completion of this module., the student shouid'be

o:

Name three factors by which incandescent lamps a-re rated.

Describe how a neon lamp operates and indiCa-t.e'why resiTt

tors are wired in series with these devices.-

.' 178



V1 L

4.

.

3. Describe the operation of both single and clustered

lEDi and dram the accompanying circuit component.

4. Statethe difference between reflective and transmissive

LCDs.

S. Describe/the circuit of an optical' couplet and state the

I4dvantages of this coupling method over eariler approaches

used for interfacing.

A

e

3,

l.

1

1

-
7 .

7 A

4

,OO

O

6

11'0 ;/Epros .

.4

4

e

A
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SUBJECT MATTER

INCANDESCENT LAM S

r-f- Lamps are used'to provide indication of a condition of

the equipment to whiChcIthey are attached.. Lamps are two-.

state devices '-(ON or OFF), and they represent only two condi-
.

tions. It is rare to find lamps used .to provide more than

two states; however, it is not impossible. Light levels can
e

b be differentiated under certain conditions, but it is diffi-

cult for the unaided human e'e to distinguish light leyel

differences.

The above discussion about.lamps'assumes an indicator
(t>

application. While lamps may also be used to provide light

illuminatiip, this is not the;purpose in electronic aPplica-
.

tions. However, Since heat is a byproduct, lamps are.some-
;

times used as a constant or changing heat source. This mod-

ule will discuss lamps when used as indicators.

Incandescent lamps are usu lly rated by amperes, voltage

and wattage. This information important when ,choosing a .

,proper lamp.

A lamp has three elements: a filaMent, abase, and a

glass cover. Depending- upon-theMaterials: usedto,construct

the light ,producing glament, the lamp,may withstand a. pre-

'determined currerfevalue. The amountofcurrent flowing is

dependent. upon the voltage applied Aa.i. and .the resistace of
,

the lamp.
,

Lamps are produced with specific .uses in mind; far exaM-

a '6 -volt lamp'ith normally. operated:at 6 veltIo Resis-'

tance constructed. into the filament provides:oppcision'to
e

..cuyrent.flow as it is moved by the Rower source. ,When these
-

conditionsre met, the lamp prbv,ides a pre - intended

liance. Applyintes or.tore,voltag6 causes brightness to

180.
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s.

o decrease or increase. As the filament heats'or cools, its

resistance changes. Therefore, the, rated voltage'and current

'Values provide a given brilliance only when the lamp is oper-
a

.

ated as suggested by the manufacturer. Higher.vo ltages cause

more current to flow, thus reducing lamp life.

LaMps are also identified by their connecting base.

Base type is determined by physical ecillirements'arig size

limitations, as well as vibtlItion parameters. Base types in-
,

chide the threaded base, the,twist lock base, the snap-in
, .

base, and the wire lead base. The most common bases are the

threaded and the twist lock styles. Figure 1 shows examples

of each. Figures la,,lb, and lc all require lapp sockets or

holders, whereas. Figure ld solders into the circuit.

VACUUM c

lyAcuum

LAMENT

VACUUM

HELD IN'
THREADED PUSH N CUPS

. AND TURN

a. Threaded Base b. Twist Lock Base c. Snap'In Base d. wire Lead Base

Figure 1. Lamp Styles.'

1

Bulb ratings are not always stamped on the device. 'A . k
. ,

manufacturer's identification - number is utsually provided some-

wherewhere on either the glass or metalart of the damp. To de-
co'

tetmine the lamp ratings, manufacture data must be referenced:-
...

aWhile vibration is- not usually major case of premaNe
, < .

r .- . , .

1 .. fa lure) frequently turning the lamp on and off is. If.an ,

P application requires continued, or frequent ON-OFF states, neon
.

ISt.bMED /amps are suggested. °Of course,'yoltage and :urrent
6

CONNECZNG
WIRES

SOLDERED °
TO CKT.

e

,yegluiromens Mgt be met whichever lamp is used.
14

di

; Page 4/ED-CA
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NEON LAMPS

..

t
.,_,,

Rather:than.a filament,a neon lamp his -

',placed Parallel 'inside the Lamp.. During muacturing, the

glass
- f

acuum inside the l 1.,S filAed with neon gas. When a suf-

fitient difference .is applie.d to its electrodes, the neon ps-
.

.-
ionizes and glows. Figure24hows the structure of the neon's
device.

SEALED GLASS
-p

0

10141ZE.D 'GA$

4

ELECTRODES 4

9 t,
A
,'

..

Figure 2. Structure:of the Neoh Device;

0

All neon lamps have ' voltage at, iwhch they will ionize
,

Design dictates 'what tbe.uvoltage will be; for ionizing. T.igur.

.3 shows the firing and cutting' off refAtionsh4s for this de-
.

vice.
,

:, _ i . °, -

tice that it 'takes, a highv ',voltage 'to fire the lamp' -

than to t rn it off. Ggs has' a tendency tortemain ionized

until voltage is' r ed sufficiently to turn jAt off.

It is impossi to remove all oxygen -from the glassen.J.

closure when. the neon is manufactured. When the.neon gas'ion7

ices, it burns af a very.slow rate. 'HowOrer, eve u-al fail-
4 Ns

ure is'inevitable. This further advocates opera ng the neon
)

with only enough voltage to cause it to fire. Higher voltage
.

increases brilliance but also produces,hotter

Whi4le a neon lamp produces a brighter 'light with higher volt-
.

age, it is not recammOded 7' even for a short period of time.
0

I

t .

182
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Figure 3 ON-OFF Characteristics..

; Because the firing voltage is low, most neons are con-.

nected irr-a series with a,resistor. The resistor allows only

the , proper voltage td' be applied to the lamp. Without .this

resistor, immediate permanent damage may Occur. Therefore,

each lamp ,used should comply with this requirement.

Most neon lamps are stamped with a manufacturer'spart-

.number. If the firing voltage must be known, manufacturer's.

data must be referenced, to determine this,value.

4

LIGHT-EMITTING DIODES (LEDs)

LEDs are small, Inexpen'sive, low-voltage lamps with a
:

'long operating life. Recent technology has made use of this
.

'device in ;he digital; and computer world. LEDs firing volt-

age is typically loWeethdn that of neon lamps. Light output

is about the same,.

7
'Pagdt..6tED-I35
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. ,

While incandescent and neon lamps can vary in light out=

put; neither is acceptable in the digital computer, because

response time to changing input voltages is slow.

- Howev4, with the development of the solid-state durable

LED, the problem was solved. LEDs respond so fast they c'an

be used to transfer rapidly-chang ing information to a re-

ceiviiiiVevice-with little or no distortion.

The light-emitting. diode is, like solid-state diodes, a

P-N junction diode. When,a forward bias voltage of the right

value it applied, holes are forced to cOmbinewith available

electrons. This combining action produces energy called a

photon. The human eye detects the light energy product pro-

duced as a result of .recombining.

Different colors of light may be prodpced. HOwever%

once a diOde is manufactured, the device will have only one

color. Thus if red is required,

a red LED must be purchased.

Green and yellow LEDs are also

' WIRE available. The color is deter-

LED .CHIP
mined by the material used to

manufacture it. Figuresitshos

PLASTIC
LENS

the structure of,aLED.

While these devices have
4 I

. manyi.advantages,, they can be

diaged permanently, by applyihg

to much voltage or c,jn1ent.
NOTCH

OR FLAT Most: operate be en 1.2 volts

CATHODE
and 1.63,o-ifs. Once the device

LEAD corida6s, the resistance of the

ANODE
LEAD

LED
Construction.

junction remains essentially con-

stant'andveryv low. HoWever, the

foTward current increases at

ED=A/Page 7
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applied voltage is increased. Figure 5 shows the relationship

between y9ltag'e and current of the LED. Figure'4 shows how
-<-.. .

.

current /5!4:k through the device changeg.witha small varia-

tion in tqiward voltage...

z
itci;2\-141

Q cc

0 11.

2o

1

0
u.

50

40

30

20

10

0

9.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0

FORWARD VOLTAGE
(VOLTS)

Figure 5. Voltage-Current Relationship.

a changing brightness is required, input voltage is

ried. The forward current is:changed from zero milliamperes

to about SO milliamperes_ This current change causes a linear

change in output brightness (if measured with_a light-sensi-

te meter, not the human eye).. Figure 6 shows the output

from a changing, current.
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LED USES

100

90

(0

70

60

50

40

30

20

10

0

Figure

FORWARD CURRENT
(MILLIAMPERES)

ht Output Ver-sus
Current.

LEDs can.be used as indicators or transmitting devices.

Almost all uses require placing a resistor in a series with

the LED. This is because the forward operating current must

be limited to a safe value in order to prevent damage.' Fig-
,

ure 2 shows how this done. 6.

Figure 7. liED Circuit.

ED= 5J
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*q,

The value of R
series

can, be determined by the following

formula:

It

_ E Vturck 116
R
series I

forward(max)

S V 1.6
Rseries 0.050

68 ohms
4

LEDs may be used individually as an ON-OFF device or

as segmented display.

ON -OFF LED

One e4tmfile of an ON-OFF LED is a flashing trouble indi-'

cator. In this case, the output light is a prehxed ON-OFF

condition flashing at a preset rate, While the.light output

is not considered bright, there is'sufficient output so that

the device can be used in a dimly lit environment.

, (

SEGMENT DISPLAY LEDs
1

Multiple single LEDs, may be coMbined to form specific

shapes such as'numbers.or letters. Figure 8 fhows an example

of a segment display capable of displaying 0, 1, 2, 4, 5,

6, 7, 8, or 9 and_someletters such as capital A, C, small b

and d. ;

44*
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SEGMENTS

DP= DECIMAL POINT

a

Figure S, 0 -9 Display.

Each segment may be turned ON or OFF as required to form

the desired number or lettef. This display has 8 LEDs with

a reetangular'shape, and the decimal pOint,which is usually

'round. If the letter 8, for example, isrequiyedtto be lit,

then all segments (with orlthout the decimal point) would

be lit.

Electrically, there are two types of 7-segment LED dis-
, .

plays, as shown in Figure 9. The difference is in how the

t( LED display is connected to the power source,.
-Figure 9a shows ground placed on the lead's of the seg-

ments that must turn on. In number 7, a, b, ,and e leads must

be'grounded (Refer to Figure 8 for segment position.)

Figure 9b indica-Ces that +5 volts is appl,i_ed to 'tilt

proper lead to.turn on a segment.

IT JS IMPORTANT TO,NOTE, HOWEVER, THAT ARESIStOR MUST

BE PLACED IN SERIES WITH THE LEADS FOR EITHER THE COMgON,

CATHODE Og COhMON ANODE DISPLAY TO LIMITCURRENT THROUGH tHE

LEDs. While +5 volts was chosen, any voltage within reason'
°

could be used-- providing theright,value series resistor c

( -- 4.,
...

was used:'

S

o

1-88'
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ao

(VCC)
+5V

0
DP

a,

0

b

a. Common Ariode

SEGMENT INPUT LEADS

0

SZ

O, Q
V.

0

z EZ SZ a sz

gnd

b. Common Cathode

Figure 9. Two Types Of 7-Segment
LEMbisplays.

-IONk L ,

_ Palti:Jw.,used with a IOtht-reCeiving device,
1)\.1.:

110' otrd "toy create an,,optical coupler. When

c c=uir.must.be ert-dtfi, isolated froni another,
-

ach-satiSfies req irWent while stbill pro-

Of..e.ON-OFF-tated from one stage to

Figure 10 .shqs,the Optical roupler. The trans,

such .4: p

; one 0-OFF
appro

' e
riyitifing a ; tr

. ,

4 hilixing tirCuit is on the left,; tile 'receiving circuit is on

e right. .

/:lage 12/tb-05
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-F-

T
TRANSMITTER

J

LIGHT RAYS

LED

-I LOAD

SEALED TUBE

LED
SYMBOL

a/.

RECEIVER

PHOTO
TRANSISTOR SYMBOL

40

Figure 10. Optical Coupler.

Either the LED and phototransistor are physically scaled

in opposite ends of a short tubular structure or they are

,close together so= die ambient light will not ineerfere with
. ..

4.

the operation of'the cogplet. ,
;., ,

yWhen the LED is ON, light ras'are transmitte4 to the

phototransistor, causing the phototransistors' resistance to-
,

.4,
decrease-to a low -41.ue.-,_ On the top of the.phototransistor

is a window ail ngthese light ,rays to reach the' internal
'y

active e emen Assuming the, rphOtotan-sistor acts as a.switch,ft
,

in the receiver Circuit.load-, thusturning
P , a

current
:-.!,

ON when e%
., en light 'rays sline on the phototrans stor sur-

face../,,50,:, .

'14(:electrical connection exists between the transmitter
i;

iand receiver et the ON -OFF conditions are transferred. This-
4'.e.
-14A 'circuit A.S-Often implementea-wherePhigh Voltages exist in one

,

order-30 circuit and loi Voltages-exist in another in der to provide

''i.- isalcation between the two. This circuit'is also,used when
, ;..

4
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electrical noise exists in a preceding circuit. Hqwever,

this circuit cannot be used asra'noise isolator while trans-

. ferring the ON-or OFF condltion.,

LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS (LCDs).

r.

Sp

.

Mlich like LED displays, LCDs arecdesigned in s

segments with a decimal point:. The maja0antacy

as compared to LEDs is-that,they'consuhe much,le

typicallyin the form of microwatts-.
. .

The construction of these devices i.-,.ccinOderaeld dif-

ferenl from,the'LEDs. -LCD stands 'for, liquid:crystal display.

,This device Is. like a liquid rystal material that'flows muclAr.

like `a 'liquid but also Posses,s,es-theprcp/rties of a solid.

An LCD depends on an internal or external light source:. .

for viewing purposes: , Mast often, a reflettiveur,face is

placed'behind the crystal to reflect light (reflective- type`)

back towards the viewer through the digit displayed (like a

mirror action).

For instance, ifthe device, is to disi)lay-thedigit 8

terminals, 2 through 8 would be energized, causinea frosting

appearance only in those areas of 2 through 8 segments., -Fig-

ure 11 describes this-action.

en

f. LCDs

owes,'`

J

A positive voltage would be_ applied o Pins 2 through 8
,

an the negative side to thd lowdr oxide layer. Only those

segments with voltage applied will froit. ,Other_' areas will

remain clear.

LCDs operate at low voltages. Larger displays may re-
.

qt0.re as much as .15-20-volts;-with small watch displays a$
.

as `1 -2 iolts,,x;These deGiices'are .rugged but have oper,ating

Page 14/ED=a5
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LIGHT SOURCE
{INCIDENT LIGHT)

FROSTING
A.

VIEWER.

LAYER OF GLASS

Ir

C._

is

REFLECTOR'

OXIDE LAYER

0 (NEGATIVE
VOLTAGE)

Figure 11 eflectir

temperature limitations, from around 0°C to 606g. However,

the, operating life is at least 15,000 hours or greater,4with

current ,requiTmen ig much lower than LEDs
.1

...

Tr4nsmissive.LCDs so av0.1able, bu^t will not be

diScussed iji this module. Thexajor difference between trans,-
- 0 . r

missive and previously discussed reflective LEDs is that the-
.- . .

.., former has no mirrot.'or reflectiVe surface: Thee light_sourcee

must be piliced an the back of thedevice.and.shine through
.

the-LCD toward,the viewer).aS sfiown.in Figure'
...-

12.
,

,

\

° 7, Greater depthcOf study on LED and LCD devices is beyond
, I - .4 . ,-.'

, -
_

th e.scop.e.of this course. _

/

.
. ,

.LEDs and -L -CDs are designed,ta produc light onlyp ', .,4

'While all light Sources produce4at es, a byproduct, theSe ,

2

.

, ..
)

devices do not provide any signiOcint healt They kre', there- ,

forusefulIn,and around, low heat appl.ic,41-onS..., -- -

. .-

.. -

law

41, .
0

-
-E11.:0,5/Fage%e , 5.
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VIEWER

3

4111ft.,

4^

LIGHT
SOURCE,

vFigure 12. Light Source Placed on Back,
.Shining Through LCD Toward Viewer.

193
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EXERCISES

1.. State the advantages of neon lamps,ov'er incandescent

lamps,

2. State the advantages of LED indicators over incandescent

and neon lamps.

3. State the main disadvantage of LED indicators over in-

candescent.Iamps.

4. Describe how a LED display can bg made from individual

LED indicators.

5. Name the chief aUV'antage of LCD displays over LED dis-

plays.

6. Name the chief disadvantage of LCD displays over LED

displays.

r

t
164

1
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LABORATORY MATERIALS

D.C. voltmeter vith leads.

1 red. LED.
.

1 1000-ohm 1/2 watt 5% Tesistor.

11000-ohm /1/2 watt potentiometer.

.1 20-V.d.c. power supply @ 200 mA.

:I:ABORATORY PROCEDURES

In this experiment, the student will observe the opera

tion.of.a red LED, observing current; voltage, and series

resistor requirements.

1. Build the dircuit shown ia Figure 13, being careful to

properly.connedt the LED-cathode and anodO,

15VOC

1k0
Rt

Pot

>3 R2

> 2 1.000
AAAA/

FIXED

Figure 13. LED Circuit.

LED

2. With'power OFF, tarn the potentiometer Rr fully counter-

clockwise.

3. Turn power supply ON and adjust so that about 15 volts

is read across R1 (from Pin 3 to Pin 1 of R1).

Page 18 /ED -OS
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111

4. Adjust potentiometer slowly clockwise watching LED for

brilliance. Turn potentiometer until LED lights. (Once

set, do not adjust.) Measure and record voltage across

LED and resistor R21.

5. Using the proper ohms law formula, calculate the current

through R2 (measuring R2 with an ohmmeter is advisable).

6. Adjust R1 potentiometer to the following steps and record

the current through R2 for each step. Place the answers

in Table4l. The answers for current will reflect the

following steps mentioned abOve, as shown in Table 1

below.

TABLE 1 LED - Current Voltage Medsurements.
.

.R2 or LED Current (milliamperes)

LED 'Voltage Drop 0.2 V 0:4 V 0.8 V 1.2 Y
. ,

1.6 V 2.0 V

7. . .Plot the results of Table 1 on the graph in.the Data

Table.
o

ee

D -05 /Page 19
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a

DATA TABLE

DATA TABLE c

L

E

D

C

R
R
E

N
T
S

M

I

L

L

L

I

A
M
P

E

R
E

S

.12

11

10

9

8

7

6

.s

3

2

1

0

% 00'

e 1

4

0.4 V 0.8 V 1.2V 1.6 V 2.0 V 2.4 V
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TEST
424

f.' By what three factofs are incandescent lamps rated?

a.

b".

c.

2., Resistors must be placed in series with-a neon lamp to.

a. reduce the voltage applied to the lamp.

b. reduce the current applied to the lamp.

c. Both a and b.

d. Neither a or b.

3. Resistors mist be placed in series with a LED indicator

to...

'a.--reduce the voltage applied to the lamp.

b. reduce the current applied to the lamp.
. .

c. Both a and b.

d. Neither a or. b.

4. When the anode of an LED is common to'all other LEDs

in an L.D display, the voltage applied to the cathodes

must be...

a. more positive.

b. more negative.

c. equal:

'd: NOne of the above.'

5. Reflective LCDs require an internal light source.

a. True.

b. talse.

6%, Transmisive LCDs require hp external' light source.

a. True.

b. FaIse

it

198
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7. The major drawback of L displays is that ...

a. they require high voltages-for operation.

b.. they are exqemely fragile.

c. tAey have temperature limitations.

d. None of the above.

8. The optical coupler.is used to...

a. assure electrical coupling only be.tween stages.

b. reduce output voltage and current.

c. isolate one circuit electrically from the other.

d. None of the above.

'V

I
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INTRODUCTION

This moduy will introduce basic stages and_devices that

make up the majority of digital circuitry. The devices'

operation theory is discussed, but electron theory is deleted.

. An understanding of/stage operation is-pperativeto appre-
.

ciating the function of such devices. Particular attention
s

0oUld be given to mathematical operation.

PREREQUISITES

The student should have completed one year of,algebra

and should alSo be familiar with the concepts of direct

current and alternating current electronics.

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module, the student should

be able to:

1. Discuss how AND gates operate.

;. .Discuss how OR-gates operate.

3. DiSqus's how dnverters operate,

4. Compare NAND and NOR gates.4to AND and OR gates.

5. Read truth tables foi- AND, OR, inverter, NAND, and

NOR. gates.

6. Discuss latch flip-flop operation,

7. Discuss D flip -flop operation.

8. Discuss JK flip-flop ope 'ration.

9. Read truth tahles. for"latch, D, and JK

N

.201
o..
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a

SUBJECT MATTER

DIGITAL TECHNIQUES2

"Modules ED-01 ED-06 of Electronic Devices and Systems

have dealt primarily with analog electronic theory. Analog

refers to'lectronic circuits that have a continuous signal.

Figure 1 demonstrates' this kind cq signal. An analog signal

changes its value gradually at varying rates, but does not

change instantaneously from:one value to another.

SINGULAR
SINE WAVE

MORE COMPLEX WAVE

Figure 1. Analog Signal's.

An example of an instantaneously-changing signal is

shown in Figure 2. This- signal hype is usually called digital,

Figure 2 shows,the signal changing instantly from one value

to another. The signal is in one of two states, low or

high, As lonc as these two values' maintain the same individ-

ual levels and have the. same relationship in value to.each

other, this is calledla bistate signal. The term "binary"

(i also used to represent a bistate signal. This term,

derivpdfrom the "bi" of bistate, infers two signal. states.

4
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Figure 52.* Instantaneous Change gital).

Digital signals are a string of HIGH-LOW voltage values

that change in-discrete steps. Usually the HIGH -,LOW voltage

levels' are pre-chosen valUes established by. design'and re-
;

main these values throughout a given pffece of equipment..

Any electronic equipment containing purelY:digj.tal values

is digital or pulse, equipment. The digital signal will

be discdsse'd throughout this module and willbe calleda

digital or binary ,

Most.contemporary'digital equipment including com-

puters uses digital signal's.. A baic understanding of

thNdevices used in such equipmemt(and the purpose of, each

device) -is importa t to understanding .digital electronics.

PRIMARY EINARY LOGIC DEVICES

.

Each stage withIn a digital system mus.Vbe Vole to
,

.
.

accept andpass a-bis'iate signal. The, transistor is the
-

primary device-used for.this function.

In analog)circuits,, a transistor operates as (*F,-LOWv.

conduction, MEDIUM conduction, or HIGH conduction. A digital

circuit only requires an OFF or ON state. This simplifies

Page 4/ED-06
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the circuit requited in digital equipment. A digital stage

. acts like4a light switch, capable of being either OFF or ON.

BASIC LOGIC FUNCTIONS

Digital electronic equipment circuits perform only

one or two general functions; -decision-making or memory.

Both accept digital or binary inputs and., produce digital

or-binary outputs.

DECISION-MAKING ,

Decisidh-making circuits make decisions based on two

or more inputs. The electronic device used for decision-'

'making is called a gate. A gate is a device that has'two

or more input leads. The'gate feceives,one digital signal

on each-lead; and usually has one output lead that produces

an output signal resulting from the states of*the inputs.

Figure 3 shows. the basic gate symbol with input and output
(--"4

leads. (

INPUTS

""

GATE

FigUre 3. Block Diagram, Gate Symbol.6

204

OUTPUTS
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b.

This symbol represents,any decision-making stage. Gates

always have two or more inputs.

Two basic decision-ma ingeircuits have been developed

to perform decision tasks. ese e the AND and OR gates.

AND Gate

i

All inputs ib the AND gate,must bethe same to produce'

an output. Positive logic will be used to demonstrate AND

gate operation. In positive' logic, input can be.HIGH or

LOW. HIGH input is stated as logic 1. LOW input is stated

as logic 0. Actually, these two states are voltages placed

on each'input that represent the desired state. Five volts

and zero volts are most common, and will be used to d4cribe

AND gate operation. Figure 4 shows the proper circuit dia-

gram symbol and demonstrates AND gate logical operation.

A

I

Figure 4. AND Gate.

OUTPUT C

For the AND gate to have a HIGH (or logic 1) output,

both .inputs A and p must also have a HIGH (or logic 1) out-.

put. This means that, if S volts-repripsent HIGH (or logic

inputs A as well as B must have S volts applied.

All other combinations possible for inputs A and B _rill
not result in a HIGH (or logic 1) output.

Page 6/Et-06
205 1
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The input conditions and output results are'summarized

on a chart called the truth table, which gives 'all input

conditions and lists what will result at the outputs., Fig-

ure 5 shows a truth table for the AND, gate shown in Figure 4.

INPUTS ' OUTPUT

A B ' C

0 0 (LOW)

0 .1 0 (LOW)

0- 0 (LOW)

1 ..... 1 (HIGH'

Figure 5. Truth Table.

0 = LOW

1 = RICH

This table shows that Output is HIGH only when input

is HIGH.' Even when one input is ?HIGH, the output is still

LOW. When both inputs dare LOW, the output is LOW. A4t1=.1.1.th

table can also be written - with the inputs and output shown

as voltages. Figure 6 illustrates'how this is done.

INPUTS ' OU7PUT

A B

OV, OV , Or`

OV 5V OV

Iil OV OV

5V 5V 5V

FiguYe 6. Voltage Truth Table (AND tate).

.Again, this table shows that both inputs/must be HIGH

for a HIGH output to occur,. Output is 5.-volts when both

inputs are S volts. Al] other .inputconditions will result

in 0 volts at output.

-ED-06/Page 7



a.

4. AND gates are manufactured with different numbers of

inputs. Two-input, 4-input, 6-input, and 8-fnput AND

gates'are common. Circuit design determines how many are

used.

Because AND gates are sealed in an opaque plastic case,

it is not practical to look at the actual circuitry used

.,to'create the AND .function. The manufactured case has as

many as four separate AND gates enclosed. Leads for the

inputs and outputs are brought' out of the case as'well

asthe connections to which operating voltages are. applied.

Figure 7 shows a four, or quad, AND gate chip package.

NOTCH

+6V
TOP VIEW

4 GND

. Figure 7. Pin Connections for 7400 IC.

The 5 volts connected to pin 14 are applied to operate
.

transistors inside the gates the S volts are not applied

to the i!trputs for a HIGH condition. Likewise, the ground

applied to pin 7 is necessary for Operation of gate-tran-

sistors. .The ground is not to be construed as the 0 volts

needed, for the input LOW condition. Sepatte input signals

are applied to the inpUts to provide input states.

Page 8/ED-06
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A modification of the AND gate is the NAND gate. The

AND gateis'converted to NAND gate by changing the output

to the opposite state. This is achieved by 'Placing an in-

verter on the output of the AND gate. An inverter is a

, sealed plastic case transistor stage that will change a

HIGH (or 5 volt-s) to a LOW (or 0 volts) , or 'vice versa:

Figure 8 shows the inverter symbol.

0 VOLTS OUT

Figure 8. Inverter symbol.

,

Figure,8 clearly shows the transition -from a HIGH ,

input to a LOW output. Inverters do not make decisions.

Inverters simply convert input to the opposite output.

The NAND gate symbol with inputs and outputs is shown

in Figure 9.i Figure. -9b- shows an expanded view that includes

the inverter.

AND gate and NAND gate truth tables are-simil r. Fig-

, ure 10a shows the truth table for an AND gate wi h inv

The output of the AND gate is the input of, the inverter;

the inverter output is the final output of the NAND gate.

Therefore, the truth tables'of both may be combined, as

shown in Figure 10b, because the NAND gate is a negative

i

output AND gate. Also, NAND gate output is always opposite

AND gate output, because of the action of the inverter attached

to the AND gate output.

ED-06/Page 9
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NAND Gate Symbol

INPUTS

b. Expanded View

A --lip,
INPUTS

AND

NAND GATE SYMBOL

OUTPUT

INVERTER SYMBOL

INVERTER

OUTPUT

Figure 9. NAND Gate Symbol Expanded.

.AND Gate ,.'.

Truth" Table

Input, Output

A B C

0 0 0

0 1 0

1 0 0

1 1 1

a .Truth Tible for AND Gate. with Inverter

b .Combined
Truth Table

Page 10/ED-0.6
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Inverter
Truth Table-

.

Input Output

-4.- 0 1

--4-'0 1

4--31.- 0 1

..-1°. 1 0

NAND Gate

Inverter Inverter
A B Input Output

,0 0 0 1

0 1 0 1

'1 0 0 1

1 1 1 0

Figure 10. NAND Gate Truth Table.

209
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OR Gate

Somewhat, similar to an AND gate is the OR gate. 'OR

gates also have multiple inputs and a single output. Like

AND gates, OR gates are encapsulated in plastic `chips, with

up tofoui gates in each chip. The major difference be),

tween the two types of gates is in the logic operations

they perform.
)1

A'truth table can best describe the OR gate. Figure

11 shows the OR gate symbol and the corresponding truth

' table.

.

c

INPUTS- Y OUTPUT"

s

,

Inputs :41

.

Outputs

A B C

a_0 0

o 1 1

1 ?
1

,

/
A

1

Figure11. OR Ga.te Symbol and Truth Table.

When either OR, gate .input is HIGH, output is HIM,

It doe.not matter which input is HIGH, the result is a

HIGH output. As in the AND gate, OR gate 'output will be',

LOW when beith input^s'are LOW and HIGH when both inptits

ar HIGH.

By placing an inverter at the output of the Ok,gate,

a negative output OR gate is created. Figure 12 describes

ED-06/Page 11
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this newly created gate, called a NOR gate.

a.NOR Gate Symbol

INPUTS

b.NOR Gate Symbol Expanded

3.

INPUTS

OUTPUT

INVERTER
SYMBOL

OR Gate

A B C

0 0 0

0 1' a

1., 0 1

1 1 1

OR INVERTER

Inverter

Input Output

--*0 1

1 0-31"

1 0---3,-

7,- 01

Combined Truth Table

Inverter Inverter
A B Input Output

0 0 0 1

0 1 1 0

1 0 1 0

1 1 ' 1 0

Figure 12. NOR Gate Symbol and. Tri.h Table.

The output of the OR gate iS the input of the inverter;

the inverter output is inverted, compared to its ihput.

All NOR gate = outputs are opposite'from OR gate outputs.

4
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..
GATE APPLICATION

When gates are combined, the' resulting circuits can

perform a variety of logic operations. One use of such

gates is shown in Figure 13.

0-0
0--0

ANts

AND

AND

4

Figure 13. Burglar Alarm.

OUTPUT
TO ALARM

When switches are closepd, output from the AND gates

is binary 1. When NAND gate output remains LOW '(0), no

alarm will sound. any door or Window is oPen, one of

the NAND gate inputs will. be LOW. This causes the NAND

gate output to be4lIGH, which sounds the alarm. Other

plications will b, discussed in Module 1D-08, "Digital

System5."

212
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ao

MEMORY

a

a

All gate operations- discuss -ea so,far .in this module

have been decision-making operations. Gates' can also be

used to store binary conditions or data.', Sueh circuits

are called flip-flops and regisiters. Flip -flops are binary-

storing, memory - retaining circuits that incorporate several

gates 0 perform ;such a task. Registers are multiple flip-
!

flops used to store more than one,piece of binary informa-

tion, Each ,flip-flop stores'and retains one piece of binary ,

data As one of several flip-flops:. 'The net.iesult from

multiple flip-flops is a binary word of some size.- A binary

word is several bits of binary information.

Most memory stages are made up of one of three differ-

ent types of flip .flops: the .latch flip-flop, the D flip-

` flop, and the JK flip flop:";. Each of these'deyiceswill.

be 'explained in their order of difficulty'. A group of flip-

flopS of given, types can be arranged to create mbre complex

circuits. Thee circuits,will be discussed in Module-ED-08,

Digital Systems,," -

e LatchFlip-Flop

The latch.fIip-flop'is often called an RS flip flop.'

,It is a memory device with two inpu&and two outputs. The.

term "flip- .op" implies a,two4tate devicee. A latch mg-

flop i-sea two state device with tWo'inputs and two outputs.

The signalsplaced.on the inputi4cause"the flip-flop to

do one 'of tWo things.

1. Change the outputs to'the opposite state.

2. Make no change of the output.
.

page 14/ED-06
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therefore , operation -of -the latch depends upon input_ .

signals. Figure 14 illutrates the latch using b. NAND gates

to'make the flip-flop. Figure. 15 illustrates operation ,

of the latch.

OPAQUE
PLASTIC

. SEALED
CASE

0

1

4

>"

L

,

-9'1' NORMAL
I OUTPUT v95'

a. Actual Circuit

9

0
. I COMPLEMENT

. OUTPUT

IP

Figure 14. Latch Flip-Flp.

S (SET) 0

R(RESET) 5

a. Settina Flip-flop

1

DIAGRAM

b, Symbol

b. Redetting Flip-flop

Figure 15, Operation of -fhe Latch Flip-Flop.

a .

Whein- applying input 'signals, it'is necesary to be cer-

tain that the S and R inputs have oppoiite states. Thet .

.

application of inputs will then either set or reset the

E-D-06/page 13
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a

flip-ftop, dependingup-ort-ates. eiRigure-s-15aand 1-5b

show that The lead receiving a .binary 01 or LOW, will cause

the output Q to become what that lead-represents. For ex-

\ample,,if a 0 is= applied to the S (or set) lead*, to output

Q will become set(or binary1). Conversely, when a 0 is

applied ,to le R (or reset) lead, the output Q becomes a

reset (or binary 0).', The -0 outpUt is pronounced "not Q"

not," which indicates it is always opposite the Q

output. The T21- output, then, is the complement of the Q

output. Figure 16 shows legal input combinations and out-

put results summariz.ed in a truth table.-, The truth table

summarizes input conditions'and output results of a logic

.circuit.

Inputs Outputs .

copments,.S ,)t Q i'

0 0 1 1 Not Allowed

Set

Reset

Idle' States
A , ..

b 1 . 1 0

1 0 0 1

1 --, 1 X
_

.

Figure 16: Regal Input, mbinations
and Output Resu ts.

Because'of the design of the NAND gate flip-flop, when

inpUts' S and R are LOW (or binary 0),/6-Oth Q arld will

become HIGH, a 'state which:is not valid-as a legal output'

for the latch. Outputs Q.and (Tmust always be op'pos,i-te

from, or aecomplement af, each other.

When the S input is a sb-inary 0 and the R input is a

binary 1, the Q outpvt will becgme' a binary 1 and reflect's

a setting of:the flip -flop. The Q output will be a,binary 0.

(

S
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When the S input, is a binary 1 and the R input is a

binary 0, the Q output becomes a binary 0 reflecting a

resetting of the flip-flop. -The 7) output then becomes a

binary 1.

When the S input anethe 11' input both_are'a binary 1,

the Q and ri output states will,be dependent upbn.the states

established during the last input condition. _Therefore,

when both inputsare binalj. 1, the flip-flop preserves last

previous output conditions. These input conditions (S = 1, .

R'= 1) are used when,the latch is placed in the idle (or

unchanged).condition.

The Latch Application
ti

One of the uses of the latch is to eliminate switch

debouncing. Switch debouncing is a condition that occurs

when a switch is transferred from one positiorito another.

Figure 17'illustrates what happens electrically when a

:switch is changed, from one position to another. The switch,

is used to change (or switch) from S volts to 0 volts, or

Y

back. (These are the voltages used to provide inputs to

,the gates that were discussed in the first part of this

module.) 1

Becae of- the spring action in some switches and the

human finger pressure in others, the switch contacts will

bounce causing multipleindles and breaks when the switch

is changed from one state to the other. The input to'the

gate will not know what state it should be in until the

switch settles down. If the gate stage cannot tolerate

such erratic change; the switch bounce must be removed.

A latch circuit is used to assure a solid OFF -O?' or OIL -OFF

action in this case.

216
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4
OV

LOW

5V
0 HIGH

?
I

1.\
PULL DOWN TO CHANGE

FROM HIGH TO LOW

5V REPRESENTS .SINAFiY 1 (HIGH)

OV REPRESENTS BINARY 0 (LOW)

SWITCH DEPRESSED

OPEN /BOUNCE

CLOSED - -

The D 'Flip-Flop

M

2V1 INPUT

SWITCH RELEASED

HIGH

c

Figure 17. Switch Debouncing.

LOW

OUTPUT

The D flip -flop gets its name from the word, "Data."s-

A series of ON-OFF (1s and Os) pulses, often called Data,

is applied to an input7called the D input. .

The D flip-flop also has a T-input, which is connected

to a signal called a toggle signal. The toggle input signal

. determines whether the Data on the D input will or will `

not reach the, output. The toggle signal can be any combiffa-

tioh of HIGH (.fl or LOW (0)) signal pulses. The signal

pulses are determined by the purpose of.the D flip-flop.

Page 18/ED-A 217.,



Figuie 18 furthe

. PLACE A BINARY 1
ON T UNE

PLACE A BINARY 0
ON THE TUNE

illustrates operation of the D flip-flop.

p-

a. T Line High

T 6

b. T Une LOw

0 OUTPUT
IS A COPY

OFD INPUT

°Z5 IS A
COMPLEMENT
. OF THE O .

OUTPUT

O CANNOT
I SEE THE

Cr INPUT

I O OPPOSITE

Figure 18. D Flip-Flop Operati
" .

OF d

18a.shows that when the T line i HIGH, wht-

ever ieon qhe D line will pass to the Q out ut; the comple-

ment will be pass,ed to the 0 output.

Figure 18b%shows'that when the T line 'is Loy, neither

the Q or outputs will be a copy of the.D input. Wh n--

the T line is LOW, the flip-flop is held in the ptec ing

oaliut condition.

The 'operation of the'D flip-flop acts like a one-way,

ON-OFF switch to the signal on the D.line input.

L

218.
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,D Flip-Flop Application

D flip -flops are usually used to store data for a given

time period. Figure 19 describes the use of four such flip-

flops to store conditions of a 4-switch arrangement. The

switches are in a preset position anctmaybe changed from

time to time. Each time the switch state's must be seen,

the ,T line-ts'toggl`ed HIGH (binary 1 or 5V). The switch

conditions' tied to the D line will then be transferred to
.

the Q output and the complement to the Q output.

Figure 19 illustrates a circuit called a 4-bit register.

The 4 flip-flop registers store each of the four bits of yc

ikritch information when the respective T lines are placed

at binally 1. If the T lines are placed to binary' 0, out-

puts retain the last set of switch conditions that occurred,

when the,T lines were HIGH. This is an important point,

* because;the,D flip-flop like the latch is a memory-

storing; memory-retaining device.
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2

A SINGLE POLE
DOUBLE THROW SWITCH

. +5V

----MA/7--,
SWITCH 4

(BINARY 0)

,
SWITCH 3
(BINARY 0)

SWITCH 2
(BINARY 1)

SWITCH 1
(BINARY 0)

INPUTS

0

__,..1___

0/

I

OUTFTS

D

T1 Q

->OV
) ASV'

D2

T2

>

IP

e--> 0 V

--> 5V

D

T

5V

t

-10. OV

D4

T4 j--7---).

--210.- 0 V

5V

0
TOGGLE SET

TO +5V

Figure 19. D Flip-Flop Application.

220
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JK Flip-Flop

The JK flip-flof, is the most versatile binary storage

flip-flop. It not only can perform RS flip-flop and D flip

flop flornqtions, but others as well. Essentially, the-..JK

flip-flop has two sets of inputs Ord 'a toggle input. These

inputs will be discussed.

The JF'flip7flop is really two flips, one driven b

the other. Figure 20 shows the general circuit.

J

K

-4

ENABLING MASTER - ENABLING SLAVE
GATES FLIP-FLOP GATES FLIP -FLOP

S

LATCH

R Q

Figure 20. JK Flip-Flop Block Diagram.

Q

Figure 20-illustrates a master and a slave latch flip-

flop. A latch is a set-reset type of flip-flop. An enabling .

gate that is controlled by the toggle pulse T precedes each

flip-flop. The T pulse is determined bil-the design of a

particular circuit where the JK flip-flop is used.

If the T pulse is set at binary 1, the signal on the

J and K inputs is read by the master flip-flop. As long

as the T pulse remains HIGH, nothing further will occur;

the master flip-flop retains the conditions on the J and

K inputs in its memory.

Page 22/ED-06 221



When'the T pulse goes LOW, the memory of the master

flip-flop is transferred through the second set of enabling

gates to the slave flip-flop and then immediately to the

Q output. As long as the T pulse stays LOW, the slave flip-

flop (and thus the outputs) will remain as established by-

the previous JK inputs. Any further changes on the JK in-

puts (Aile the T pulse is LOW) will not be read by the

master flip-flop. This is because with a LOW T pulse, the

enabling gates prior to thee master flip-flop are disabled,

and act as_Anappen switch.

Close inspection will reveal that the JK inputs' con-

dition will be.transferred to the Q output only after two

changes (a HIGH and a LOW) of the T line have occurred.

The master and slave flip-flo are either set or reset

as a result of valid JK inputs an 'I.-pulse action. The

JK flip-flop can store only a binary 1 or a binary 0. There-

fore, the JK flip-flop is primarily a memory device as

were the latch and D flip-flops.

The symbol for the JK flip-flop is shown in Figure

21. Also shown are two additional leads which are the S

(set) and C (clear) inputs. These leads are used to pre-

establish the slave. flip -flop state. This is especially

important when several:flip-flops are used to read several

inputs. This application will be discussed.

If the JK leads are not used; and only the T pulse

(alternating) is applied, the JK flip-fib can be used as

a divide-by-two cldtk. A clOck is a device or stage that

puts out a continuous square wave pulse at a given rate.

I
222
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-..:.---).

0 ..--.-1

a
o

Figure 21. JK Flip-
Flop Symbol.

For revieW, Figure 22 illustrates' the appearance of
1

a square wave pulse signal. The S and C leads, as well

as the J and K leads, usually are all tied, to S volts for a

divide-by-two clock, with only the T lead,being pulsed.

, a. Rate A

1

b. 2 Rate Of A

,,...

.1111111111 01, 1111

Figure 22. Square Wave Signal.

Figure 22a illustrates the appearance of the input

,.on the T lead and Figure 22b shows- what the output Q looks

like when the JK flip-flop operates as a divide-by-two stage.

Page 24/ED-06 223
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JK Flip -Flop A.pplications

Applications mentioned earlier, such as the latch and

D flip-flop, can also be performed. Latch, D, and JK flip-

flop applications will be performed in the laboratory ithich

follows.

0

c

ti

224
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EXERCISES

J. Which items below are digital? Which are analog?

a. Ammeter

b. House lights

c. Pressure gage

11. 'Water level meter

e. Electric clock

2. Is an a.c. voltage analog or digital?

3. Is a d.c. voltage analog or digital?

4. Four wires (A through D) carry voltage levels repre-
.

senting a binary number. Assuming wire A is the left-

most level and level D the rightmost level what

number in binary -does it represent? Use is and Os

to represent the levels shown below.

A

A + SV A

B OV

C OV

D + 5V,

5. Using knowledge gained from this and other modules,

draw the logic diagram, 'using AND or OR gates, for

the following'switching circuit.

t

. 225 ED-06/Page 27 -
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V

NORMALLY
OPEN Si/ S2

sp
)11../

$414/4

NORMALLY
CLOSED

7,-* -
251/4

LOAD

Figure 23., Switching Circuit.

00

6. Which of the following is common for the latch, D,

and JK flip-flops?

All have same kinds of inputs (example JIC inputs):

b. All have same kinds of outputs (example Q &

All have enabling gates.

d. All ,have SR flip-flops.

7. A 4-D flip -flop registdr is ;taring a binary number.

The flip-flops are labeled A, B, C, and D from left

to right. If the Q output is used on each flip flop,

and the folloiving Q states exist, what binary number

is represented? (Use is and Os.)

A = set B = reset C set . D = reset

binary 4

number A

Aso

Page 28/ED-06
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- LABORATORY MATERIALS

Laboratory 1.

1 7400 TTL NAND gate integrated circuit.

1 5 -volt regulated d.c. power supply (500 mA).

1 digital trainer, with data and logiC switches-and LED.

indicators._ (Suggest the 'Heathkit ETW-3200 Digital

Trainer;. Heathkit Corp., Benton Harbor, Michigan.

Trainer'includes +5 volt power supply.)

Laboratory 2 A

- 1 7400 NAND:_gataintegra-tdcd-r-cuit.

1 5-volt regulated d.c. pOwer supply (500-mA).

1 digital trainer with data and logic switches and LED

indicators. (Suggest the Heathkit'-ETW-3200 Digital

Trainer; Heathkit Corp., Bentcn'Harbor, Michigan.
.

Trainer includes +5 volt poWer supply.)

or

S

LABORATORY' PROCEDURES

LABORATORY 1. OPERATION OF LATCH FLIP -FLOP.

1.- Construct the circuit shown in Figure 24.

2. With the° 1ogic switches, in the A and 11$ positions, apply
0

power to'the circuit.'

3; It is important to note the output states as power

Vs applied. Record answers in the spaces that follow:,

With power p

LED in icator 1,= (Q output).

LED indicator 2 = M output).

227
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/

-(These states are the previous states: Once the

input logic switches are char , these states will

thange.)
.°

r 1 (PIN)
Al

LOGIC
SWITCHES

" - -
PIN 14

B

+5V

14 r- - ---r1I---... '
-4.

It, ..%
1.

I LED IN ICATOR 1<-J I
I `,.. ', I

'.' L - -- - J

/PIN a

\n nn nn pni

O

PIN 1 PIN 7

...r - -
I

a

1

LED INDICATOR 2
1 ;

7 - -
GND

+

FigUre 24.: (NAND Gate) SR-Flip-Flop.

4. Using the latch truth table shown in Data Table 1,

apply the combinations shdwn.for different input con-

ditions and record the LED 'indicator results in the

output column of the table. Remember that:

LED ON = binary.l.

. LED OFF =' binary 0.

Page 30/ED-06
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LABORATORY 2. OPERATION OF D FLIP -FLOP.

Wire the circuit shown in Figure 25.

2. Apply +5V to the circuit from d.c. power ..supply.

(,This +5V is applied to pin 14,)

Place input data-switch 1 and 2 to the LOW or binary 0

state (0 volts) .
4.

Apply the inputs shown in the truth tabiein Data Table

-2. Recordthe -Q

Remember' that':

LED ON = binary 1.

LED OFF = binary 0.

The JK flip-flop will be

in Module ED -08.

(iscussed in further detail

5V

.. IPIN 14 -

DATA SWITCH Pit'i 1 r -- 7.-01T4 4 7.71
NO. 1 111-4(---' 0 PIN QIN 3 t

LEAD I- 11-
i

PIN 2 IN 61
1

PIN 9

D. I. - t Q

I,

PIN 13
`f
PIN Sr

t--PIN 12 PIN 10

DATA SWITCH NO. 2

PIN 14

T

PIN 8

/PIN 7
GND

+5V

4.

r--
,1 LED
r ! INDICATOR 1

Figure 25. NAND Gate Flip-Flop.,

J
229
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r -
-- ' LED,

\
1..... i INDICATOR 2
1

+5V

(
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DATA TABLES

LABORATORY I. OPERATION OF LATCH FLIP-FLOP..

TRUTH TABLE

A= 0+
F = 0

A = 1

B.= 1

Input Conditions
.

Outpuit Conditions
State (Set
or. Reset)

A

0

0

L

I '

F

0

1

0

I .

L 1

.

LED 2 r

,

.,

..

.

.

.

.

LABORATORY 2.: 'OPERATION OF 'D FLIP-FLOP.
.

TRUTH TABLE:

Step 3

0. Step 4.--

,Input Switches Output LEDs

D T

10

1-4..)..

1 1

L

t

/ # .

Page 4:32/ED-06
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1. The waveform in the accompanying illustration

a.. Analog.

b. Digital.

a

Waveform for Question 1'.

TEST

.2. The logic function bding performed in the illustiation

shown is...

a. AND.

b. AND.

c. OR.

d. OR.

a

oft

3. The two basic, or general,'kinds of logic stages are....

4. If the circuit shown in the illustration with question

one had an inverter &ate attached to its output, what

function would the entire gtage perform?

a. AND.

b. AND.

c. OR.

d. .

*232
-1

7
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5. A bUrglar alarm-is designed to alert a security officer if

doors or windows are opened. What basic logic func-

tion isperformed?

a. AND.

b. AND.

c. OR.

d. OR.

6. In Ihe,truth table shown, what basic logic function

is being performed?

a. ' Inverter.

°b. NAND.

c. INOR.

d. OR,

A B C Output,

10 O':0
0 0 1 1

0 1 0' 1

1 1 1

17 0 0 1

1 0 1 . 1

1 1 1 0

The 0 output of a flip-flop,is HIGH. What binary state

or conditpion is the flip flop said to be in?

a. Binary 0. t.

b. ginary 1.-

8. If a series of flip-iflops are used to generate an out-

put frequency of 250 KHz from an input of 2 MHz, how.

many are reliauired (use a JK flip-flop with the J-K

and s-e leads tied to binary 1)?

page 36/ED -06
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le

...

9. .A flip -flop is the basic logic stage in which of the

following types of logic operations?

a. Sequential.

b. Analog.
...

c. a.c.'

d. Combinational.
---.......

10. Draw the output waveform for a D-type lip-flop with

the D and Tinputs as shown in the acco panying illu-

stration. .,

1

1 I
1

-1,
1

1

D

T

1

1

!
!

1

im

2 4 71 3 1 5
1

1 6

Draw output, here:

0

. 234 ED-06/Page 37
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INTRODUCTION

\This module presents a practical study of someof he

more basic analog and. digital systems on the market toda %

Q4v
The student should be aware, however, that countless othe

pes of analog and digital systems exist` In a course'of

this size it would be impos.sible 'to address'each one; however,

if interest is generated, the student may want totresearch

this information. Such data can be found., in libra'ries or

comptter hardware material. .

It is par.ticUlal:Iy important for the' student to pursue

further study in areas such as digital -to- analog and analog-

to-digital convertors,. It is also recommended that the stu-

dent keep abreast of new developments in the electronics

field. Many new technologies simplify operaction and extend

features of analog and digital systems. Since the exercise

section of this module requires tfiat the student know some of

this. information, research may be begun immediately.

PREREQUISITES,

The student should have completed one year of algebra,

should be familiar with the concepts of direct current and

alternating current electronics, and should have completed

all the previous modules of this course.

236
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OBJECTIVES-

Upon completion of this module, the student sh uld be

able to:

1 Explain the functional operation of a regul power

supply.

2. Identify the different stages within an
/

udio amplifiCa-

tion system.
//

3. Explain how a signal flows through a audio system.

4. State the cages in which SCRs are d. and draw the.Sys-

tem to opete a series d.c. motor.

5. State the cases in which triacs are used and draw the

system to operate a, shunt a.c. IRotor (control the fi,p1d).

6. Explain the uses of thermocouples and diode temperature

probes.
Ikk

7. Explain the operation of an operational amplifier tem-

perature sensing. circuit.

. 8. ,Explain the operation of a humidity controller and light-

sensing system.

9. State the uses of binary counters.

10. State the uses of shift register,s.

Page 2/ED-0.7
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ANALOG SYSTEMS

The term "analog" refers to a method of communicating

information through continuous, varying signals. This con-

cept,
,

which is also called "linear," may be represented by a

sine wave such as that produced on an oscilloscope. -
Several types of basic analog 1ystems are described in

the following paragraphs.

POWER SUPPLIES

All electronic systems require a power supply from which

a direct current (d.c.) voltage is generated by converting

alternatipg current (a.c.) to d.c. The more modern supplies

have components that regulate d.c. voltage. These components,

called voltage regulators, are die final stage of the power

supply.

The first electronic d.c. voltage regulators that were

manufactured included stages similar to those shown in Figure
.,

`1.. In the figure, each block, represents a stage constructed

around a transistor. Therefore, earlier systems consisted of

disCrete comp*ahents..

kecent.developments, however, have led, to the use -of
.

integrated circuit packages for stages. The result of this

new design is a much smaller re ulator. Figure 2 ,shows an

example of an IC package regula or and how it is. connected

to the power-supply,. The 5-V regulator shown has only. three

leads coming out of the sealed package. The chip is .located

inside the seal and, therefore, cannot be twaired;

it must be replat41 if failure occurs.

238
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i
UNREGULATED

I PUT
V TAGE

V N)

I

SERIES
PASS

TRANSISTOR

1

i

I

ERROR -
AMPLIFIER

ERROR
DETECTOR

*1

IEFERENCEJ
VOLTAGE

SAMPLE
AND

ADJUST
REGULATED __

OUTPUT
VOLTAGE

(VOUT )

1 I
.

Figure 1. electronic Voltage Regulator.

Figure 2 shows a fused 110 volts fed to a transformer

(stepdown). The output from the full-bridged rectifier is

first smoothed by the use tof capacitor C1'. Then, the 5-V

regulator removes any remaining ripple and outputs a smooth,

non-changing 5-V d.C. voltage.

Figure 2. D.C. Power Supply with IC Package Regulator./
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AUDIO SYSTEMS

Audio system amplifier frequencies range between about

20-70,000 Hz. , These frequencies are the lowest of all a.c.-

frequencies encountered in electronics.

There are several types .(5f systems usually so named

. by the type of "between the stage" coupling used. As was

'learned earlier, the couplings could be of the direct current,

capacitor, or transformer types. Two such examples follow:

4

Direct Current Coupling

Figure 3 illustrates an audio direct current coupled

amplifier. (The exception is the input to the first stage

and the output tothe last stage.) As stated previously, a

d.c. amplifier can pass either d.c. or a.c. signals, but the

example shown below illustrates an amplifier passing a.c.
- ,

signals.

. ,

(0-3)18T AF AMP 6:1i) 2NO AF AMP\..
C

isF
81/

3.11V

3.5V

E 2.9V

OV 14 .01'SOF

4010 8111

47000 8V
w.

8V

10000

05 OUTPUT

8.2V

1.8V
8

1.2V

'20000

C1

ALL STAGES OPEPAtt
CLASS 'A' 850

3000

.02

9V

T2

1/4

Figure 3. D.C. Coupled Amplifier.
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The coupling used between Q3 and Qy isrsimply a wire.

All of the signal coming out of the collector of Q3 will

'enter the base of Qy withput-any loss or decrease. There is

a resistor located between Qy and Qs. .A review of previous

information yields that a resistor pases d.c. or a.c. and al-

ternates each equally. The resistor R12 will reduce the' value

of the signal, but it will not distort the Signal shape.

The chief advantage of d.c. coupling is that the signal

is not distored since a resistor alone cannot cause distor-

tion. Direct current coupling is used .in low-power applica-

tions where distortion has to be kept to a minimum.

Capacitor and Transformer Coupling

The audio system shown in Figure 4 incorporates both

capacitor and transformer co ling; Close inspection reveals

that Q7 and Q8 are Class A ampli 'ers, with Q9doperating' to

its maximdm limits (Class A) todrive the'transformer primau-

of Ti. The secondary of T1 has two.windings, each of which'

provides a signal to QI0 and Q11. These latter transistors

operate Class B in such"a- way that-Q10 amplifies only one-
.

half of the signal, whbreas QII'amplifies the other., The out-

puts of Q10 and Q11 are recombined in the primary windihg of .

.
T2 and through transformer action first to the secondary and

finally to the speaker.

The capacitor and transformer coupled amplifier system

uses PNP transistors._ PNP transistors are common; lOwever,

NPN transistors, or a combination of PNP and NPN transistors,

are more frequently used in this type of system.

Page 6/ED-07
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00 25575

CS

S yF
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5000 0
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ifiw

C
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1'
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.; pF
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22 1300
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500410
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330
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:rcM

&aeon 1240
cc 1.014

-ev o E

1000 0 3000

15K

-5.2V -5.2V f
-eV

.01 p3 OUTPUT
23577

Figure 4. Capacitor and Transformer
Coupled Amplifier.

Most modern systems ofaudi,o amplifiers are making the'

ctr4nsa'Aonto Vie IC package area.. Complete low-power ampli-

fiers are often within the reach 'of a single "chip." High

power amplifiers, ften are designed to use several chips. In

very high power amplifiers,,the,qutput stages are di-s-cr-et-e

transistors because.of the-hilh'er .heat treated.

, v01

SILICON-CONTROLLED RECTIFIERS

A variety of Circilitspcan be derived with silicqn con

cLtrollerectifiers (,SCRs)ko co "d.c. motor circuits.

Figure 5 shows a single, phaSe h4 -wave 'speed control system

for a d.c. series motor. Adjusiment of potentiometer R3 will'

-determine the triggering of the SCR. Increasing the gte

voltage will cause the SCR to Lire sooner-during each a.c.

cycle of 'the power source which means that the SCR will be

. CONTROL SYSTEMS

C

C 2
ED-07/Page 7
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ac
Figure 5. Series

Motor SCR Control.

. "ON" for a longer period of time. Thus: the motor will run

faster. Once the potentiometer is left at a predetermineckad-

justment, the speed of the motor will settle at o.ne speed.

S ower speeds are obJaained by reducing tie gate vortage.

reduction is accomplished by.adjusting R3 in the oppo-

site direction from the one that was used to measure the

speed.

Figure 6.shows a SCR control circuit that is used to

control a d.c. shunt motor. Close inspection will show that

afUll-wave bi-idge rectifier provides a constant d.c, voltage

to the field winding.

SCR. Figure 6: SCR D.C.
'Shunt Motor Control.
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The speed of this motor is changed by controlling the

"ON" time of the SCR; thus providing a given current and

voltage to the armature.' Because the iscg is a one-way device

for current flow, adjusting the gate circuit will determine

chow long the SCR is ON. More current and voltage will be

provided for the armature when the SCR is gated ON longer;

and less current and voltage will be provided for the arma-

ture when the SCR 4 gated ON fora shortejriod of time.

TRIACS-A.C. CONTROL SYSTEMS

Triacs are used to control the power fed to a.c. devices.

Figure 7 shows a straightforward circuit functioning from

an a.c. source that controls the power being fed to lamp.

Motors and other devices, of course, also can be controlled

by a similar circuit. This particular circuit might be found

in residential lighting systems.

AC
SUPPLY

7--\ 110VAC IN
TRIGGER
CIRCUIT

OUT

0

oTO
LAMP

TRIAC

Figure,7. Straightforward Circuit From an A.C. Source.
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Figure 7 shows an adjustable input to the trigger cir-

cuit so the'lamp can beadjustied for various degree of bright-

ness as desired.' The voltage across the capacitor Ciis ap=

plied to the input of the trigger circuit, which, in turn,

supplies the proper triggering voltage to the triac. Depend-
_

ing upon the voltage applied, the lamp will be made to light

at a given b.illiance. Changing the adjus'tment of R2 will,

in turn, change the brightness of the lamp.
1

TEMPERATURE MONITORING SYSTEMS

The thermocouple is a pc4ular device for measuring tem-

Terature. Na.ts-derice is constructed of two dissimilar wires

twisted, at one end. Figure 8shows a simple system in which

,
temperature can be measured.

Tm1

TEMPERATOI COMPENSATION ckt

Ri R2

THERMOCOUPLE
PROBE

Figure 8. Thermocouple Temperature System.

VOLTMETER
CALIBRATED

IN
TEMP-ERATURE

.

Tmi is the temperature. thermocouple. As the temper ure

'near the probe increases,, thie voltage across points . and B

increases. This yoltage isifed to the temperature

24-Page 10/ED-
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e4
compens'ation'circuit. ResistoAleR2 in this compensation \ciif-

cuit is used to compensaq-- for non linear .characteristics in

the probe. R2, along with. R1, R3; 114, B1, and Bi, provides

proper voltages to the voltmeter, which-is calibrated to mea-
_

sure the temperature from the probe. .

There are four basic ranges in which thermocouples can

be purchased. Figure 8 illustrates the voltage output for a

given temperature range. It should be noted that these probes

are fortemperatuxes that range as high as 1400°F to almost

3000 °F.

When temperature's that range below about 200 °F must be

measured, solid state diode probes can be used

Silicon .diodes _ when heated vary the actual resistance

within their junctions. These diodes,,therefore,,can-be used

to sense temperature changes. Figure 9-shows a simple circuit

.
using a s,ilicon diode probe and temperature calibrated meter.

D1

2N2484

1k RES.

+12y

":- TEMPERATURE
CIRCUIT

TEMPERATURE
METER

Figur 9. Silicon Diode Probe and Temperature
Calibrated Meter.

A

k.
-.

4.

Asc-tempefature changes, the voltage drop across D1 in
f;

4111.,

the probe also changes. This voltage drop change is sensed
It

,
:: 4

cr''''
.

.

r 4 '
,

, t
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1,

e

by the temperature circuit and, in turn, piovides a d.c.

,
volt. age to the monitor temperature meter.
a ' A system similar to the one above but one in which

data can actually be stored and displayed is shown in

Figure 10a.

-.SENSOR

12V

MICRO -AMPLIFIER_ ANALOG / _I.-
OtatT-AL-CONV-5RT-ER u

AMPLIFIER

GRAPH

a. Block Diagram- Temperature Circuitry

s

.10 ,Ile

I

1

I

I

I-71 I

i

I
12V1

I I
i +5V I

1

1 i. IAE)I-eV\15)-°1
i

1

Ii
I

-

e.

OW

-:-

12V 1---7--1------- - - -'--1
I

I
I

i

+12V 0

-. GRAPH

1...

I 12V
I o
I

I'
1

1

oi

+5V 0

TAPE
RECORDER

RECORDER

CONTROL

-t...V

i

1

I

1

i
i

+5V I

-IVVV=0 ID/A CONVERTER ,...v\A".....a.,
.. -.* i

,..

_L--
MICROCOMPUTER

mow .m. ---4

b.-, Atettiat Circuitry

I
; 6

Figure 10. Temperature Monitor and Record Chart.
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Figure 10b shows the circuitry that is used to, interface

the temperature probe with, this tape recorder and graph.

With this system, the changing temperature per time is plot-

ted on the graph. The tape recorder is used to record data

for future use.

The microcomputer's-role$is to control the system through

an internal program. First, the data from the probe is read

a number of times per hour. After the data is read, the mi-
.

crocomputer sends the results to the graph,- which is contin-

uously running and recording. The operator periodically re-
.

.ceives the graph results from the tape recorder. The cassette

tapes can.be retained and used for future studies and re-.

search. ; This particular,Isystem is preseRtly available using

the KIM-1 microcomputer board and associated circuitry.

HUMIDITY CONTROLLER

Energy management applications include environmental

monitoring and control. figure 11 displays one method of

controlling the relative humidity inside a building.

Figure lla shows the physical requirements. The.air

within a building, is sampled via a sampling vent which chars-

nels air into a wet-diy bulbunit. Depending upon the air

"condition" sensed by this unit, a water-inlet solenoid valve

is opened, allowing water to be fed to the drip emitters which

eject atomized water into the air duct system. Because the

air is constantly monitored, the relative humidity can be rea-

sonably controlled.

The wet and dry bulbs inside the sensing unit are wired

to the circuit,shown in Figure lib. If is this circuit that

o

248
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MOIST AIR

R1

20K

+ 10V

DRIP WATER
EMITTE S INLET

SOLENOID VALVe

44*

I AIR FLOWWATER DRAIN
LINE

WATER. SUPPLY

RECIRCULATING BLOWER

DRIVE BELTS

BLOWER MOTOR 30 INDUCTION

40- TO AIR DISTRIBUTION
OUTLETS AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS

SAMPLED AIR

WET

RoRY
20K

LAMPUNG CHAMBERS

DRY WET 7--SAMPUNG.. AIR BLOWER
BULB BULB

--.4. VENT

.47,-WAREHOUSE ROOF

,

FrMony RINET

Distribution System.

'BRIDGE

20K A
, 1K

8 Fr
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CONTACTS
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OP AMP 1

VOUT1 ,

79K 1K
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7K

8K
WATER
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b. Control Circuit.

1K

+15V

RELAY
COIL

+8V OC
REFERENCE
VOLTAGE

Figure '11. Humidity Controller.
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controls the ON-OFF operation of the water inlet solenoid

valve shown at the top of Figure lla.

The R
wet

and R
dry

(wet-dry bulbs) are part of a bridge

circuit. Operational amplifier J. receives its signal voltages

from the bridge circuit. As the relative humidity decreases,

the bridge becomes more unbalanced, causing the output from,

the bridge (Vbridge
) to increase. Op athp 1 amplifies Vbri

This op amp is a non-inverting amplifier which increases t e

signal about 50-80 times, depending on the choice of the

sisters attached to the minus (-) input.

Op amp 2 is a voltage comparator. It compares the volt-

age on its plus-(+) input to the voltage on its (-) input.

When the op amp 2 (+) input be-comes greater than the voltage

on'the(-) input, its output causes transistor Q1to conduct.

The output also activates the coil of relay R, which, in turn,

activates the solenoid valve.

This system is designed to keep the humidity.from ..6)11ing

below a specified percentage that was chosen previously by

the bridge circuit design. Units of this type can be pur-

chased for residential or commercial applications.

LIGHT-SENSING SYSTEM

,A system that can be used to track the sun so 4 solar

collector can be rotated on a motor-driven base is shown in

Figure 12a.

In Figure 12b, the sun rays, when, they, strike the surface

of the photovoltaic cell, produce a voltage outpuZ.from the'
.

cell. -This voltage is used to drive the inputof a high gain

transistor. The transistor output current activates relay R

ED-07/Page 15'
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FOCUS

f ASSEMBLY

-SOLAR
COLLECTORSENSING

D -

CONTROL
" CIRCUITRY

FOCUS
ASSEMBLY

a. Solar Collector Rotates
+12V

METAL
TUBE'

RELAY

PHOTOVOLTAIC
CELL

111

. Tracking System Circuit

MOTOR *DRIVEN PLATFORM

0
"RELAY R

TO MOTOR *
TCONTACTS CONTROL

0 CIRCUITRY
(TRIAC CONTROL )

HIGH GAIN
TRANSISTOR

METAL

Figure 12. Solar Sun-Tracking System.

and its associated contacts, which, in turn, send a signal

to the motor control circuit to turn off the motor. The

motor will, therefore, hunt for the sun until the sun strikes

the surface of the cell.

On cloudy days or at night, the system would continue to

hunt if additional circuitry to prevent this was not added.

A simple circuit not shown hee must be incorporated to per-

form this latter task.
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DIGITAL SYSTEMS

Digital systems communicate the same information as ana-

log systems but divide it up into a series of measurements,

Communicated by means of A binary code. When the number of

measurements per any given length,of time is greater, the

accuracy of the digital representation becomes greater.

The following paragraphs present two examples of basic

digital systems.

BINARY COUNTERS

Figure 13 shows a- digital or binary- counter model 74193.

This unit only counts binary numbers, and is capable of count-
,

ing them as high as 1111,2 (1510. Looking closely, note four

data inputs and-four data outputse It also has the ability

to count up,or down or clear itself and reset, to 0000.

Incorporafed,in,this one-piece IC are four J-K flip-

flops and srveraI gates that are combined to perform one main

function. sk

The inputs can bek connected to. switches or electronic

digiftl circuit's, and the output can drive four LEDs or other

digital circuitry' Figure 14a_ahows one example of the hook-

up.

Note particularly that there'is a carry and borrow fea

ture. In any up-down counting sequence (as in mathematical

addition and subtraction problems) a carry or borrow may

occur. Figure 14b shows the actual pin connection for .the

74193 binary counter.

.252 ED-07/Page 17



DATA
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Figure 13. 74193 Binary Counter System.
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a. 4 -Bit Counter Application
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b. Pin Connections - 74193 Counter

Figure A 4-Bit Binary Counte'r:

SHIFT REGISTER

CARRY

BORROW

In many respects', .shift registers are electrically simi-

lar to bin'ary counters. However, the individual elements are
I
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wired so that the information stored in one bit location can

be shifted to another bit location. Figure 15 shows this

concept.

Original Storage 0 0

'1st Shift Left

2nd Shift Left

0/

..
111

0 1 0

11,
1II

r°1
AP

a. Left Shift

Original Storage 0 0

1st Shift Right
..1111

1 0 0'11
4 .1

2nd Shift Right:, 011. 1 0

b. Right Shift

Figure 15. Shift Register Principle (4-Bit).

When a shift left s performed, all bits shift one posi-

tion to the left. 0 course, a right shift causes all bits

to shift one positio the right. .Figure 16 shows the dia-

gram of a 4-b)t IC shift register.

Figure 46 shows that to form this system, f9ur flip-

flops are us4d, as-well as several logic gatls. The results

Of the-4ifts,are displayed externally on the added LEDs,

Ll-L4. The inputs come from serial inputs from other asso-

ciated external circuitry.

Page'201ED-07.
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SHIFT
RIGHT

SW1

8.
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CONTROL

SW2

S or
0

R

7495

14

7

+5V

SW4 OR (SHIFT
INPUT

SHIFT LEFT

Figure 16. Shift Register Circuit.
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EXERCISES

1. Locate a diagram of a -small solid-state audio system

and determine the following:

a. What types of transistors are used.

h., What, types of IC stages are used.

2. Locate a diagram of a microcomputer board (Heathkit

ET-3400; KIM-1 6502; Motorola D2 Kit; and so forth),

an4 through research, determine what new ,IC chips are

used and what functions they perform.

3. Research and list the functions of the following IC

devices:

a. Digitd1 decoders (use a 7442 TTL IC BCD to

decimal decoder).

b. Digital multiplexers (use a 74151 multiplexer).

.LABORATORY MATERIALS

+5 volt power ,supply @ 100 mA

Breadboard system for circuit construction

D.C. voltmeter

Components

1-74193 synchronous binary counter

2-7476 dual J-K flip-flops

NOTE: The Heathkit ET-3400 digital trainer is one Such

breadboard system that functions well 'for the.follol,r-
,

ing experiment. It also has the power supply on-board.

257
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4.

A

LABORATORY PROCEDURES

The objective of this laboratory is to examine the

characteristics and operation of a binary counterAA at

counter is categorized as a sequential logic circuit!' Its

specific uses are timing, sequencing, and storage. As are
0 6 ,

other sequential circuits, this one has memory capable o4 e

storing binary numbers. After this laboratory is completed ,f

note, particularly, the flip-flops used and the timing

cuitry.

1. Construct the circuit shown in Figure 17. (Use the

7.176 J-K° flip-flop chip.) It is actually a binary

counter. Do not apply power yet. ,

LED INDICATORS

L4

A

L

L4 L3 L2 L1
- lA B C D

7478 15 9 478.15 8I9
FROM LOGIC 41 .,Jr-Ori ,

SWITCH X 1

T T
J 0

11

A
K4,--K cf CT

10

16 tr- . T- id
--

-2..3 14112 8 51 r
' t5V

10

13

FROM DATA FROM LOGIC
SWITCH SW1 SWITCH

3

Figure 17. Binary Counter, Using J-K Flip-Flops.

NOTE: Figure 13 shOlts:the pin-out for the 7476 IC.
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ti

Figure 18. 7476 J-K Flip-Flop Pin Diagram.

irdata is necessary hefore_starting4--

a. LEDs are as follows:

LED A (least significant bit)

B

C

D (most significant bit)

b. 1. Logic switch A will be used to step the

counter (timer lead).

2. Uogic switch F will be used to reset the

zounter:

3. Data switch sw-1 is used to input .the

counting numbers.

b. This 4-bit counter"can count from 0000 to

1111. Upon reachingone more count past

1111, the counter will trip back to 0000.

NOTE: Wait until the instructor has checkedall wiring

before applying power.

3. The counter experiment will begin with the data switch

set, to binary 1.. Now apply power. (Leave'sw-1 high.)

ft

'a!
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4. Record the states of the .ur LEDs.'

D MSB

B

A LSB

5. Reset the counter by -operating logic switch F, (When

39 operated, a binary 1 will be applied to the,reset lead

Which resets all flip-flops.) When the IT switchis.re-ti,

leased, the counter should reset..

6: Record the states-of the four LEDs.

D LSB

C

0
B

A MSB

.10

A

Step the counter by operating the logic switch, , T. Che

full operation of-this snitch °should ause the counter

, tip add '1 to4lhe binary counter number. Record this data

'In hqtkData Table (column 7a) : Continue epping c'oun'ter

until the number' 15 (11112) has been reached. Recordl

the data in the Data Table (columns 7b through )

8. Step 4he counter one more time (logic switch 7A).

,../Re.cord LED output in the Data Table.

Discussion; The counter Data Table should
.

reflect a count in .binary from 0000 to 111r,:.

withall intermediate numbers present.

9: Reset timer (logic switc0).

0,10. Attach a 1-Hz clock pulse to tire logic switch a lea

The counter'should count automatically. Does it?

Before doirif so, remove the wire from logic switch a.

Shut off tire trainer.

11. Require the circuit to reflect Figure 19.

Page 26/ED-07\-
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4.

A

C

FROM DATA FROM LO ICSWITCH SW1 SWITCH ff

Figure 19. Binary down counter.

NOTE: In this section of the lab, the counter will be

set to count down.

With sw-1 up' (binary 1)iapp-W-- power, and-re&et count-ex

by momentarily depressing logic switch R.

Record the data here.and place it in the Data Table as

shown.

D

C

B

A

113. Step the counting, using logic switch T and-record the

results in the Data Table after each step. Record the

decimal number the right.

---.' 14. Does the counter step down?

15. . Connect a 1-Hz clock pulse to the place.where the logic

switch A is connec,ted. Before doing so, remove the logic
t

switch A wire. What happens to the counting?

.

C
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1

DATA ,TABLE

DATA "TABLE

D r
... B A

(Step 5)

Step 7a'

Step 73

Step 7c

Step 7d

Step 7e

Step 7f'

Step 7g

Step 711,

Step 7i

Step 7j

Step 7k

Step 71

Step 7m

Step 71i

Step 7o

Step 8

Reset

-

_

,

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

.

--,..--
.

9

10.

11

12

13

14

15

0

.

.

-,,
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Data Table. Continued.
J

D C B A . Decimal No.

Step 10

Step 11

.

.

4 .

,

.

t

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

- ,

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

,

...

,

.

,

1

/

Of

t
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TEST

1. Name the five parts of an electronic voltage regulator

(discrete or integrated sytem)

a.

b

c.

d.

e.

2. A d.c. amplificw cannot pass a.c (True or False)

3. The trigger voltage on an SCR must be 'to.

.casue it to trigger.

a. d.c.

b. a.c.

'c. Neither of the above.

d. Either of the above.

4. Triacs are used to control

a. motors.

b. a.c. motop4.

c. Neither.

d. Regulators.

S. Thermocouples can measure temperatures accurately

from ...

a. 0-50°F.

b. 0-220°F.

c. 50-100°F.

d. -above 200°F.
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6. Would the:circuit shown below allow the solar tracking

system to stop hunting if the sun was behind clouds or

if it was dark outside?

a. Yes.

b. . Nd.

c. The T2 .contacts should be N/C.

d. The motor would burn up.

. ",..z.
Ti .. +12V

i

.

\
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7. Binary counts can count only in binary directly. How

far could an 8-bit counter count? (Start at 0 as the

first count.)

a. 7

b. 15

c. 31

d. 63

e. 127

f. 255

8. Shift registers are used to multiply and divide in

binary. Looking at the 8-bit register shown below

what would the binary number be if the register was

-shifted right three places?

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 " 0 0 1 1
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